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From the Editor
I’m calling 2012 the year of the unknown. The
reason is because I don’t know—and really nobody
else does—what is going to happen with the state of
publishing. The volatility of publishing in the last
eighteen months has been nothing short of a roller
coaster, and with the news that Barnes & Noble is
in trouble, we are in a black hole. Since you can
go on a hundred different websites and listen to
a hundred different opinions on the subject, let’s
talk about something else, and that is independent
bookstores.
If you have not noticed, the small bookseller is making a comeback and this is
exciting. I’ve mentioned before, while I love the idea of getting my music with the click
of a mouse on Amazon.com and the ability to buy my books that way, there is still a hole
that just can’t be filled by letting a computer give you recommendations. Again, I’m in
favor of e-books, but I also know that printed books will never go away and that is a great
thing. Not just for the value of printed books, but because independent bookstores will
fill that void when the Barnes & Noble in your town closes.
What makes these small self-owned stores so great? PEOPLE! The workers are there
to help you. They want to talk to you, not just looking at the job as a way of getting a
paycheck. They know your name when you come in the store and make you feel welcome.
While Barnes & Noble has the ability to have a greater stock of books, its prices aren’t
that great and the service, well, I think you know. However, when you walk into a small,
local bookstore and let’s say you are looking for that new Stephen King book, you end
up talking to the owner or the staff, and walk out with a couple different authors that
you would have never found if not for the intelligence of the workers. This is what I
miss the most with not having that local music store. Some of you might know I’m a big
fan of guitar players and eighties metal music. If not for my local music store, I would
have missed out on some great bands, because the owner knew what I liked and would
recommend them to me.
I urge you to search out your small, local bookstore and walk inside. Talk to the
workers, look around and get back to the comfort of
enjoying yourself in buying books. The personal touch
that has been missing is still there. You just need to
find it again. Remember, when you are sick and not
feeling good, you get under your favorite blanket and
eat some comfort food. It feels like a big hug from
mom nursing you back to health. Finding that joy
again in buying books is the same feeling, just without
the blanket and the comfort food.
Support your local bookstores and recommend
them to your friends. Get off the computer and get
back to the basics of buying books.
John Raab
CEO / Publisher
Suspense Magazine 
“Reviews within this magazine are the opinions of the individual reviewers and are provided solely to provide readers assistance in determining another's thoughts on the book under discussion and shall not be interpreted as professional advice
or the opinion of any other than the individual reviewer. The following reviewers who may appear in this magazine are also
individual clients of Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine: Mark P. Sadler, Starr Gardinier Reina, Ashley
Dawn (Wintters), DJ Weaver, CK Webb, Elliott Capon, J.M. LeDuc, and Terri Ann Armstrong.”
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Oba Chandler
& the Murder of the

Rogers Family

By Fred Shrum, III

T

On June 4, 1989, the bodies of Jo, Michelle, and Christe Rogers
were found floating in the serene waters of Tampa Bay. They were
stripped below the waist, bound, and tied to concrete blocks. How
could such a tragedy strike in paradise?

hey were going on vacation! It was a trip that may seem normal to some. But to the Rogers family, it was the trip
of a lifetime. They were going to Florida to make some memories. But Florida would literally become a tourist
trap for Jo, Michelle, and Christe. They would not make it home alive.
The Rogers women were going to experience Florida in the classic fashion. They would color their days with beaches,
attractions, and maybe even a visit to Mickey Mouse. This would be a welcome respite from their daily grind spent on a
three-hundred-acre dairy farm in Ohio. They were determined to enjoy every moment.
Why was Florida such a welcome change? Have you ever worked on a farm? Imagine an existence where no matter
how tired or sick you are, or how cold or hot it is outside, there is work that has to be done. No exceptions. You awake
in darkness to greet eighty cows that need to be milked. By the time you are finished, it’s only first light. You step out
of the milking parlor and gaze at the fields that seem to go on forever. There are crops that need constant attention.
Around late afternoon all eighty cows are calling out to be milked again. You may have worked enough by nightfall.
Once you get home, you’ve got laundry, cooking, and other housework. Then you wake the next morning and start
all over again. You do this every single day. How does Florida sound now?
Hal Rogers, thirty-seven, the quiet and slender patriarch, would not be going on vacation with his family.
There was simply no way to get away from the farm work. Sometimes while reaping, he would go three days
without sleep. The annual rain cycle was off this year, so he was late planting his crops. If he did not get them
in the ground right away he would miss the harvest.
The women already helped him so much. They worked on the farm in addition to outside jobs and
school. Jo regularly worked a midnight shift at Peyton Northern, a food warehouse, just to qualify her family for health insurance. Often Michelle and Christe would wake early in order to get some chores done
before school. It would be the first family vacation of their lives, so Hal made sure they took it.
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Jo Rogers, thirty-six, got behind the
wheel of their blue 1986 Oldsmobile
Calais. Riding shotgun was probably
Michelle, seventeen, the quiet yet personable daughter. Christe, fourteen,
the cheerleader and father’s favorite,
rounded out the trio. On Friday, May
26, 1989, the Rogers women left their
home near Willshire, Ohio and set a
course for their tropical oasis.
The first Florida stop was the
Jacksonville Zoo. Next was Silver
Springs. This attraction is famous for
its boats that feature glass bottoms. The
morning of May 29 began a breakneck
pace of activities. They wanted to fit in
as much as time would allow. Over the
next several days they hit Sea World,
Epcot Center, and MGM Studios. June
1 found the Calais cruising into Tampa.
They planned to hit Busch Gardens and
possibly the Gulf beaches. They arrived
at the Days Inn at Rocky Point, Room
251. The hotel overlooked the shoreline of Tampa Bay. It would be their
Waterloo.
They were seen for the last time
that night. A businessman in the hotel’s
restaurant observed them at dinner. He
sat down around seven o’clock. A woman and two teenage girls sat at a table
nearby. He didn’t mean to stare; they
were simply right in front of him. He
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could not hear exactly what they were
saying, but did notice by their tone that
the mood was jovial. Laughs and jokes
all around. When the women finished
eating and got up to leave, Michelle cast
him a glance.
“Hi,” she said, and then walked out
into the night.
Back in Ohio, Hal was worried. It
was June 4, the day the women were to
return. He had not heard from them in
several days. He kept walking out and
checking the driveway for the Calais.
“They’re probably just dinking
around someplace,” he commented to
a friend.
It wasn’t like Jo to be late. Hal
thought they would at least have called
when they left Florida. Jo had to be
back at work on Monday and Michelle’s
summer school classes were about to
start. Where were his girls?
June 4 had begun in splendor down
in Florida. The forecast called for sunny
and hot day with some afternoon thundershowers. A radio call came into the
Coast Guard station at nine-twenty that
morning. The sailboat Amber Waves
just passed under the Sunshine Skyway
Bridge. People aboard saw what appeared to be a human body floating in
the water.
“It looks like murder,” the caller

said ominously.
The sailboat Suzy was
two miles east of the St.
Petersburg Pier. They too saw
a body. After the crew delivered their first find at 10:24
a.m., they rushed to pick up
the second body. A third call
came in from the pleasure
boat Charlie Girl. They had
seen a body about two miles
from the Pier. The third body
was recovered about 12:08
p.m.
All the bodies were laid
out at the Coast Guard station for the waiting investigators. The circumstances were
the same: all three were nude
from the waist down, tied
hand and foot. The second
victim managed to wrangle one of her
hands free. The second and third victims had ropes around their necks that
were tied to large cinder blocks. The
first victim also had a rope around her
neck, and since it was cut by the Coast
Guard, it was assumed that a cinder
block had been tied to that rope as well.
Police detectives began the arduous task of understanding what had
happened. A quick once-over of the
bodies revealed no blunt trauma. They
would not know anything until the autopsy results were revealed. But at first
blush it appeared as though the women
were sexually assaulted, bound, gagged,
weighed down with concrete, and then
tossed overboard alive. It was a fate that
seemed too terrible to believe.
The first rule of homicide investigation is that you cannot go searching
for a killer until you know the identity
of the victim. The police had nothing to
go on. The unforgiving waves of the bay
washed away any real clues. There was
no identification on the bodies. None
of the victims had any scars or tattoos.
Decomposition was so advanced that
nobody could tell one of the victims
was a child. There were no local reports
of three women missing.
Who were these women? Where
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were they from? Why had their lives tears streaming down.
ended so violently?
Back at the Days Inn, the investigaHal awoke on June 7 in a panic. tion continued. The Calais was not in
After days of thinking about traffic ac- the parking lot. Since the women were
cidents or robberies, his mind switched found in the water, police started lookto more dire thoughts. Calls to the ing for the car at the closest spot where
Highway Patrol and Sheriff ’s Office had they could have boarded a boat. They
bore no fruit.
found a blue car about three miles away
“Somebody had done something to from the hotel, at a boat ramp along the
them,” he said. “That was the way my Courtney Campbell Causeway. It had
mind was working.”
Ohio plates. They ran the tag and it was
Thinking that he might need to registered to a Joan M. Rogers.
make a sudden trip, Hal withdrew
Not many clues were in the Calais.
seven thousand dollars in cash from The passenger seat was pushed back,
the bank. He was going to conduct his meaning that there were probably three
own search. But he never got a chance people in the car. They found a sheet of
to leave the farm.
Days Inn stationary. It contained direcThe next morning, June 8, a maid at tions written in Jo’s hand. The directhe Days Inn in Tampa had an uneasy tions said:
feeling. Room 251 had been cleaned
every day for a week, but nothing in the Turn rt (w on 60) – 2 ½ mi – on rt side
room had changed. Her manager called
alt before bridge
Tampa Police. The responding officer
learned that a Joan Rogers checked in
Beside the directions was a deon June 1 with her two daughters. The scription:
room was quickly sealed off and inspected by Tampa homicide detectives.
Blue w/wht
St. Petersburg Police had jurisdiction
over the triple homicide, so they arInvestigators asked around and derived promptly.
termined that a dark sports utility vehiA lab technician matched finger- cle, hauling a blue and white boat, had
prints from the room, specifically from been observed in the hotel parking lot
a tube of Oral-B Sesame Street tooth- around the time the Rogers were staypaste, to fingerprints taken
from the victims pulled
from the bay. The identification was also confirmed by
a forensic odontologist, who
matched the dental records
of the bodies to ones sent
from Ohio. All that was left
was to notify the next of kin.
That afternoon, Sheriff
Stan Owens of Van Wert
County showed up at the
Rogers farm and broke the
news to Hal.
“Not all of them,” he told
a friend. “Why everybody?”
Hal probably wanted
to collapse, but couldn’t.
Somebody had to milk the
cows. Hal kept working with Photo courtesy of Clearchannel Outdoor Inc.
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ing there. These clues were good information, but hardly definitive. Florida
was teeming with dark SUVs and blue
and white boats. There was no specificity. The search of the Calais did provide
one lead that appeared fruitful.
A Clearwater Beach brochure was
found in the car. A map of Tampa Bay
was on the back. The map had directions that described how to get to the
hotel. The funny thing was, the directions were in a handwriting that was
different than the Rogers. Surely the
mystery person would have information on the case. The police plastered a
picture of these directions all over the
local media. They also offered a $5,000
reward for information that lead to a
conviction.
Public response was overwhelming. Over eight hundred tips came in
during the first few weeks. Investigators
sorted the tips by urgency level and followed up on them all. Unfortunately,
they reached a dead end with all of
them.
“We’ve worked it hard,” said St.
Petersburg Police Sergeant Bill Sanders.
“But we just haven’t gotten anywhere.”
A triple funeral was held on June 13
at Zion Lutheran Church in Willshire.
The place was overflowing with people.
“You may be asking yourselves
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now, where was God,” thundered
Reverend Gary Luderman, pastor of
Zion. “Where was God when Joan and
her daughters were crying out in pain,
when these terrible things were happening to them in Tampa Bay? God
was with them. They were not going
towards death, but toward life.”
Silence filled the church, but the
mourners could hear the sound of a
sparrow singing outside.
There was not a dry eye in the
house. Mourners were weeping and
holding each other. The only exception
was Hal. He sat silently, barely moving,
with no expression on his face. After
the interment, he went back into the
chapel. He sat in a pew, alone, quiet, for
a long time. Then he went home to feed
the cows. Somebody had to.
Spouses are normally one of the
first suspects in a murder case, and Hal
was no exception. Townies remarked
about how he always wore dark glasses. He showed no emotion though his
family had been ripped away. Why did
he keep to himself instead of going to
others for support? Was he in cahoots
with his brother, who was accused of
raping Michelle years ago? Was Hal set
up for any financial gain?
Hal had life insurance on the women, yes. But it was not a large enough
policy to raise suspicion. Investigators
did wonder about the $7,000 cash. Hal
withdrew this money from his bank
account after the girls were killed, but
before they were identified. Was Hal
involved in a murder-for-hire? Hal
explained that he had withdrawn the
cash to pay for travel, but then had
not used it because his family was
dead. Detectives sympathized, but
then asked point-blank where the cash
was. Hal calmly walked them to his
pickup truck. Inside the glove box was
$6,000 cash, and he pulled the remaining $1,000 from his pocket. The detectives went back to Florida with no new
clues. Hal volunteered to take a polygraph test. He passed, and was officially
cleared as a suspect by the police.
Detectives were now set on the
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idea that the Rogers women met their
killer in Florida. They were intrigued
when it was brought to their attention
that there was an unsolved rape of a
Canadian tourist. The crime occurred
just two weeks before the murders, and
had many similarities. First, the rape
occurred in Madeira Beach, just miles
away. Second, the victim went on a ride
in a blue and white boat. An affable
stranger took her on the boat and then
raped her at sea. Third, the rapist drove
a dark SUV. This new information was
simply too much to ignore.
The rape victim agreed to a full
interview with the homicide detectives. She gave information that led to a
composite drawing of the rape suspect.
This drawing was sent to the media,
along with the description of the boat.
Public response was again overwhelming. Over four hundred new tips were
received and the task force was tripled
to meet the demand. Eventually all the
tips were deemed worthless.
Now a year passed since the murders, and the investigators still had yet
to identify a suspect. Members of the
task force were putting in fourteenhour days, missing important dates in
their personal lives, and they still had
nothing. Sergeant Glen Moore decided
the investigation should start again
from scratch. The current detectives
were reassigned and a brand new set of
eyes started sifting. Sergeant Moore did
not place any blame, he simply thought
the Rogers deserved a fresh crack at
justice.
There were still no fresh leads by
the spring of 1992. Moore decided to
push harder with the media. He released information from a psychological profile that was prepared by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. The reward was raised to $25,000. Moore held
press conferences and had the case featured on such national television shows
as Unsolved Mysteries and Diabolical
Minds: Case Studies. Something clicked
this time.
Jo Ann Steffey of Tampa was convinced that her neighbor was the killer.

She reported her suspicions to the police before, but nothing ever came of
it. She was thinking of calling in again.
She had bad vibes about her neighbor
from the first time she saw him, which
was years before the murders. The man
moved out of the neighborhood two
years ago, but Steffey still felt that he
was the suspect. Moore’s press conference stirred those emotions again.
Steffey had the composite of the
Madeira Beach rape suspected plastered on her fridge. The composite
showed a white male, in his mid-to-late
thirties, with reddish-blond hair, a high
forehead, and a moustache. The man
was expected to be five-feet, eight inches tall and weigh around one hundred
ninety pounds. The suspect looked just
like Steffey’s neighbor. He drove a dark
vehicle, and owned a blue and white
boat. Plus, her neighbor fit the FBI profile: he was gainfully employed, clean,
well-mannered, intelligent. She remembered an instance where the man
was walking his dog and she saw him
through her window. They locked eyes
for several minutes before he walked
off. It gave her the creeps.
After watching the latest press conference, Steffey started thinking about
the directions that were written in a
mystery hand. She realized that a different neighbor hired the man to do
some home maintenance. She went to
her neighbor’s house where they found
a contract and a check signed by the
man. His handwriting was a perfect
match to the one in question. The man’s
name was Oba Chandler. They called
the task force and were given permission to fax in the information.
A month or so later, outdoor advertising giant Patrick Media Group
donated billboards throughout the city
to help solve the case.
One of the billboards asked, “Who
wrote these directions? You may know
who killed the Rogers family.”
Steffey called the task force when
she saw this. Why hadn’t investigators
followed up on her handwriting sample that was submitted several weeks
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ago? They blamed a backlog of tips and
asked her to be patient.
After several more calls and a
strongly worded letter, Steffey and
Mozelle Smith’s tip got the attention it deserved. Civilian investigator
Eileen Przybyz brought the handwriting to Sergeant Moore directly. Moore
thought it looked promising so he sent
Detective Geoghegan to get the original. Back at the office they compared
the writing several times. The similarity convinced them to get some more
information on the man. What they
found was incredible.
The man who signed the contract,
an Oba Chandler, now lived on the east
coast of Florida. But at the time of the
murders he lived two miles away from
the boat ramp where the Calais was
found. Back then he drove a dark blue
Jeep Cherokee, using it to haul a blue
and white boat. Chandler had a rap
sheet a mile long. Moore was ecstatic at
this new lead, but did not want to get
his hopes up.
After finding out as much information as possible about Chandler, Moore
held a meeting to discuss the new suspect with everyone. When the meeting was over he asked everyone in the
room for their ideas. Marilyn Johnson,
an office assistant, pointed out something so simple that none of the detectives bothered to check for it.
Gleaning from a probation photo
of Chandler, she observed, “I don’t
know if you noticed it or not, but this
guy looks just like the composite.”
Moore’s jaw dropped wide open,
“You’re right,” he exclaimed.
It had taken three years, but Moore
was now confident that they had their
man.
Moore couldn’t get a warrant on
a hunch. He decided that the quickest
way to get Chandler behind bars would
be to get him on the rape charge of the
Canadian tourist. He partnered with
the FBI and the Florida Department
of Law Enforcement. The Port Orange
home was put under constant surveil-
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lance. A wiretap was placed on the
phone. Oba himself was tailed everywhere he went. An FBI plane even flew
high above the house to capture any
movement. Law enforcement officials
got the Canadian tourist and her friend
to positively identify Chandler through
photographs. Their story seemed sturdy enough to hold up in court. The
judge cut a warrant for Chandler. He
was arrested outside a gas station without incident.
Getting Chandler off the streets
now gave detectives time to build a
case. The police were able to locate and
purchase Chandler’s blue and white
boat for evidence. The Canadian tourist and her friend flew down to Pinellas
County and identified Chandler in a
lineup. A search of Chandler’s home
turned up a green mesh shirt that the
tourist described Chandler as wearing during the rape. But most damning was Chandler’s own words. He
visited one of his daughters, Kristal
Mays, in Cincinnati. Mays reported
that Chandler showed up unexpectedly in 1989, shortly after the composite drawing had been presented to the
media. During his visit he told Kristal
and her husband that he raped a couple
of women in his boat. He also said that
he “murdered three women.” This testimony allowed a grand jury to officially
file three charges of first-degree murder against Oba Chandler.
The opening gavel in Chandler’s
trial fell on September 19, 1994, two
years after the arrest. The prosecution
did not have an eyewitness or physical
evidence, so a guilty verdict was not a
sure thing. The defense would cling to
that fact. Yet the prosecution was determined to nail Chandler to the wall.
They simply feared the prospect of him
walking the streets again.
Opening statements showed meticulous planning on both sides. Lead
prosecutor Doug Crow led the jury
through a tale of habitual rape, murder,
cover-up, and lack of remorse. Fred
Zinober, defense attorney, had a simple
defense. He would not deny the rape

of the Canadian woman. He would
not even deny that Chandler met the
Rogers. He explained there was no
proof that Chandler did anything besides give directions to the Rogers trio.
For Chandler’s part, he viewed the
proceedings with bored indifference.
He flashed a smile, projecting to the
jury that the trial was a nuisance that
would eventually resolve itself. Wearing
khakis and dark reading glasses, he
looked more like a friendly neighbor
than a killer. His cheery facade would
not last.
Much testimony was given against
Chandler. Forensic experts testified
that Chandler’s handwriting matched
the handwriting on the brochure found
in Jo’s car. A print analyst testified that
a palm print on the brochure matched
Chandler’s. Kristal Mays told the jury
about his visit and incriminating statements. A coworker explained how
Chandler told him he had “a date with
three women” on the day of the murders. He also said that Chandler seemed
disheveled at work the next day. When
prompted, Chandler explained he had
been out “on the boat all night.”
The Canadian tourist gave a heartwrenching testimony of her rape.
She told how Chandler met her and
a friend in the parking lot of a convenience store. He offered them a ride.
They accepted and told them that they
were tourists. Chandler warned them
that they were staying in a high crime
area and they should not trust anyone.
When Chandler dropped them off he
offered to take them on a boat ride the
next day. They accepted.
The woman went on the boat with
Chandler twice that day. Both times
she did not bring her friend, and both
times Chandler seemed increasingly
annoyed that the woman came alone.
But he got over it and they had a good
time. They went out from morning until afternoon. The woman went to dinner alone, then came back to go on a
sunset cruise. That is when it happened.
Together they cruised the Gulf of
Mexico. When darkness fell the woman
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requested to go ashore. She said people
were waiting for her back on land. That
is when Chandler’s personality turned.
When she denied a hug he pulled her
close and started touching her. He told
her they were going to have sex.
She panicked at that point. She ran
away and started screaming.
Chandler retorted by saying, “You
think somebody is going to hear you”?
He also taunted her by saying, “What
are you going to do, jump off the boat?”
He started the boat and drove farther out to sea.
He told her again he was going to
have sex with her, and if she did not do
it willingly, he would tape her mouth
with duct tape.
“Is sex worth losing your life over?”
he asked.

believed the similarities to the murders
were relevant.
Another big piece of evidence was
the phone records. Investigators found
incoming calls to Chandler’s home
around the time of both the rape of
the Canadian tourist and around the
time of the murders. The incoming
phone number was unusual. Upon further research detectives found it was a
marine number. The calls came from
a person on a boat. The boater would
radio a marine operator. The operator
would forward the call to a landline.
The marine operator is required to take
the name of the boat and the caller. The
calls were from a boat named the Gypsy
I, Chandler’s boat. The name of the
caller was listed as either Oba or Obi.
This placed Chandler on the water during the time of the
murders.
The defense
had no choice
but to admit that
Chandler was on
the water those
days. But that
did not prove he
was a murderer.
He was simply a
fisherman. There
was no proof
that the Rogers
women were with
him when he was on the water. They
showed Chandler’s prize fishing rod as
proof that he loved fishing.
After weeks of testimony and nearly one hundred witnesses, the defense
called one Oba Chandler. Dressed in a
blazer and tie, Chandler spoke in a normal tone and projected a pleasant demeanor. Was this the murderer of three
women? No, he claimed.
Zinober walked through the basics
before going to the heart of the matter.
Chandler admitted meeting the Rogers
family at a gas station. He wrote directions on a brochure for them before
sending them on their way.
“Total conversation, two minutes,”
Chandler quipped.

“I don’t know if

you noticed it or
not, but this guy
looks just like the
composite.”
He raped her three times. Back to
shore, he told her to be careful as she
was stepping out onto the dock.
Crow asked the woman if the rapist was in courtroom. She said yes and
pointed directly at Chandler.
Zinober countered with questions
of his own. Just as he said, Chandler
never denied raping this woman. What
did it have to do with the Rogers family? The tourist rape did not have any
similarities to the Rogers murder, he
retorted. There were no ropes on the
boat. Chandler did not show a weapon.
He did not threaten to throw the woman overboard. The problem for the defense was that the witness was so credible, the jury believed her. They also
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Zinober asked point blank if he
killed the women. No, Chandler said.
He did not kill those women. They
never stepped foot on his boat. He
never saw them again after their brief
encounter.
Chandler told how he was fishing
in his boat on the night of the murders.
He explained that around nine-thirty
or ten o’clock he started having problems with his engine. That is why he
called his wife at home.
He described the ailment: “The engine died. I tried to start it again, it ran
for a second and stopped. Uh, couldn’t
really figure it out, got my big spotlight
out, and looking to see what the problem was. Started smelling gas, pulled
my hatch away from the engine area
and I could smell gas in my bilge area.
My bilge had been pumping gas and I
had a broken hose. I was totally out of
gas.”
Chandler claimed that he slept on
the boat that night. The next morning
he sealed the gas line with tape. He
flagged down a passing Coast Guard
inflatable unit to tow him in the next
morning. The three men aboard told
him they were too busy looking for a
body, so they would come back to help
him later. Another passing boat pulled
him in.
Chandler’s attitude changed during
cross-examination. Doug Crow went at
him full-bore. As the questions kept
coming, Chandler’s answers became
more evasive. He grew increasingly agitated with Crow. Chandler invoked his
Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination sixteen times when asked
about the rape of the Canadian tourist.
Crow was pleased.
Crow’s plan was not to crack
Chandler’s alibi about his boat trouble. He actually wanted Chandler to
expand on it, hoping that Chandler
would give a detail that would trip
him up. Chandler did just that. Crow
called two witnesses that put holes in
Chandler’s story.
Robert
Shidner,
a
Coast
Guardsman, testified first. Hensley told
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how there was no Coast Guard inflatable on the bay that morning. They had
no record of refusing help to a boater,
and they were not looking for any bodies that morning. Furthermore, such
boats only have two crew members
aboard. They would only need three
if they knew before they left the station that there would be heavy lifting
involved. Chandler slipped, probably
by seeing a photo of an inflatable with
three members pulling one of the bodies aboard in the newspaper.
James A. Hensley testified next.
He was a Florida Marine Patrol expert,
who had examined Chandler’s entire
boat. He testified that there was no way
for the type of engine on Chandler’s
boat to malfunction in the way that
he described. An anti-siphon valve on
the engine would not allow it. Even if
the valve failed, the fuel line was at the
top of the engine. Fluids do not drain
uphill. Even if gasoline had somehow
made it into the bilge, and Chandler
tried to start the engine as he explained,
the engine surely would have exploded.
This explanation placed a final
wedge of distrust into the jury. They
were now convinced that Chandler
was lying: about the boat and any other
number of things. Closing statements
came on Thursday, September 29th.
They did nothing to sway the jury from
their opinion.
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The jury took eighty minutes to
render Chandler guilty on all three
charges of first-degree murder. After
thirty more minutes of deliberation they called for the death penalty.
Chandler sat and grinned.
On November 4, 1994, with Hal
present, Judge Schaffer sentenced
Chandler to death.
“One victim was first,” she intoned. “Two watched. Imagine the fear.
One victim was second. One watched.
Imagine the horror. Finally, the last victim, who had seen the other two disappear over the side was lifted up and
thrown overboard. Imagine the terror.”
Chandler spent many years in prison until his appeals, and his life, clicked
away.
Hal and other family members gathered in Starke, Florida, at
the Florida State Prison. Today was
November 15, 2011, and they had
come to witness the execution of Oba
Chandler. Now looking like an elderly
hospital patient, Chandler was dressed
in a gown and strapped to a gurney.
When asked if he had any last
words, Chandler barked, “No.”
The first chemical was injected into
his veins and within seventeen minutes
Chandler was pronounced dead.
Hal could not describe his feelings, but was happy to be done with
Chandler. He spoke of heaven and hell,

the devil and God.
“I seen hell,” Hal remarked. “The
devil ain’t as smart as he thinks he is.
I like to say that I spit in his eye. I ain’t
afraid of him.”
Sources:
Davis, Don. Death Cruise. New York:
St. Martin, 1996. Print.
French, Thomas. “Angels & Demons.”
St. Petersburg Times. 1999. http://
www.2.sptimes.com/Angels_Demons/
default.html
French, Thomas.
Chandler die brings
tice, for tormented
St. Petersburg Times
Print.

“Watching Oba
relief, but no jushusband, father.”
16 November 11.

Shaw, Rob. “Triple Murder Oba
Chandler dies of lethal injection.”
Tampa Tribune 15 November 11. Print.

Did you enjoy this month’s article on the
tragedy that befell the Rogers family?
If so, connect with the author!
Twitter: @fshrum, Facebook: https://
w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / p a g e s / Fr e d Shrum/133319543443207, or www.
fredshrum.com.
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Special Preview
from Loni Emmert &
P.I. Barrington
By Loni Emmert & P.I. Barrington,
writing collectively as P.I. Barrington

F

ive days into her new habitat,
Isadora gave in to desperation.
She’d walked up and down the
streets and alleys of Zephyr Colony, Nova Cheiros’
prestigious residential sector, without food or sleep;
shooed away by mechanical maids tipped off to her
unwanted presence by mechanical eyes sweeping
the elegant buildings and their surrounding gardenlike properties. Isadora kept to the alleys behind the
towers mainly to stay out of the sight of local cops
and watched the trash conveyors sort and carry
away organic and non-organic garbage to someplace
outside the neighborhood limits. The aromas of food
drew her like an animal to the conveyors and she
discovered a defect in the machinery that created the
possibility of salvaging something still edible. Faster
than thought, Isadora’s hand shot into the small bin
beneath the square metal pipeline and pulled out
something that might have been a sandwich. Again
without thought she shoved it into her mouth and was rewarded with not only an edible morsel but a flavorsome one as well.
She slumped down against the wall behind her, making little moaning sounds until it was gone and she realized what she had
just done. The food, however, now became another type of drug; one that made her drowsy and warmer than she’d been in a
week and she crawled underneath the pipeline dropping into sleep to the rhythm of the machinery humming above her, too
tired and sated to care about her pride.
She remained there for three days, eating her fill and sleeping relatively unmolested until something hard poked between
the ribs. She shifted and looked up in the bright light to see a silhouette in black against the sun. She blinked hard trying to
make sure it wasn’t a cop and then sat up.
“What?” She squinted at the figure.
“What are you doing here?”
Isadora scrambled to her feet gratefully. By the educated clip of the voice the male figure was definitely not a cop. She
stood up and the shadow focused into a live person, leaning a bit on a cane, apparently the same one that stuck her. She
glanced back at the conveyer and a small pang of regret that she would lose her source of nutrition stung her chest for a
moment.
“I fell asleep. You don’t have to call the cops, I’m leaving right now.” She said quickly, and then shouldered her bag and
started to walk past him. He stuck the cane out and blocked her path.
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“Wait. Do you live around here? I haven’t seen you before,” he said.
“Uh, no,” Isadora said. “I’m just passing through.”
“Are you lost?”
“Well not really. I’m heading back to Metro. Excuse me,” she tried to pass again.
“Still, what are you doing here?”
“Look, I just—”Isadora shrugged.
“Why don’t you come to my house and we can have some lunch?”
Isadora looked at him, wary. The last time someone offered her lunch it nearly killed her. He looked fifty, silver
hair at his temples and dressed in expensive clothes. She glanced back down at the bin where her food emerged
and then back at him. He appeared harmless and possibly financially beneficial to her so she smiled at him and they
walked side by side toward the most impressive of the building towers that lined the wide quiet street. She followed
him up the stairs into a gigantic foyer and stood staring up at the ceiling that was fully 15 meters above her. They
rode the speed lift up to the top floor in silence. Isadora’s home planet was industrial and there were no such riches
for the workers who lived there, toiling throughout the perpetual night of the planet, living in monochrome barracks
with the barest of necessities. She could almost smell the luxury. But another scent, sick and nauseating, permeated the
flowery odor that swept in and out of the rooms. The awful smell wafted just below the perfumed air and Isadora could not
immediately identify it. He left her staring and told her he would return in a few minutes. When a few minutes extended into
almost fifteen, Isadora crept through the foyer and into the center of the penthouse.
“Hello? Anybody in here?” she peeked into an enormous living room, found it empty and moved down a long hallway at
her right, hand against the wall from the habit of balancing herself when high on Ingentin.
“Hello?”
Before she could react to her own growing fear, her throat constricted and she could not breathe. She wriggled, clawing
back over her head in attempt to loosen whatever was twisted around her neck from behind. She continued to struggle
wildly as she was dragged backward down the hall, unable to even scream for help. Isadora heard a door kick open and was
dragged into a room where the ligature released and she fell to her knees on the floor, trying to suck in enough air to avoid
passing out completely. When she did, she looked around the room. Here the stench was almost unbearable and she saw
with horror why. Blood splashed over the walls almost from the ceiling to the floor as if the bleeder was dismembered alive.
Not only that but it appeared there had been more than one victim and Isadora clapped a hand over her nose and mouth to
prevent vomiting. She stumbled back toward the door but never got there. Her insane benefactor stepped between her and
the doorknob, grinning.
“Now don’t be afraid my dear. We’ll just be having lunch. That is, I’ll be having my lunch and you’ll be being my lunch. I
know it’s a barbaric custom but I still eat meat, especially fresh meat.” He waved a hand around the room. “I prefer to kill it
myself. So, if you’ll just cooperate—”
Isadora screamed, the first time she could remember doing so and she leaped back from him and tried a kick move
her commander attempted to teach her somewhere back in distant memory. To her and her captor’s amazement, it worked
and her boot connected with his temple dropping him in a crumpled heap against the door. He grunted twice and then
rose halfway and lunged at her managing to wrap a hand around her ankle. They both went down, him on top of her, one
fighting viciously for control and the other fighting viciously against it. Isadora spotted her bag halfway across the room on
the expensive, stained carpet that covered the center of the expansive floor, twisted and crawled her way toward it, dragging
him along with her. She grabbed the bag and shot her hand into it. She pulled her hand back out, the demicutter blade flicked
open and she stabbed it into his hand and then his shoulder. Now he screamed more in fury than pain but it gave Isadora the
precious moment she needed and she scuttled to the door and flung it open. She ran, breathing hysterically, until she reached
the elevator hitting the highest speed level to drop her at the front entrance. She threw herself out of it, landing hard on the
steps on her hands and knees, still screaming. A police patrol unit pulled up at the end of the stairs and both officers got out
and pointed guns at her.
“Stop! Just stop right there!” One of them yelled at her but Isadora was too crazed with fear to heed them.
“He’s crazy!” She screamed at them. “He’s trying to kill me! There’s blood all over the place—he’s trying to kill me! You’ve
got to stop him! You have to help me—”
But they were no longer looking at her. Their attention moved behind her to the top of the steps where the man stood,
adjusting his cuffs and collar. He smiled at them, completely composed as if the whole situation was a mere embarrassment
instead of attempted murder and cannibalism. He cleared his throat and Isadora moved instinctively halfway behind one of
the cops peeking at him over the cop’s shoulder.
“What’s going on here, you’re Honor?” One of the cops holstered his gun and walked a few feet toward the man.
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“Well, the reason I called you two gentlemen is that this young woman, who caught me in a moment of weakness, has
threatened my life after I refused to pay her for prostitution,” he gave them a weak smile. “Then she actually stabbed me—no
no it’s all right, a minor wound. But I don’t think she should be running around free.”
Isadora stood shocked into silence. The second cop, the one she hid behind, turned to her.
“Is that true?” He asked reaching for her arm.
“He’s lying!” She screamed again, backing away. “He said we would have lunch! Then he tried to kill me—he’s nuts, really
nuts—just go into that room! I’m not lying! Just go in there—” she stopped as the cop twisted her arms behind her back and
cuffed her elbows together with one large metal cuff. “Please, just go into that room, you’ll see—I’m not lying!”
“Are you a prostitute?” The first cop returned to the side of his partner.
“I—I—not now. I mean, that’s not what this is—he’s crazy and he’s lying and he kills people and eats them—he told
me—the blood it’s on the walls—”
“Are you a prostitute?” The first cop twisted the cuff up.
“I—ouch! I—sometimes I am but not now I swear! Please, stop him before he does it to somebody else—please you have
to help me! I didn’t do anything wrong, I swear it!” She was sobbing air and shaking as they lifted her off her feet and tossed
her into the single jump seat centered in the back of their unit locking the cuff into a buckle on the back of the seat. Then they
walked up the stairs and spoke briefly to the insane man standing serenely on the steps.
“Listen bitch,” the cop riding shotgun said when they pulled away. “It’s illegal for you to even be in this part of town, let
alone soliciting. Do you have any idea who that was?”
Isadora hiccoughed air and said nothing.
“He’s the fucking judge for the criminal courts that’s who. You’re in deep shit now. You made a big mistake trying to sell
yourself to him,” the cop turned halfway around to her.
“I don’t care who he is,” Isadora told him, sniffing. “He’s a crazy fucking killer. That’s how he gets away with it, he lies and
everybody believes him because he’s rich. Just go back there and go into that room. You’ll see I’m not lying.”
“Still sticking to that stupid story?” the cop driving looked at her in the mirror that spanned the top of the windshield
and a third of the ceiling. “You ever been arrested?”
“No. Never.”
“I hope that’s true for your sake. Lying to us doesn’t make it any better for you.”
“I didn’t do anything wrong! I swear it—I didn’t do anything!”
“Stop whining. You wouldn’t be here if you hadn’t done something wrong. You’re under arrest, not him.” The patrol unit
stopped at the jail and courthouse and they got out, alternately dragging and pushing Isadora between them. Once inside
they yanked her bag from her hand and stuffed it under the safety glass of the Mamiri jailer who examined it and its contents,
and then tossed it onto a pile of various dispossessed objects.
“What you got a gun on you for?” The Mamiri behind the glass frowned at her.
“I—I’m a soldier—I mean I was a soldier. That’s my weapon.” Isadora said after being jogged by the cop holding her. “It’s
legitimate. My ID is in my pocket.” She shifted her elbows and nodded down at the pocket of her pants. The cop reached in
and pulled out the battered chip. He tossed it under the glass and it landed somewhere on the floor behind the Mamiri who
ignored it.
“Soldier or not it doesn’t matter,” the cop told her. “You’re in here for prostitution and no military rank is going to
interfere with that fact.”
“But I told you I didn’t do any—”
“Come on,” he cut off her sentence and yanked her again this time through a hissing airlock door. He shoved her down a
short hallway lined on either side with rhythmically glowing and humming jail bars on large holding cells, one side holding
female prisoners and the other side holding males. They all shouted catcalls and hoots at her and Isadora realized she was
completely unarmed and unprotected when the cop opened the females’ cell and shoved her inside. She stared wide eyed at
the group of women as the doors slammed locked behind her.
“I like your jacket,” one of them snarled walking toward her. Four more followed and surrounded Isadora. “Where’d you
get it?”
Isadora never got to answer. They spun her around, yanked off her jacket and pressed her up against the burning white
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bars facing the male inmates on the opposite side of the hallway.
“Hey boys, look! Fresh meat! You want her first or can we have her?”
Isadora didn’t wait for the answer but started struggling in earnest, using every trick she’d ever been taught in the
military and cursing herself for never paying attention to any of them. By the time Isadora was finally convinced they
might actually kill her, the main door opened again.
“Alright, alright ladies, break it up.” It was the jail guard. His voice never rose higher than a bored note as he
brushed a palm against the keyboard cutting the power of three of the white throbbing light bars making them vanish
for the moment and allowing him to enter the cell.
“Isadora DayStar?” He asked picking her up from the floor, knowing full well which inmate she was. She managed a
shaky nod. The guard snatched her jacket from one of the women who watched the beating from the sidelines and yanked
it around Isadora’s shoulders. “You got lucky today Isadora. Seems the judge on your case is acquainted with you personally
and he’s decided to drop the charges. You can get the hell out of here and go to whatever garbage piled rat hole it is you call
home.”
He shoved her out of the holding cell and back down the hall toward the exit. Once through the door, he pushed her
toward the Mamiri who presided over the property removed from inmates. None of them spoke as the female handed
Isadora back her gun and her id chip along with her black bag.
“It’s all there,” The Mamiri snapped, cutting off Isadora’s question. “You don’t got nothing worth stealing.”
The guard stood back allowing her a wide berth to make her way to the exit. She stood on the stairs of the building
portico, shrugging on her jacket slowly, trying to avoid aggravating the countless bruises covering her. Isadora’s lower lip was
split in three different places and she had two major black eyes beginning to swell shut. She slung her bag over her shoulder
carefully and looked around realizing she had no idea where she was or which direction led back to neighborhood of the
assassins’ bar. It wasn’t the best neighborhood in the city but at least people didn’t openly try to murder her there. A patrol
cop leaned against the wall, smoking a contraband cigarette and watching her.
“Um, which way is Metro? I don’t know where I am.” She said.
“That way – due west.” He nodded toward the lowering sun’s last dirty brown-red beams. “You want a ride?” He flicked
the butt with his middle finger and thumb and it arced shooting sparks onto the cement ground like a meteor shower. He
kicked off the wall and stood waiting.
Isadora swallowed. She wanted nothing more than a ride out of hell at that moment but she’d just learned another hard
lesson about trusting strangers blindly. She shook her head.
“No thanks. I can find my way.” Her swelling, blood crusted mouth made it difficult to speak.
“You sure?”
She nodded. He didn’t appear threatening but then neither did the homicidal, cannibalistic justice of the peace, who put
her in the jail cell and then released her once he figured she’d been punished enough to know never to say his name again.
Isadora walked down the stairs and headed west like the officer said, limping on occasion but determined to get back to
Metro by nightfall, vowing never to visit any upscale neighborhoods again. 
Published with permission.
http://thewordmistresses.com/
After an extended detour through the entertainment industry, P.I. Barrington has come full circle to
fiction writing. She has journalism, radio broadcasting, and music industry experience and is thrilled
with the ability to now concentrate on writing full time! She has an e-book trilogy Future Imperfect, a
sci fi novella, and a print cozy-ish mystery co-authored with her sister Loni Emmert published 20092010. She is a Southern California native and resident.
Loni Emmert has spent the past twenty-five years working in the music industry and writing press
releases and magazine articles and now has returned to her passion of fiction writing. A member of
both RWA and SinCLA, Loni divides her time between work, writing, and pampering her very spoiled
MaltiPoo dog, Cookie. She is also a native Southern Californian and resident. Her first two novels,
“Button Hollow Chronicles #1: The Leaf Peeper Murders” and “Lights! Camera! Murder!” are both
cozy mysteries and she is currently working on her first thriller.
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“I love this book. It will keep
you guessing until the very end.”
—Dee Henderson, bestselling author

After a brush with death due to equipment
failure, smokejumper Alexia Allen is ordered
to take time off while the incident is under
investigation. She makes a last-minute decision to recuperate at her mother’s home and
attend her high school reunion. Yet trouble
seems to be following her, and within hours of
arriving home she is confronted with murder,
arson—and a handsome detective.

Chock-full of the suspense and romantic
tension you’ve come to expect from Lynette
Eason, When the Smoke Clears is the explosive
first book in the Deadly Reunions series.

LYNETTE EASON is the
author of several romantic
suspense novels, including
Too Close to Home, Don’t
Look Back, and A Killer
Among Us. She is a member
of American Christian Fiction
Writers and Romance Writers
of America. A homeschooling mother of two,
she has a master’s degree in education from
Converse College. She lives in South Carolina.

Connect with Lynette at www.LynetteEason.com
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Gives Voice
to Those who
Have None

An Interview wit
h Kira Peikoff

Interview by Suspense Magazine

Kira Peikoff lives in New York City. She graduated with high honors
from New York University in 2007 with a degree in journalism, after four years of various
reporting internships. Peikoff covered street crime for the The Daily News, wrote about
Capitol Hill for The Orange County Register in Washington, D.C., reported on business and
technology for Newsday, and researched feature stories for New York Magazine.
Concluding that fiction was absolutely her true love, she spent a year working full-time
on her debut novel, “Living Proof.” It was inspired by her experience reporting from the
White House in the summer of 2006, watching President Bush announce the first veto of
his presidency when he denied federal funding for embryonic stem cell research. Peikoff ’s
passionate feelings about what many people view as a debate of morality vs. science—one
that has the potential of life-or-death stakes—led to the main clash in “Living Proof.”
After writing her debut novel, Peikoff worked for several years in the editorial departments at two major New York
publishing houses. It gave her an invaluable inside look at the
publishing process and the way the industry is changing so quickly.
Peikoff is working on her second novel while teaching creative
writing to kids and teens through a nonprofit organization, as well
as tutoring literature to students across the globe. She is captivated
by the intersection of cutting-edge science, medicine, politics and
human life. Peikoff is also a proud member of the ITW (International
Thriller Writers).
Suspense Magazine is proud to bring you our first-time
interview with author Kira Peikoff.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): When you were working in
journalism on the street, was it your dream to become an author?
Kira Peikoff (KP): Yes, I wanted to be a novelist ever since I was a
kid. I discovered a love of journalism in college and went with it.
Specifically, I enjoyed the license that journalists have to ask people
questions, the challenge of putting together an engaging story from
an array of information, and the satisfaction of giving a public voice
to those who would not otherwise have one. Needless to say, it was
great preparation for tackling a novel.
S. MAG.: Your debut book “Living Proof,” give us a little behindthe-scenes action.
KP: The most fun scene to write was probably the first one in Part Two, which is a
wondrous, revelatory moment. One of the trickiest was the sex scene, which I found
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myself writing at Starbucks, looking over my shoulder and blushing!
S. MAG.: Being a debut author, what part of the publishing process did you enjoy the most and what part surprised you?
KP: I most enjoyed getting “the call” from my agent saying that the book sold. That was a life-changing moment. Most surprising
has been the kindness and generosity of established authors. I mailed copies of the manuscript—cold—to various authors I
admired and was shocked when a good percentage of them wrote back expressing praise and support. I am forever in their debts.
S. MAG.: Was there a certain event or book that made you want to become an author?
KP: Ever since I can remember, I’ve had a fondness for telling stories. I think it came from being an only child. I figured out early
on how to tap into my imagination to entertain myself. But I first started seriously wanting to write a book when I was thirteen,
right after I read “Gone With the Wind.” I never had the experience of being utterly absorbed in a novel until then, and it inspired
me to aim to create a full, complex, engaging story of my own someday.
S. MAG.: If you could go back in time and witness one historical event, what would that be?
KP: The signing of the Declaration of Independence. Or the moon landing in 1969.
S. MAG.: Is there a single sentence or scene in the book “Living Proof,” where you look back and know that you nailed it?
What would that be?
KP: The paragraph in which the scientist character, Sam, contemplates
watching cells divide: “Watching the tiniest of magic shows with his
microscope, he saw the moment that each cell split into two. It was such
a basic, simple action—the crux of all life—and yet, he thought of how
astronauts must feel watching Earth from space. As a teenager, Sam
had wondered about such a surreal experience, but now he grasped
how they felt watching that blue orb glowing against the blackness of
the universe. He understood that his own experience happened at the
same fundamental juncture as theirs: whether minuscule or vast, it
was where man, through the force of his mind, was able to view the
horizon of nature’s power—the most spectacular beauty imaginable.”
S. MAG.: You are going on a long book tour. Are you excited and
scared all at the same time?
KP: I’m thrilled and yes, a little nervous, about going on the tour.
I've never traveled so much in one month, but I’m looking forward to
meeting readers and hopefully stirring up some good discussions about
the book.
S. MAG.: Your character Arianna Drake is sitting in front of you.
What one question would you like to ask her?
KP: How do you remain so positive and hopeful about life despite
facing tremendous hardships? This is an attitude I would love to be
able to adopt as effectively as she does.
S. MAG.: What one mystery would you like to solve for yourself?
KP: The mystery of how to slow down aging, which is a hint about my
next project.
S. MAG.: What can we expect to see from you in the future?
KP: I'm working on the first book in a trilogy of scientific thrillers. I'm
very excited about it, but it’s too soon to reveal the details. When the
time comes, I’ll release more information on my website.
We thank Kira for taking some time to answer our questions. To
learn more about this talented author and her work, check out her
website at, www.kirapeikoff.com. 
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Suspense Magazine Review of
“Living Proof” by
Kira Peikoff
This book of suspense cannot be classified only under
that one category. In fact, while the setting of this novel is the
year 2027, the author has taken serious cultural debates from
our present-day society and blended them into a tale that’s
not very fantastical, since we’re not far off from bringing this
extremely frightening story to life.
In 2027, there is a clinic in New York City operated by
Dr. Arianna Drake, Dr. Gavin Ericson, and his wife Emily. This
is a fertility clinic that offers the wonderful dream of family to
infertile couples. In this futuristic day and age, fertility clinics
have to pass inspections made by the U.S. Department of
Embryo Preservation (DEP). These inspections are ‘surprise
visits’ and one of the most rigid rules is that it is considered
first degree murder if any developed embryo is destroyed, and
if the clinic fails an inspection they will be prosecuted.
The clinic has excelled and they are making a wonderful
reputation for themselves. Unfortunately in Dr. Drake’s past,
she was an advocate of what the DEP considered to be a
notorious scientist with a bad reputation who stated in print,
that the DEP, “is dragging America back to the Middle Ages.”
So, the DEP Chief sends in an undercover agent, Trent Rowe,
to investigate Dr. Drake.
As Rowe investigates, he starts questioning his own
faith in the project and his investigation begins to fall apart.
Between dealing with his own beliefs and the truth, Trent’s
life, loyalties, and love seem to be headed in three different
directions, causing him to question everything that he once
had faith in.
This is a story of love and life, although supremely scary
in certain areas. For a debut novel this author has certainly
chosen a ‘touchy’ subject to write about, and will find legions
of fans that will admire her ‘moxie’ and look forward to her
second novel. For anyone interested in a writer who cuts to the
chase over a highly difficult subject, this is the book for you.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13”
for Suspense Magazine 
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Dad's

Dilemma

By Marilyn June Janson

“Dad, I’m not going downstairs!” The overwhelming ammonia smell covered up the stench. Trying to avoid the fumes
in the upstairs bedroom, I took in shallow breaths.
“Sweetie, you’re a college grad. Don’t you think that it’s time you went into the basement? There’s some stuff belonging
to your mom that she would like you to have. Then you can pack them up.” His mud brown eyes bulged out at me from
behind gold wire rimmed spectacles. “There are boxes downstairs.” Dad’s miniscule maroon lips turned up into an uneven
arc. “Don’t say I didn’t warn you.”
The thought of wearing my mom’s castoffs did not appeal to me. I squinted my eyes and stared at him.
“You’re the husband. Why don’t you pack them up? It’s the least you can do, since you never did much for her.”
I picked up a big, white jug sitting beside his torn, faded recliner.
“Are you planning death by disinfectant?”
He chuckled, “Are you afraid that your mom will pop out of the dark and scare you to death?”
“I would be thrilled to see her. But you are the one who should be worried. She might hit you over the head with the iron
she used on your undershirts.”
My lips stretched into a grin, showing teeth.
Then red, blue, and black colors danced before my eyes. I put down the container. Feeling dizzy from the fumes, I moved
toward the window. My clammy fingers slipped as I worked at opening the lock.
“Whe wa th lasss time you open th window?” I slurred.
“Don’t open it,” Dad barked.
I opened the lock and struggled to shove the sticky window frame up. Letting out a swooshing sound, the wooden
structure moved. Gripping the paint chipped molding, my head fell against the screen. I gulped in air. Turning around I said,
“It’s time to man up. I’m tired of cleaning up after your messes.”
His face sagged. White stubble peeked out from between the folds in his skin.
He grumbled, “I can’t move the body myself.”
I pointed to the bed, “That’s not just a body. She’s my mom.”
I went to the bed and sat on the edge. With great effort, I picked up mom’s stiff hand. It felt like lifting steel. That hand,
at one time, was soft and comforting. Those fingers fixed my hair, brushed away tears, and held compresses to my forehead
when I had the flu.
“Mom, I’m so sorry that I couldn’t make the cancer go away. I would have taken your place and gone through all the pain
so that you would get better.”
I bent over and kissed the top of her blue-green hairless scalp.
I smelled something burning. Startled, I turned around.
“What the…”
Dad stood there looking at me with mischief in his eyes. He held a lighted match poised above the bottle of ammonia.
“Nooooo!” I wailed.
As I lunged at him, he dropped the match into jug.
Whoosh.
The lights went out. 
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When the almighty afterlife
powers were handing out talents for
this lifetime, Sarah Kernochan must
have stood front row in many lines.
She has enjoyed remarkable success
over many decades in fiction, film, and
music. In her latest endeavor, “Jane Was
Here,” a fascinating and gripping tale
of reincarnation, she explores the dark
side of karma and its impact on her
character’s present lives.
Sarah scripted such films as the
notorious 9 and ½ Weeks, Sommersby,
Impromptu (her personal favorite),

What Lies Beneath (storyline), and All I
Wanna Do, which she also directed. Her
two documentaries, Marjoe and Thoth,
won Academy Awards thirty years
apart. However, Sarah’s first ambition
was always to write novels.
Suspense Magazine is grateful and
excited Sarah has taken the time to share
insights into her life, writing and why
she believes in karmic comeuppance.

Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Your
biography reads like the heroine of
a book. You were a musician in the
seventies. Friends with some of the
biggest names in the music industry
like John Lennon and Harry Nilsson.
You write a successful book, and then
turn to writing Hollywood screenplays
for thirty years, along with directing.
Along the way, you win two Academy
Awards for both your documentaries.
Now, you have returned to novel
writing. Was the transitioning planned?
Sarah Kernochan (SK): I didn’t set out
to be professionally mercurial. I take my
cues from my inspiration. Stories come
to me in different forms: sometimes
as films, sometimes songs, sometimes
(most recently) as a novel. But forging
a career out of any one of those
forms is another matter. In
that sense, my transitions
weren’t planned—anything
but. After my first Academy
Award, the natural follow-up
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Interview By Susan May
should have been directing
another film. But it became
plain I was not going to get
that opportunity, Oscar or
no Oscar. Except for Lina
Wertmuller, there were no women
directors in 1973. Thus, I had to
quickly switch paths: I became a singersongwriter. Then when my second album
didn’t sell well, RCA let me go and I had
to switch yet again—to novels. I would
have been happy to settle into a career
as an author following the publication
of my first book, which was a success.
However I found myself stranded when
my second book was canceled by the new
editor, and suddenly no one wanted me.
I turned to screenwriting, where I had
better luck and a much better income. So
I stuck with that until I turned sixty. At
that point, it became hard for me to find
work. Older writers (particularly female)
are weirdly dismissed as “has-beens” by
the film business. Even though I’m still
lucky enough to find script jobs, they are
fewer and far between. So I have gone
back to the novel. Now that “Jane Was
Here” is published, it still remains to be
seen whether I can succeed with books.
I would love to settle into the life of
an author, since my earliest ambition
was to be a novelis, and obviously I got
sidetracked along the way!
S. MAG.: Was the plot for “Jane Was
Here” a light bulb moment, or did it
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haunt you for years?
SK: For years, I played with the idea
of an ordinary woman who discovers
she murdered someone—in a former
lifetime. I never managed to figure out
how to construct a plot around that
premise, though I’m sure it can be done.
The light bulb moment came when I
realized the central character should be,
not the murderer, but the murder victim,
who is reborn into the present with the
task of finding out who killed her in the
past. The moment I received that notion,
I started to write immediately, though
at that point I had no idea where I was
going.
S. MAG.: Most people have a fear of
change, yet here you are embarking on
a new adventure and embracing the
digital age with e-books, Twitter and
blogs. Thirty years after your first book,
have you approached the writing and
promotion of this novel differently?
SK: Obviously the mechanics of writing
have changed. When my first book
was published we didn’t even have
computers, and word processing had to
be done in the brain! “Cut and paste”
used to be an actual physical chore,
and liquid Whiteout was the only way
to change words. Or you had to retype
everything. It was laborious enough
to put you off revisions. You would do
anything to avoid it, so you were more
accepting of flawed writing. I think
I became a better re-writer with the
advent of writing software. Now it’s so
easy to try words and phrases out for size
before you commit to anything. You can
be a perfectionist with little effort.
As for e-books and online marketing
techniques, one constant in my life has
been my craving to be in control of my
own work, and not to be under the
thumb of editors or movie producers or
recording executives, as the case may be.
There’s a tremendous democratization
that’s taking place: power to the people
is a very recent phenomenon both
artistically and politically. The downside
is that there’s chaos. Suddenly no one’s
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in charge and everyone wants to be
heard. So how do you raise your literary
voice above the crowd? Also, the social
networking process is so time-consuming
(though it’s fun) that you don’t have any
time to write your books! All in all, I’m
pretty ambivalent about the new lay of
the land. It will be fascinating to see how
it all shakes out. Then I’ll have to figure
out how I fit in.
S. MAG.: After three years working on
“Jane” part-time, you mentioned you
rewrote the whole thing—quite a task.
SK: In my first draft, my reincarnated
heroine Jane remembered everything
about her past life and her murder.
She arrived in town to make people
remember what happened there, and
what part they played in her demise.
It was horrible to get to the end of the
writing only to discover that the book
didn’t work. Thankfully, my agent
suggested that maybe Jane shouldn’t
have any memory at all of who she was,
and suddenly it all became clear to me:
that the audience could find out the
truth at the same time Jane does, piece
by piece. Suddenly I had a much tauter,
tenser story. It was actually a pleasure to
rewrite everything because I could tell I
was on the right path this time.
S. MAG.: Did you have to adjust
your writing technique for screen
to novel writing to create “Jane”
or was it quite natural for you to
return to it?

of the miracles of aging that you actually
do get wiser; and that wisdom works its
way into your observations about life
and people. I would say “Jane Was Here”
benefited from the plot skills I developed
from writing films. Also, because a script
has to be read quickly, you are always
trying to distill prose and dialogue to
the minimum—and I think that lesson
served me well, too, when I returned to
narrative writing. I don’t indulge myself,
even when there’s a passage or bit of
dialogue I’m in love with. I don’t hesitate
to cut it if it’s extraneous or slows the
rhythm. In movies, you learn not to cling
to anything you’ve written. You can’t…
you’re an employee. You don’t own your
own work. If you don’t change it, they’ll
find someone else who will.
S. MAG.: You have said that you waited
to get the one book idea that would
seize you so hard that you had to write
it, but that over the years, the ideas that
sprang into your head were for films.
Since so many books become films,
what makes a story idea more suitable
for film than a book?
SK: That’s a really interesting question.
In many cases, writers want to work out
the story in book form first, to explore
the characters and work out the
plot

SK: I was relieved to return to
narrative prose. Screenwriting
is very limiting in style, and
I really wanted to stretch my
limbs for a change and enjoy
the language. My one worry
was that I wouldn’t have a
narrative “voice.” There’s no
room for voice in scripts. It’s all
nuts and bolts: Jane exits, Jane
enters, close-up shot of Jane
screaming. Fortunately, I
found I did have a voice, one
that was heaps more mature
than my first book. It’s one
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without the limitations of a screenplay.
Then, if fortune is kind, the book
will come to the attention of movie
people who will purchase the rights.
However, if you have an idea that’s good
for either medium, and you can’t choose,
then practical considerations come into
play. Which project involves the least
risk? For example: is it more likely that
your story would be published as a book
than it would sell as a script? Is the story
more literary, different, cerebral, edgy, or
slow? Chances are that movie types will
not be interested until they’re persuaded
by a book’s critical reception or readers’
embrace. You couldn’t sell a script of
“Life of Pi” without it first having been
a sensation as a book. Another factor in
deciding between book and film could
be your time and patience: do you want
to spend three months writing a one
hundred-page script, or a year or more
of your life writing a three hundred-page
book?
S. MAG.: You suggest there is justice in
reincarnation, “that people, who profit
from evil and receive no comeuppance,
flourishing until their death, are then
reborn into a life of suffering.” What
makes you believe so strongly in
reincarnation?
SK: Maybe it’s foolish but I have always
believed there is an overarching design
to existence—that everything has
meaning—just as every aspect of a novel
originates from the writer’s intention.
I suppose I want to believe that God is
a writer, and not one word is without
significance—that heaven imitates art
(or vice versa). If I subscribe to the idea of
reincarnation, then I can make sense of
things that otherwise defy explanation,
such as, “How could a loving deity make
innocent people suffer? Is God cruel, or
just uninterested?” And I play with the
idea that maybe certain people are not
so innocent, that they are atoning for bad
choices in previous lives.
S. MAG.: With “Jane Was Here”
receiving great reviews, are you now
firmly reincarnated as a novelist or will
you still write and direct films? And
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what is your next project?

weaklings and pawns. It’s the divine
comedy, what can I say.

SK: Film writing remains my day job
because one needs money to survive. I
Thank you to Sarah Kernochan for
enjoy writing scripts; it’s the business I’m this fabulous interview. Learn more
tired of, after thirty years of peaks and about Sarah at her website http://www.
valleys. It’s getting harder and harder to sarahkernochan.com/. 
compete for jobs that I don’t really want
to write. The projects are all someone
else’s idea, they’re assignments.
I have so many ideas for books
Suspense Magazine Review of
that I would be ecstatic to bid
“Jane Was Here” by
goodbye to the movie business if I
Sarah Kernochan
could have a remunerative career
One of the most talked about books of the late
as a novelist. But that hasn’t
seventies was “Audrey Rose” by Frank De Felitta. A
happened just yet. My current
frightening tale of reincarnation, it not only sparked
project is, of necessity, a side
a movie adaption, but also began an era of passionate
project since I have an ongoing
discussion on reincarnation.
script job. I have been writing a
For years after, I devoured books on reincarnation
true and highly personal ghost
finding convincing supporting anecdotal evidence.
Even the actress Shirley MacLaine is adamant she
story in installments on my blog.
has lived multiple lives—one, famously, as a lover of
People have suggested that this is,
ancient emperor Charlemagne.
in fact, my next book. I guess that
So when I first discovered Sarah Kernochan’s
would make it a supernatural
book, “Jane Was Here,” there was an immediate sense
memoir.
of Déjà vu. All the memories of my pleasure and
S. MAG.: What interview
question do you wish someone
would ask you?
SK: I wish someone would
ask why I am drawn to write
characters with a lot of darkness
on display. It’s a matter of
personal perception of human
beings that I see the dark in
human beings more than the
light. And, in the case of my
characters, I can gradually move
them toward the light in the
course of the story. Perhaps it’s
true too that I’m more forgiving
of their flaws than the reader
is prepared to be. In fact, I love
them all, heroes and villains
alike. Probably my first literary
exposure to an unsympathetic
central character was “Gone
With the Wind”—who doesn’t
love Scarlett O’Hara? I adore
Faulkner, too, his invented
family, the Snopses, are the most
sublime scum ever. Balzac is
another favorite. His books are
full of rapacious connivers, vain

wonder when reading “Audrey Rose” flooded back.
A reincarnation novel, I thought—it’s been too long
between past lives.
In the first part of “Jane Was Here” we meet
the strange mannered twenty-three year old Jane,
knocking at an ungodly hour, on the door of Brett,
claiming it to be her house. Also mysteriously drawn
to the town of Graynier, Brett is renting the home
with his ten-year-old son, Colin. Brett immediately
overwhelmed by strong feelings of love for Jane, aids
her in a determined search to discover her past life
identity. Colin, less enamoured than his Father and,
guided by his superstitious friend Gita, believes Jane’s
real purpose is evil.
Eighteenth century Jane Pettigrew tells her story,
in part two, through a section of letters from herself to
her lover. These letters are a window into the innocence
of this Jane, and they build dramatically to the ultimate
question of the story: what happened to this Jane?
Amongst the present day townsfolk is another
group of characters, all with their own dark stories
whose paths, in a karmic twist, will eventually intercept
Jane’s. The revelation of these character’s roles in Jane’s
previous life brings the reader a satisfying ending that
they will not see coming.
Sarah Kernochan is an Oscar winning
screenwriter, and there is a spellbinding cinematic
mood to this story. You will close this book, but find days
later that the idea has seeped into your consciousness.
Kernochan’s poetic vision of reincarnation and fate
will truly haunt you.
Reviewed by Susan May for Suspense Magazine 
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ilviya Yordanova is
a 21-year-old, selftaught digital artist
from the small town
of Varna, Bulgaria. She has
always wanted to find a way to
create beauty and let the world
know her story. That is where
digital art came in!
She has been into digital
art for a few years now, having
started in 2008. Silviya believes she has found her own
style, which depicts reality through a twist of ones own
imagination. Having said that, her works are always
a mixture of concept, emotion, and even a drop of
darkness.
Photo manipulation has since then become a very
important part of her world and once she started using
it in her work, she’s tried to make her skills evolve as
much as possible. At first, it all started as a hobby for
her, but in time it became much more. Silviya has found
that through it, many doors with opportunities behind
them were opened when she was first contacted for a
commission, then for another one. With time, it became
her own little business and has given her hope for all the
best in the future.
There have been some bumps on the path to success,
however. Recently, she discovered one of her pieces was
being used for a book cover without her knowledge, let
alone her permission. She was given neither credit for
the work or compensation.
Currently, Silviya is a student in the University of
Economics in Varna. However, being an economist is
not what she wants to be. She says there’s no beauty in it.
Her passion lies in making art, trying to make the
world a better and beautiful place. Expressing herself
through her amazing talent.
Silviya’s greatest dream is to continue doing what she
loves for a living. She hopes to someday be able to share
her knowledge, experience, and passion that she has
to others, helping them to discover their own hidden
talents that same way digital art has done for her!
Currently, she is working very hard on improving
her portfolio. She has some free time and can’t think of
a better way than to use it to benefit her and her passion.
Suspense Magazine is very pleased to bring you their
exclusive interview with Silviya Yordanova.
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Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Where did your love of art itself come
from? A teacher, a parent, a friend, etc.?
Silviya Yordanova (SY): I’ve always loved art since I can remember.
I admire people who have the talent to create beauty and I’ve always
wanted to be like them. I really like the traditional art of pen and paper,
but digital art is where my passion lies. I can’t define exactly where my
love of art itself came from. I guess it was something I’ve always carried
within me.

Black Widow

S. MAG.: Is there one piece that you’re particularly fond or? Maybe
something you’ll never part with because it means that much to you?
SY: Actually yes, there is one piece that is exceptionally important to me
and it’s called Reborn. As you see, the title clearly reveals the concept of
this piece. I wanted to portray the feeling of letting go of the past and
embracing the bright future. You may be wondering why I chose to
portray this exact feeling. Ever heard the saying, “Let go of the past and
embrace the bright future?” Well, that about sums it all. This is what
inspired me to create this image and why I chose this title. This work of
mine is very important to me because of its meaning.
S. MAG.: How long does one piece take from conception to the end?
Do you work on more than one project at a time?

Left Behind

SY: Each piece has an entirely different story, but usually I start working
on the model first and in the process, I come up with a concept for the
whole image. Of course, sometimes I start off with a concept, but it is
very hard to find the perfect model for the concept in your head so this
way is harder than the other. As for how long it takes—again it is very
different for each image, but I’d say approximately two to three days.
S. MAG.: Going back to your very first commission, can you describe
the process? Were you able to move forward in your own creative
direction or were you held to very specific requirements?
SY: Wow! When I got the message for a commissioned work for the first
time I was so excited, it was a real turning point for me! I couldn’t believe
someone else wanted my touch on their images. Overall, I was able to
move forward in my own creative direction, but was also held a bit by
some specifications of my client. But this was definitely a very valuable
experience for me!

Equilibrium
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S. MAG.: What has been your greatest accomplishment or award to
date?
SY: My best accomplishment was the Daily Deviation (DD) award I
received for my interpretation of the story about Snow White and the
Suspense Magazine February 2012/vol. 031

seven dwarfs—Snow White Strikes Back! It was something I never expected to achieve and one day when I logged on
deviantart.com and say a message about it, I was absolutely stunned and amazed!
S. MAG.: You’ve mentioned that designing book covers is one of your dreams, but what about music CD covers?
Perhaps even a museum showing or illustrating a book for an author? What would be your most coveted goal?
SY: Oh yes, I’d love it if I could do all of those things one day: CD covers, book covers, illustrations, exhibitions!
Sometimes I just imagine myself a few years from now looking at my bookshelf, seeing books with covers that were
created by me and this would be a real proof that my dream did came true! So far I’ve only created covers for a few
e-books, but I’m very hopeful that soon I will be creating covers for a living! This I guess is my most coveted goal!
S. MAG.: In 2011, you found that someone stole your work for a book cover. Were you able to resolve that issue?
SY: No, I regret to say I couldn’t resolve this issue. I did all I could, but it is very difficult to hunt down whoever did it
because they were in a foreign country, I didn’t understand their language, and was unable to do much. I tried all I
could think of such as contacting the site where it was published as an e-book numerous times, but I did not receive
any answer. All they did is to remove the image from everywhere. I’m not sure if this counts as resolving this matter.
I’m sad to see such things happen and that people feel free to steal copyrighted materials with no consequences. Don’t
we artists deserve any recognition for our hard work?
S. MAG.: If you could own any piece from any artist (alive or dead), what would the piece be and who is the artist?
SY: Oh, I am not sure, there are so many amazing works of art from both alive and dead artists and I am literally
unable to choose just one! If I could I’d make a huge collection of artworks featuring all the best artists ever existed
and created!
S. MAG.: What do you do to unwind?

Breath No More

SY: There are lots of things I do to unwind, but
most of all I spend my free time watching a
good movie with my loved ones and creating
photomanipulations. Besides these I also listen to
music, read, relax, nothing special, but all of these
activities help me a lot.
S. MAG.: Any future plans you can share with our
readers?
SY: I am currently working for an author on a cover
design for their upcoming book. Besides this, I don’t
have any special plans to share. All I can say is that
I will keep on creating and practicing so that my
skills can grow and I become a better artist!
There you have it. Suspense Magazine has
brought yet another talented artist for you to
enjoy. Silviya Yordanova is an amazing talent
and one you can check out and be dazzled by at
DevianArt.com. 
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Killer Lesson

By Len Dawson

Christie was just about to open the front door to leave when her brother Bobby opened it to come in, the sight of him
distressing her. For a moment, she thought he suspected something because of the way he looked at her. But she quickly
dismissed it as a figment of her frayed nerves. He had no reason to suspect that she would have her husband killed later that
night.
“Going somewhere?” he asked.
She felt like asking, ‘Why else would I be at the door,’ but bit her tongue instead. She couldn’t tell Bobby where she was
going, and she didn’t want to tell him a lie she’d have to remember later. And if he thought she was upset, Bobby might linger,
forever the faithful and devoted, pain-in-the-ass, little brother.
Two weeks earlier, Bobby stopped by to tell Christie her husband Chad, was cheating on her. Bobby said Chad routinely
lied about having to work late. She refused to believe it at first, but when Bobby told her he introduced the girl to her husband,
that he knew first hand they’d been seeing each other regularly, it was hard to deny it.
For months, her husband Chad worked late several nights each week, often arriving home after midnight. Before Bobby
told her about the cheating, she felt sorry for Chad. She’d even been angry with his boss for taking advantage of Chad’s work
ethic and his dedication to the company.
But Bobby planted a seed of doubt in her mind, so the next time Chad called to say he had to work late, she offered to
make his favorite dinner and bring it to him at the office. Chad objected. She insisted. They argued. Chad’s faltering, halfcredible excuse for why she shouldn’t bring him dinner made Christie suspicious.
Encouraged by her brother Bobby, she finally gave in to her suspicions, driving into town to check on Chad one afternoon
right before his normal quitting time. She parked near enough to his office so she could see him when he left work, but far
enough away that Chad wouldn’t notice her car.
He did work late that night, but when he left at about seven o’clock, he didn’t go home. Christie didn’t bother following
him because Bobby had given her the girl’s address. She waited ten minutes then drove there, parked nearby and walked up
the driveway, right past Chad’s car, to the girl’s house and peeked in a window.
She saw her husband sitting alone watching a basketball game so she left, but drove past the place every hour or so after
that. When she drove by at a little past eleven she saw another car in the driveway. She snuck back to the house to look in the
window again. Her husband was still on the couch, but he wasn’t alone and he wasn’t watching the game.
That was a week ago, the night she’d caught her husband on the couch with Bobby’s slutty friend, and she’d been busy
making arrangements since then. She hadn’t confronted her husband and wasn’t about to, because that would ruin the
surprise she had planned for him.
But for now, good old Bobby was blocking the doorway, and if she didn’t leave right away she’d be late for a meeting with
the man she hired to teach Chad the lesson he’d never forget.
She wanted to scream at Bobby, call him a pain-in-the-ass, meddlesome fool, but she didn’t because he’d remember
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an outburst like that. She wanted to tell him how much she hated having him around, but he’d remember that too because
it would sting. She’d save all that for some other day. She didn’t dare say anything Bobby might recall later if the police
questioned him about her behavior.
She said, “Bobby, please,” as she gave him a gentle push to get him out of the way.
“Chad’s late getting home again, isn’t he?” he asked, not moving, and the way he said it, it sounded more like, “I told you
so.”
Unsure of how to answer his question without making him suspicious, she told him, “He called to say he’s working late.”
“Jesus, Christie, you know that’s a lie. I told you to go over there and confront the two of them. That’s the way to put a
stop to it.”
It was the opening salvo of an argument she had with Bobby almost every night since he told her Chad was cheating on
her.
An argument that made her so angry she forgot all about being careful, shoving him out of her way, saying, “I can’t do
this tonight, Bobby,” a careless loss of temper he’d surely remember.
Her hand was on her car door when she heard Bobby’s apology, but it was too little too late. Looking back in her rearview
mirror as she drove away, she saw Bobby get into his car and was relieved he wouldn’t be there when she got home.
After getting away from Bobby, she drove around aimlessly, waiting for a call on her cell phone, afraid she might have
already missed it, getting more anxious as the minutes passed. She didn’t get the call until almost eight o’clock. She’d never
seen the guy, but recognized the gravelly voice that said he was waiting for her.
She picked the place for their meeting, picked a crummy little hole-in-the-wall in a crummy neighborhood, the kind
of working-man’s bar that would have a few die-hard regulars. Hard luck cases who wouldn’t give her more than a passing
glance, and who weren’t likely to remember her. And she wouldn’t have to worry about her friends showing up at a place like
that.
Nick was sitting right where he said he’d be, in a booth on the far side of the room where the lighting was poor, two drinks
on the table, one of them for her. She sat down across from him, facing the wall. That had been part of her instructions to
him. She wanted her back to the clientele, no point taking chances.
It was the first time she’d seen Nick in person and he was a disappointment, not at all what a killer ought to look like.
Besides being short and chubby, with a bad complexion and dull gray eyes, his clothes were ill-fitting, cheap and out-dated.
Nick caught her off-guard when he said, “I can see from your expression that you don’t approve of me. And yet you hired
me to kill your husband. How do you reconcile that, lady?”
The last thing she wanted to do was engage a low-life like Nick in a discussion of morals so she changed the subject.
“My husband should be there by eight.”
Nick said, “Aren’t you forgetting something?”
She handed him a thick envelope. He opened it and flipped through the bills quickly without counting them. He pushed
one of the drinks toward her.
“I don’t think so,” she said, as she imagined the last person who drank from the glass. She pushed the drink back toward
Nick’s side of the table.
“Not very friendly, are we?” he said.
That Nick had the impudence and audacity to think she’d befriend the likes of him left her speechless.
He said, “I’m gonna need the address.”
She pushed a slip of paper across the table toward him and said, “She gets off work at eleven, but he’ll be there at eight.
That’s when the Syracuse game starts. He never misses a game…”
She stopped mid-sentence, angry with herself for sharing something of her life Nick didn’t need to know, afraid he might
construe it as an offer of friendship.
Nick stared at her with his dull, expressionless gray eyes, making her uneasy. She wished he’d say something.
He did.
His voice calm and dispassionate, as though remarking on the weather, he said, “He’ll miss the end of tonight’s game.”
She watched him sip his drink then tip it back, draining it, a cold little man with an unattractive, unreadable face. Then
she remembered why she was sitting in a sleazy dive across from a ne’er-do-well, and anger welled up inside her, the intensity
of her own voice surprising her.
“You make him suffer,” she told him. “Don’t let him die quick or easy, you understand?”
He smiled, a wry thin smile, as though her anger amused him.
“So you want me to teach him a lesson? Is that it?”
“If I could,” she said, “I’d do it myself.”
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“Well then,” he suggested, “why don’t you come and watch.”
The thought of Chad begging for mercy as he died a slow agonizing death was immensely satisfying, but the thought of
seeing a bloody, messy murder scene was not appealing.
She said, “Just call me when you’ve…” leaving the rest unspoken, because the thought of saying it made her feel
uncomfortable, as though by saying it she would somehow owe Nick for killing Chad, and she couldn’t stomach the thought
of owing anything to a scumbag like Nick.
She watched as he picked up her glass, saluting her with it before draining the whiskey. Angered by the show of disrespect,
she glared at him, earning another derisive smile from him.
“And you’ll bring the rest of the money,” he said, the tone of his voice leaving no room for argument.
Then he told her to go somewhere and wait for his call, as though she’d been dismissed. Nick stood up, dropped a few
crumpled bills on the table and left. Christie stayed. Someone might see them together outside and recognize her, unlikely
maybe, but why take a chance. For five minutes she watched the time pass on her cell phone then left the bar.
Once again she drove around the area. Once again she waited impatiently for her cell phone to ring. The next time she
heard Nick’s voice, she’d be rid of Chad and the anger and the shame, rid of everything…but Chad’s money. She checked
her phone several times to be sure it was on, that the battery hadn’t gone dead, and that she hadn’t turned off the ringer by
accident.
When the call finally came she nearly had an accident, swerving into the oncoming lane, almost hitting a car. It was Nick
telling her to bring the money. She didn’t hear his words, just the gravely voice that signaled Chad’s demise, but it wasn’t time
to celebrate yet. She still had to pay the foul little man for his foul deed. Eager to have that last unpleasant task behind her so
she could relax and savor her revenge, Christie drove to the girlfriend’s house.
Arriving there in a daze, with little recollection of the trip, she parked on the street. Before walking to the back door, she
took several deep breaths to prepare herself for another meeting with Nick and whatever else might be waiting for her inside.
Then walking slowly, to look casual in case a neighbor happened to see her, she went to the door and knocked twice.
****
When Nick heard the knock on the kitchen door, he looked out a window to be sure it was Christie before answering the
door; no point in taking chances. When he opened the door she rushed in past him, crossing the room, distancing herself
from the door as though someone had been chasing her.
When she turned around she looked like a scared kid, fidgeting with her purse and glancing furtively around the room.
When he demanded the rest of the money from her, she took an envelope out of her purse and put it on the kitchen counter.
She said, “I want to see the body,” but he didn’t believe her.
Nick crossed the room to get the envelope. Christie flinched and leaned away from him when he came close to her. He
checked the contents of the envelope, flipping through the bills same as before. Standing next to her, he smelled her perfume
and wondered what would possess a woman to wear perfume to her husband’s murder.
He watched her, as she watched him take a small bottle out of his coat and open it, pouring some liquid onto a piece of
cloth. Then for a moment they faced each other silently. She looked as though she wanted to ask him something but wasn’t
sure what.
By the time she decided to run for the door it was too late. She didn’t get far. He put one hand around her waist and the
cloth over her mouth with his other hand. She struggled, briefly, before succumbing to the chloroform.
Nick carried her into one of the bedrooms, enjoying the irony of the expression “dead weight” as he dropped her onto the
bed. He tied her up and put tape over her mouth then sat in a chair next to the bed to wait.
When he heard Christie moan some time later, he slapped her to bring her around. She blinked a few times, looking
bewildered at first. But then the confusion seemed to clear and she struggled against the ropes holding her hands and feet.
She recoiled when she saw the body next to her on the bed.
In his gravely voice, Nick said, “Yep, that’s your husband.”
He waited a few moments to let that sink in before he told her, “If you look closely, you’ll notice he’s still breathing. I had
to chloroform him a couple of times, but as for killing him, I’ve never killed anybody in my life.”
Nick watched her work through another bout of thrashing, waiting patiently until she tired.
“You’ve made mistakes,” he said. “Mistakes that would’ve gotten you caught, so you oughta thank me for keeping you
out of prison. And you gotta ask yourself why I’d risk getting the electric chair when I can take your money without killing
anybody?”
Nick got up to leave, stopping at the door to say, “I wish I could be here when your husband wakes up because, before I
put him out, I told him you hired me to kill him. I don’t think he’ll see the humor in that. And when his girlfriend gets home
and finds the two of you in bed together…well, I hope you all learn something from this.” 
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Darynda Jones

Paranormal Romance
Award—Dead Center
Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit Donita Massey Privett

We would be remiss if we didn’t share the following piece from
Darynda Jones’ website:
Darynda Jones won the 2009 Golden Heart for Best Paranormal
Romance with her manuscript “First Grave on the Right.” But even
before that, she couldn’t remember a time she wasn’t putting pen to
paper. When she was five, she would pick up a pencil and notepad,
scribble utter chaos onto the page and ask her mom to read her
masterpiece aloud. Thankfully, her mother would play along. Later, she
wrote plays for the neighborhood kids, made up stories for her brother
as he played cars, and fell in love with Captain Kirk. Those raging,
seven-year-old hormones only fueled her imagination, prompting her
to create fantastical stories for Barbie and Ken to enact with plots that
were horridly inappropriate to repeat in polite company.
She managed to make it through high school—after repeated trips
to the principal’s office for daydreaming in class—and finished her first
manuscript.
Until she graduated and the real world found its way to her, life and
her writing were really good. Needing food and a place to live, Darynda
shoved her dream aside and married a local rock star and had two
children, the oldest of which was born deaf. She says it was probably a
case of spite…toward her, of course. When he was five, she and her boys
moved to Albuquerque to put the oldest in a deaf and hard-of-hearing
program. The rock star stayed behind with the business. It was a period
of seven very long years of them taking turns going back and forth on the weekends for visits.
While in New Mexico, she made a choice: the cup is half-full and went back to college. She graduated summa cum laude
from the University of New Mexico with a degree in Sign Language Interpreting. Then, she moved back to her hometown and
got a real job—several jobs actually—but mostly teaching at a local college and interpreting just about everywhere.
Little by little, the craving to write found its way back to the surface. Unable to stifle it any longer, she started writing
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again in 2002, with a publishing contract as her sole goal. Practice made perfect, and three complete manuscripts later, she
won that Golden Heart, landed an amazing agent, and landed a three-book deal with St. Martin’s Press.
Book one in the Charley Davidson series, “First Grave on the Right,” was a hardcover release in February 2011 with book
two, “Second Grave on the Left,” out in August of this year and book three, “Third Grave Dead Ahead,” in February 2012.
Darynda lives in New Mexico with her husband of more than twenty-five years and two beautiful sons. Suspense Magazine
is proud to bring you our exclusive interview with 2009 Golden Heart winner, Darynda Jones.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): With your latest release “Third Grave Dead Ahead,” what can your fans expect?
Darynda Jones (DJ): Hot flashes!
Okay, besides the heat, “Third Grave Dead Ahead” goes a bit darker, especially near the end. We get a glimpse of what the hero,
Reyes Farrow, went through as a child and a small but disturbing encounter with a madman from his past.
But, as always, we get an abundance of snark and sass from our heroine Charley, not to mention plenty of headshakes at the
baffling situations she gets herself into. I’m hoping Charley fans will be planted on the edges of their seats with her, laughing all
the way.
S. MAG.: When you started writing the series, did you know how it would end or is everything still a work in progress?
DJ: It’s funny because I’ve always had a “last book” in
mind. I know what I want to happen to Charley in the
end. Let’s just say she fills the grim reaper shoes with an
abundance of sparkling style. But between now and then,
I have so very many stories I would love to tell. There are
just so many situations Charley could find herself in, and
I want to write them all.
S. MAG.: How did you find out you were the 2009
Golden Heart Award Winner?
DJ: I was sitting at the ceremony, actually, in a beautiful
wine-colored ball gown. And I was barefoot. The
Romance Writers of America’s Awards Ceremony is
full of fashion and splendor. It is the equivalence of
the Academy Awards for romance writers, and while
“First Grave on the Right” doesn’t fit the definition of
romance completely, there is a very strong romantic
element throughout.
The mere fact that “First Grave on the Right” finaled
months earlier boggled my mind. I had no delusions
of grandeur. No illusions that I would actually take
home the prize. So when I was sitting in the audience,
I took off my heels, those things commonly referred to
as torture devices in less glamorous circles. When the
presenter announced the winner of the paranormal
category, all I heard was the word “First.” The rest
of the world fell away. I turned and gaped at my
best friend who’d flown to D.C. with me for the
ceremony. And I continued to gape until she
hit me, literally, to snap me out of it and get
me onto the stage. That girl can throw a punch.
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As you can imagine, I forgot the shoes.
S. MAG.: How have you progressed as an author from your first book through
“Third Grave Dead Ahead?”
DJ: I’m learning more and more about what I’m capable of and what I’m not. I’m
learning how to balance all the “other” stuff that goes along with writing, like revisions,
copyedits, page proofs, guest blogs, book signings, and the ever-expanding world of
social media. Apparently, I’m a social butterfly. I had no idea. But I love interacting
with readers. They are the reason I get to do what I do, so I’m terribly grateful for the
opportunity to get to know them. The trick is to balance all of that and still find time
to actually write. Otherwise I’ll have a really short career.
As far as my writing process, not much has changed. I’m still completely anal about
plotting. I still must have three distinct outlines before beginning a book. And I still
have days where everything I write is pure genius only to reread it the next day and
realize—to my horror—it’s absolute drivel. (I think it’s a caffeine imbalance.) Same
old, same old.
Ah, the life of a writer. I love every minute of it.
S. MAG.: What is your all-time favorite book, not yours, and why?
DJ: Oh, but to pick just one…
This actually changes every few years, but I am to this day ridiculously enamored
with Julia Quinn’s “The Duke and I.” I realize it’s not a particularly suspenseful book,
but it’s the first one that comes to mind whenever anyone asks me that question. And
I know exactly why. The hero. I love a tortured hero who overcomes his past and
makes a name for himself yet manages to maintain that touch of the dark inside him,
letting it rule his actions and drive him to success, until he is forced to rein it in when
it threatens to become cruel.
But Julia also created a spectacular series with the Bridgertons, a stubborn but loveable
group of siblings. A supporting cast of characters that is vivid and well drawn. And
a heroine who steals your heart the first time she steps onto the page. Of course, my
admiration could also have a teensy-tiny bit to do with Julia’s exquisite writing.
I also love books with zombies, if anyone was wondering.
S. MAG.: Your character Charley Davidson is sitting in front of you. What would
you like to ask her?
DJ: Isn’t designer underwear a bit above your pay grade?
S. MAG.: Do you have any superstitions when you write?

Suspense Magazine Review of
“Third Grave Dead Ahead” by
Darynda Jones
“Third Grave Dead Ahead” is the third
in Darynda Jones’ series featuring Charley
Davidson, The Grim Reaper, as her heroine.
Charley has a problem. She cannot
sleep! She can’t sleep because when she
closes her eyes, Reyes Farrow is there.
Reyes is the part-human son of Satan,
who earns his living as a male supermodel.
Charley imprisoned him for all eternity, but
to get even he is waiting to ravish her in the
sexiest way possible, if she closes her eyes
for a minute. Poor Charley is trying to live
her life and earn her living as a private eye,
but how can she do that if she never gets
any rest?
In this episode, she takes on a missing
person case, which requires all her abilities
to solve. She also has to cope with an egomaniacal doctor, and her father, who can
be disagreeable as hell itself. Poor Charley!
How can she keep working and dealing with
problems when she can’t even get a good
night’s sleep? Then, to further complicate
her life, there’s a murderous motorcycle
gang after her and she can’t find anywhere
to hide!
Darynda Jones won the 2009 Golden
Heart for Best Paranormal Romance, and
she is sure to win more with her work.
Charley is funny, witty, and sexy and it’s fun
to find out how she will get herself to the
point where she can safely close her eyes!
You’ll laugh out loud as Charley gropes her
way and you’ll sigh with relief when she
finally can crawl in bed and go to sleep.
If you enjoy Janet Evanovich’s
Stephanie Plum, you will certainly enjoy
Charley Davidson! If snow is predicted or
a long weekend is ahead, get all three books
and curl up for a very warm weekend. Uh,
you might want to invite a friend over to
help disperse all the extra heat this book is
likely to create! Just an idea…I’ve always
loved to curl up with a good book…or
someone who has read one!
Reviewed by Holly Price, author of the
soon to be released, “At Death’s Door” for
Suspense Magazine 

DJ: Not really, but I do have a few bad habits. If that helps.
Oh, wait, I just thought of one. And while it doesn’t have to do with a particular superstitious habit like, say, wearing the same
pair of underwear everyday until a book is finished, it’s still a very superstitious notion. I have this belief that if I find a penny on
the ground and I pick it up, I am going to have a good, productive writing day. What my rescuing an abandoned penny has to do
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THE SECOND NOVEL IN
THE 911 ABDUCTON SERIES

“A harrowing, edge of your seat thriller, the frightening premise sucks you in, while the twists and
turns will keep you guessing to the last breathtaking word.”
—Richard Doetsch, bestselling author of HALF-PAST DAWN
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with writing, I have no idea. But there you have it.
S. MAG.: Besides writing the book, what is the hardest part for you in this wacky world of publishing?
DJ: I would have to say that whole balance thing. Just finding the time to do all the “other” stuff and meet my deadlines. It’s crazy
how publishers expect that. If only there were more hours in the day.
S. MAG.: If you could interview any person, dead or alive, who would it be?
DJ: I had the distinguished opportunity to take a class with the incomparable Jack Williamson, a Grand Master of both science
fiction and horror, before he left us. It was a dream come true, and I would love to have the chance to talk to him again.
S. MAG.: What can we plan on seeing from you in the future?
DJ: Books four and five in the Charley Davidson series sold (Woohoo!), so those will be out over the next few months as well as
a young adult series, also from St. Martin’s Press. The first, “Death and the Girl Next Door,” will be out in April. It’s about a girl
whose life is irrevocably changed when the Angel of Death starts high school in her small town.
Suspense Magazine was thrilled to have this chance to bring you a great interview with one of literary’s best paranormal
romance authors, Darynda Jones. If you’d like to learn even more about this talented writer, check out her website at www.
daryndajones.com/. 
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No Mark Upon Her

All Necessary Force
By Brad Taylor

With his sophomore effort,
“All Necessary Force,” Brad
Taylor gives confirmation that
he’s a strong voice in the thriller
genre. Pike Logan, the hero from
Taylor’s debut novel “One Rough Man,”
must stop an attack on the United States that
would dwarf the impact of 9/11.
Pike has brought Jennifer Cahill into
the taskforce, the black-ops unit that works
outside the confines of the Constitution to
eliminate terrorist threats. They’ve been set
up in a cover company to provide support
to the taskforce teams, but Pike and Jennifer
soon find themselves once again active
operatives.
Indications are spiking that another
attack on the US is imminent. No one
knows just how imminent except Rafik, the
leader of an Egyptian splinter of al Qaeda.
He’s already set his plan in motion, a plan
that exploits a traitor highly placed in the
US Government. Pike, Jennifer, and the
taskforce team discover the terrorists’ trail
in Indonesia and follow it to a trade show in
Egypt.
While shadowing suspects in
Alexandria, a supposedly random bombing
of a bus takes out the rest of the team. Pike
and Jennifer are left on their own tracking
the terrorists. They must also figure out
why a simple errand to pick up artifacts
that belonged to the head of the taskforce’s
father—who died in Cambodia on a secret
mission during the Vietnam War—has
made them targets for Chinese assassins.
From Egypt to Eastern Europe to the United
States, Pike fights to expose Rafik’s cell and
stop them before they can carry out their
destructive plans.
Taylor’s pedal-to-the-medal style keeps
the plot racing forward. Pike Logan makes
24’s Jack Bauer look tame, yet he’s still
human enough to be haunted by the actions
he’s taken and the choices he’s made. As a
former Lieutenant Colonel who served in
the Special Forces, including in the Delta
Force, Taylor brings authenticity and realism
to his writing, creating a horribly plausible
scenario. Fill your lungs before you start “All
Necessary Force” because it will leave you
breathless.
Reviewed by David Ingram for Suspense
Magazine 
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By Deborah Crombie

How nice to step into the world of Gemma and Duncan again! The reader is entering not
only the world of the Metropolitan Police of London, but also the world of English sculling.
And, along with the police department, the milieu of search dogs and their handlers.
Everything is set in motion when Becca, a Metropolitan Police officer who had a chance
at the Olympics in single shell fourteen years ago, decides to stage a comeback and make another try. Her
previous attempt at the games was aborted under mysterious circumstances. Even now, she’s training in
secret. She’s recently divorced from Freddie, but they maintain cordial relations, as far as anyone can tell.
Freddie is an unlikely mate for a police officer, as his occupation is a bit shady. Kieran Connolly, former
combat medical technician, is a search and rescue dog handler and boat builder with a troubled past, but
increasingly fond feelings for Tavie, fellow dog handler. Their animals, Finn and Tosh, are great characters.
Something is off about Kieran when Becca’s body is discovered, but Tavie can’t quite figure out what.
Detective Gemma James and her husband, Detective Superintendent Duncan Kincaid have recently
wed in a small ceremony and are the parents of a varied brood. The theme of complicated family affairs runs
through the book. Duncan is called in to work the case, but Gemma figures heavily too, of course.
The ends of all the threads are simultaneously tied up and left leading to the next adventure. This is a
lovely, satisfying British police procedural with many relationship subplots that lend texture.
Reviewed by Kaye George, author of “Choke” for Suspense Magazine 

Little Girl Gone
By Drusilla Campbell

Drusilla Campbell is a long time writer with several books in print. She is very talented in winding
stories with strong women finding their voices and proves that she knows what she is doing with “Little Girl
Gone.”
Seventeen-year-old Madora is on a downward spiral into drugs and alcohol after falling in with the
wrong crowd. High and barely clinging to consciousness, Madora is rescued by her knight in shining
armour, Willis. Fast-forward five years and Madora is now a young woman living an isolated life miles from
the closest town of Arroyo, San Diego. Completely devoted to Willis, her every waking moment is spent
doing what pleases him. Willis is a demanding man with a checkered past. He presently is working as a home
health care provider who begs, borrows, and steals to save enough money for medical school.
Willis abducts a young pregnant girl named Linda and imprisons her in an old trailer in the yard behind
their ramshackle house. When Linda delivers her baby, Willis sells it to a lawyer for money to use toward
his schooling. Madora begins to question her view of Willis and her life with him. In a chance meeting with
a twelve-year-old boy named Django she finds a friend. Django has been orphaned recently and is living
with his aunt Robin. Although she is worried, Willis will find out about Django being around the trailer and
finding out their secret, Madora and Django spend hours each day together. Django is intrigued by the odd
Madora and her newly adopted pit-bull pup Foo. He tells Madora stories of his life with his famous parents
and the wealthy lifestyle he had before coming to Arroyo.
Eventually Django helps Madora find enough courage to leave Willis and save Linda from captivity.
The escape is interrupted by Willis and mayhem ensues causing Madora and Django to flee to San Diego.
“Little Girl Gone” is an enjoyable read that keeps you engaged in the story of Madora’s life and wishing
she would find herself and break free.
Reviewed by Jodi Ann Hanson for Suspense Magazine 

Deliver Me From Darkness
By Tes Hilaire

This book is impressive as far as world building goes. There is so much history of her
warriors, legends, and myths within the worlds even. Basically, what this author did was take
an entire paranormal world of her own creation and make one main character a vampire, which
made him fallen. So, while most of the typical vampire lore is there, it takes on a new and
expanded meaning. There is a dichotomy, which is expanded upon by adding a typical creature
into completely new ones.
The author lays this world out for you in dialogue mostly, what with the wit and friendly banter of the
three main characters make it a more interesting read. At the same time, it is spelled out for you in an easy
to understand way, even if new and complex. The reader doesn’t always know it all and isn’t given enough
information, thus keeping a suspense building as well.
Within the story line are three very strong main characters. Between them the lines of friend and lover,
comrade and enemy, are often blurred and tricky to navigate. Yet the connections are intense and keep you
reading to find out what is going to happen between them next. The plot doesn’t allow for much guessing,
and for me, that really made it a great read.
Reviewed by Kiki Howell, author of “Irreconcilable Differences” for Suspense Magazine 
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Deadly Campaign
By Alan Orloff

Intrigue is the word that best
describes this offering. A blend
of many factors, including a good
political story told during an election
year; a big family that is a lot like the
Kennedy’s (except they’re Chinese),
and a good guy who tries to rise above
the rest and help everyone out.
Channing Hayes is a stand-up
comic running a comedy club called,
The Last Laff, along with his senior
partner, Artie. The club is located
near a restaurant run by Thomas Lee,
who is giving a dinner for his nephew
Edward Wong. Edward has just
won the Democratic Congressional
Primary in their district and looks to
be headed for the White House.
Trouble however, seems to follow
Channing around. This is one comic
whose life is not humorous, and his
pal Artie, is determined to protect
him no matter what. Sadly, Channing
is already dealing with the death of
his fiancé when the party being held
next door is crashed by three masked
men wielding baseball bats who break
up the rally, as well as much of the
restaurant.
Channing is not a huge follower
of politics and is at the rally only to
support Thomas Lee. But when things
take a turn for the worse, Channing
agrees to help when he is asked to look
into the attack. Channing begins his
investigation with Sanford Korbell,
who is Edward’s opponent in the race,
as well as unearthing various ‘issues’
with Edward’s own family. These are
not the nicest people. Being political,
it seems that none of Edward’s family
members are not above starting a
little trouble to help their relative
achieve his goal. The more Channing
investigates, the more he runs afoul
of political payoffs, blackmail, and
murder.
Not only is this a very fastpaced political thriller, the author has
made sure to include other, much
more humorous moments along the
way. At the same time as the action
commences, Channing also tries to
build up his comedy routines that fell
apart when his fiancé died. But the best
part? As all political thrillers should
be, you have to constantly try and
figure out who the good guys really
are. Definitely a “one-sitting” read.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of
“Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense
Magazine 
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Deader Homes and Gardens
By Joan Hess

In this brand new and entertaining installment of the Claire Malloy Mysteries, Claire goes househunting with her daughter.
Claire married Peter, a police chief, and the newlyweds return from their honeymoon to begin
their new life together. It doesn’t take long after arriving home to realize the apartment Claire and her
daughter were living in is just not made for a family of three. After a short time of looking for a new place, Peter
decides he has too much work to do to be looking at homes, and tells Claire to just find one.
Claire finds the house of her dreams. However she doesn’t quite realize this house has a history that’s about
to transform her ‘dream’ into a nightmare. This perfect, expansive, gorgeous home sits on acres of land in an area
called Hollow Valley.
Caron, Claire’s teenage daughter, seems to complain about everything. On top of that, the realtor disappears
while showing the house to Claire. Add on the intriguing and slightly scary history that comes with the house,
the death of the previous owner that is still a mystery the neighborhood is talking about, and things get very
interesting. The family that owned the house is currently suing the dead owner’s lover over the rights to the
property, so it seems that the house may not be for sale after all. When Claire meets with the owner’s lover and
that person dies as well, Claire decides it is time to figure out what’s going on and begins her own investigation. In
order to begin her married life, Claire Malloy must find the ‘mysterious’ killer in Hollow Valley.
As a fan of these mysteries, it must be said that this is one of the best to appear from the entertaining and
creative ‘sleuth-mind’ of Joan Hess. The pace is fast, the dialogue funny, and the mystery will have readers guessing
until the very end! Not to mention, they may look at house-hunting far differently than they ever have before.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense Magazine 

Measure of Darkness
By Chris Jordan

I was at once intrigued and beguiled by the bubbling point of view of administrative assistant
Alice Crane, who basically narrates the entire story for us with tongue-in-cheek humor. Naomi Nantz,
private investigator extraordinaire, has put together a team of retired law enforcement, attorneys, and
hackers, not to mention their live-in cordon-bleu chef, to review and resolve those crimes that lesser
human beings cannot handle.
In this case, the team is brought in by world famous child rescuer and former FBI agent, Randall Shane to
help solve the murder of a MIT professor whose five-year-old musical child prodigy has been kidnapped and for
whom Shane has been set up for the disappearance by murky unknown shadow-government agent-types.
When Shane is kidnapped from what was supposed to be the impregnable walls of the Nantz offices, the
team takes it personally and sets out to sleuth the truth, rescue Shane, and find the missing child. In a web of deceit
that leads to upper levels of government conspiracy to the Chinese triads, we are whiplashed through a fast-paced
thriller and left with a well wrapped satisfying package.
The Alice Crane point of view throughout, especially when the action takes place out of her immediate
view, becomes awkward. I thought the incessant babbling of the female view point a little heavy-handed, but this
was before I found out that Chris Jordan is a Nome de plume for Rodman Philbrick, a man writing as a woman,
and then I realized he over-dramatized the female role which affects the style. Another irritating habit is that
each character exhibits the same sense of humor as the author (and narrator) which produces only a skin deep
character evaluation. Elmore Leonard’s rule of writing Rule #10 should be applied, ‘try to leave out the part that
readers tend to skip.’ The book has a fine plot, effective outline, and is a scintillating thriller, but would benefit from
being effectively edited.
Reviewed by Mark Sadler, author of “Blood on his Hands,” published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine 

Cut and Run
By Matt Hilton

Tampa will never be the same. Not after this latest action-saturated thriller from Matt Hilton.
Bullets fly and blood flows. The body count stacks up against any Schwarzenegger movie. This one
starts off with a bang, doesn’t let up until the end and you’ll be begging for more when you’re finished.
Joe Hunter, ex Special Operations assassin, is living in Tampa after the death of a loved one. On
this particular day, he spots two cops tailing him. Soon after confronting them, they are both killed by
sniper bullets. Hunter is now on the run, contacting friends, including ex agents, who might help figure out who
wants him dead. His old boss pops into the picture, showing him photos of recently murdered team members
from a botched Columbian job seven years previous. He also shows Joe their equally dead families. Joe quickly
jumps on the trail of a merciless professional killer and the man’s employer. But who is behind the killings is a
surprise Joe may not survive.
This story travels from Florida to Maine to Columbia. Fast, no nonsense, and decisive action, this is good
versus evil at the most basic level. Hilton writes with experience and know-how. He delivers another winner with
the newest adventures of Joe Hunter. I was never bored and was eager to see where Hunter would be going next.
Whether escaping a diner full of shooters or parachuting into the jungles of Columbia, Hunter keeps the thrills
coming.
Reviewed by Stephen L. Brayton, author of “Beta” for Suspense Magazine 
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Left for Dead
By J.A. Jance

The ‘blood’ begins to flow immediately, as readers meet a young woman named Breeze sitting in squalor,
working for a pimp named Chico, wondering what happened. Not long ago she was Rose, living with loving parents
and looking forward to her future. Even though that other life is only twenty miles down the road, Breeze is now
dressing up to go to a man’s home and do her ‘job.’ What Breeze doesn’t expect is having a glass of iced tea, passing
out, and waking up in a cold room while a man beats her senseless.
Ali Reynolds lives in the gorgeous town of Sedona, Arizona. Ali used to be an L.A. anchorwoman, reporter,
murder suspect, and graduate from the Arizona Police Academy. Today, she is on the board that gives out scholarships
to ‘girls’ who are underprivileged.
Alonzo Gutierrez works Border Patrol and is sick and tired of it. All he wants to do is go back to the ‘green
world’ of Washington State and leave this life behind. However, when he finds a girl out in the desert looking as if
she were beaten alive, his life takes a new turn.
Jose Reyes is a young cop who went to the Police Academy with Ali. A good cop, dad, and husband. What
doesn’t help this ‘shining example of a human being’ is the fact that, out in the desert he is shot and left for dead.
What’s worse is when he wakes up in the hospital, and finds the cops are now after him because drugs and money
were found in his trunk at the scene.
Ali goes on the hunt to prove that Jose is not a drug dealer, and when she crosses paths with her friend, Sister
Anselm who is at the hospital caring for the beaten and raped young woman, the two crimes soon blend into one.
J.A. Jance has always been an expert at suspense. A truly thrilling case with red herrings, characters coming out
of the woodwork, back stories that will make you gasp, and a conclusion that you will not see coming!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery-13” for Suspense Magazine 

Anatomy of Murder
By Imogen Robertson

The year is 1781, and while the upstart colonists are causing all kinds of trouble, in London, amateur
sleuth Mrs. Harriet Westerman and her good friend, the anatomist Gabriel Crowther, set out to solve
the murder of a rather disreputable hanger-on at the opera house. But the plot, as they say, thickens.
The murder victim may have had something to do with a French spy ring operating in England. He may
have had something to do with the world-famous castrato singer and the London guttersnipe-turnedinternational opera star. There may be a connection between him and the murdered composer. There may be a
connection to our secondary plot, where the streetwise Tarot reader, aided by one of London’s many Oliver Twists, is
attempting to solve a different murder case…
The writing is so soft and calm, as befits the mores of the British upper class in the 1780s, that it’s not ‘til you
reflect later that you realize how complex and large the scope of this book is—while not quite Tolstoyan, no one is
wasted and the thread of the plot soon becomes a dense, intricate spider web. While we follow Mrs. Westerman and
Mr. Crowther to the King’s Opera and to the home of Lord Carmichael, and hobnob with the Earl of Sandwich, we
also get a picture of the London of orphans sleeping in the streets and the incredible poverty and subculture of the
slums as our poverty-stricken Tarot reader, paralleling Mrs. Westerman, goes on her own crusade to bring a killer to
justice.
There is a phenomenal wealth of detail in the narrative that doesn’t try to beat you to death with the author’s
erudition, but nonetheless unfolds to immerse you in the London of 1781. The personal stories and relationships that
abound are all germane to the plot, and enrich the characters, rather than take you down dead ends that just add to
the word count. While this is a (dare we say it?) crackling good mystery, it is also the equivalent of a hand-held warm
bath that you hate to emerge from. Two cups of tea up!
Reviewed by Elliott Capon, author of “Prince of Horror,” published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense
Magazine 

Dead and Not So Buried
By James L. Conway

“Dead and not so Buried” is a quirky, fun read. A true who-dun-it with off the wall characters and just
enough humor thrown in to make it different from other mysteries.
After the remains of Christine Cole, a famous actress from the ‘60s, have been kidnapped ex-cop, now
PI, Gideon Kincaid is given the case. Seems the kidnapper wants Gideon involved because his business
card is attached to the ransom note. What ensues is a series of events that could lead to Gideon’s own demise.
Following the first kidnapping, Gideon’s bitter ex-wife who is a take no prisoners cop is assigned to the case, so
now not only does he have to find the kidnapper he also has to deal with her and her boyfriend who is also a cop. There
are two other ladies who factor into the mix. Hillary is the girl-next-door secretary who wants desperately to become
a PI and incidentally is in love with Kincaid, and the gorgeous starlet Lisa Montgomery with whom Kincaid has a
steamy past and is also on the kidnapper’s hit list.
The case evolves into murder when bodies begin piling up. It seems the kidnapper, ne’er-do-well actor, is working
with an agenda to eradicate all those who he feels were responsible for his failed acting career. Kincaid must fight
against the clock to find the culprit before he kills Montgomery and he finds himself dead.
This mystery has all the markings of a bestseller. James L. Conway proves with his first novel that he knows
how to write a great mystery with a likeable lead character that leaves his readers wanting a sequel or maybe a series
following the antics of Gideon Kincaid.
Reviewed by Jodi Hanson for Suspense Magazine 
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Behind the
Redwood Door
By John M. Daniel

On the northern
shore of California,
nestled in the stunning
redwood forest, sits
a used bookstore run
by Guy and Carol
Mallon. This is one of those small
towns where everyone dreams
of living. This is definitely NOT
the location where murder and
mayhem would ever be found.
Until…Pete Thayer, the
editor of the local newspaper is
found stabbed to death behind The
Redwood Door—a tavern that the
Mallons love to hang out in and
have a ‘swig’ or two. Pete was a
very close personal friend of Guy
and his wife, so it is no surprise
that Guy leaps into the case to
try and find out what happened.
Carol has serious regrets and
fears about delving into the crime
and even though Guy will not be
swayed from his ultimate goal, his
determination and the support of
Pete’s girlfriend, River Webster is
enough to make him go out on a
limb to discover the murderer.
As Guy works the case, he
finds himself becoming embroiled
in a history of dirty politics,
newspapers warring with other
newspapers, dope dealers, and a
family situation. The two families
in question are the irresponsible
Websters and the hard-headed
Connollys who have hated each
other for years. Guy finds himself
going back and forth between the
present and past in order to unveil
the culprit.
This book is a field day of
fantastic characters, some likeable,
some not, but that’s what makes
for a good story. The Mallons,
Sheriff Blue Heron, Gloria, the
bartender, and River Webster are
all sympathetic and helpful, but
the world that belongs to people
like Seamus and Billy Connolly
will definitely have readers
wanting to grab up their pitchforks
and take them out. The author has
the gift of being able to jump back
and forth in time without messing
up the story, and the fans will be
waiting very impatiently for the
next story about Guy, Carol, and
their cronies to emerge from the
Redwood Door.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author
of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for
Suspense Magazine 
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Gun Games
By Faye Kellerman

In this new release
from one of the literary
world’s best authors,
Lieutenant Decker is
back. This time the
mystery focuses around
a young man named
Gabe that Decker and his wife, Rina
have taken into their home.
Gabe is a good, solid kid.
He’s received early acceptance to
Harvard, and has been accepted at
Julliard. Gabe’s greatest passion is the
piano and he’s looking forward to a
future of fame and fortune. He does
have issues however, such as the fact
that his father owns whorehouses
and his mother disappeared to India.
She contacts Gabe occasionally, but
the boy is finding it hard to deal with
the abandonment.
At the beginning, Gabe is
faced with a gang of teens. Gabe
doesn’t know this group. He’s home
schooled, whereas this gang attends
the ultra-expensive private school,
Bell and Wakefield. After a well-acted
‘escape’ from these people, Gabe gets
far away from the leader who carries
a gun, and doesn’t seem afraid to use
it.
It comes to Decker’s attention
that a young man has committed
suicide that actually attended B
& W, but soon discovers there are
issues concerning the child’s death;
issues stemming from the concept
of bullying—a new way of causing
pain and embarrassment called,
“crowding.” When another B &
W student ends up dead, Decker
believes these so-called suicides are,
indeed, very real murders.
As Decker investigates, Gabe
runs into a young woman at the
coffee shop one morning. Her name
is Yasmine, she is Persian, and her
family is very strict. In fact, if they
find that Yasmine and Gabe have a
relationship, she could be in far more
trouble than she thinks. As Yasmine
and Gabe grow closer, they become
a target of the ‘B & W Mafia,’ and
Decker must uncover this group
of would-be killers that are being
protected by the school.
As with all Kellerman’s books,
this is another offering that is fastpaced and fun to read, with an
incredibly in-depth look at today’s—
very frightening—teenage world.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of
“Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense
Magazine 
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Dead or Alive
By Tom Clancy with Grant Blackwood

Time to reunite and catch up with some old friends. Time passes, but the action, adventure,
scheming, double crosses…well, the situations and scenarios might be different, but you can expect
a top-notch tale from one of today’s master storytellers. Characters from many of Clancy’s past novels
get another chance in the limelight.
Mary Pat Foley, late of the CIA, now working in counterterrorism tries to decipher a piece of evidence brought
back by a strike team in Pakistan.
Jack Ryan, Jr. is an intelligence analyst at the secret government department known as The Campus but he
really would enjoy getting back out in the field as an agent. Meanwhile, he starts investigating a series of suspicious
emails that may lead to a major terrorist plot and the discovery of the worlds most elusive and wanted terrorist, the
Emir.
John Clark and Dominguez Chavez are retiring Rainbow Six members. They were the elite ‘go to’ team when
serious hostage situations around the world popped up. Just as they’re about to transition into the private sector,
they’re called back for one more mission. Afterward, they’re recruited by The Campus for both intelligence and
fieldwork.
When Clark, Foley, Ryan, and Chavez team up to search for the Emir, they discover just what America faces if
the terrorist’s plot is completed.
Clancy and Blackwood do an excellent job of laying out a very complex plot with a stadium full of characters.
One action leads to another and one clue is part of a bigger picture. The writing is solid, the action is precise and the
technology is up to date. “Dead or Alive” is another winner.
Reviewed by Stephen L. Brayton, author of “Beta” for Suspense Magazine 

Night Rounds
By Helene Tursten

Inspector Irene Huss, the detective in Helene Tursten’s mystery series (translated from Swedish by Laura A.
Wideburg) is used to chasing ghosts of leads when trying to solve a crime. But the new murder she’s assigned to
has her chasing ghosts literally.
In a century-old private hospital, the power goes out near midnight. Dr. Lowander, the owner of the hospital,
tries to save an intensive care patient whose respirator has failed due to the power cut. He’s helped by Nurse Siv
Persson, but Nurse Marianne, who was also on duty, is nowhere to be found. They are unable to save the patient.
When Dr. Lowander investigates why both the main lines and the backup generator failed, he finds the circuit
breakers pulled and the generator sabotaged. By the generator is Nurse Marianne’s strangled corpse.
When the police arrive, they find Nurse Siv in shock. She believes she’s seen the killer – Nurse Tekla, who
committed suicide by hanging herself in the hospital’s attic in the 1940s and has been said to haunt the building.
With daylight comes a new concern: another nurse has disappeared without a trace. Inspector Huss and the
Goteborg detectives know there must be a rational explanation, but they’re challenged when a newspaperman finds
a witness who corroborates the sighting of Nurse Tekla.
Irene is distracted by developments at home. Her husband Krister is spending long hours at his restaurant and
her twin girls, Katarina and Jenny, are now teenagers. She’s shocked, though, when she finds evidence Jenny may be
helping radicals. Inspector Huss digs into the relationships and histories of all the staff at the hospital,
but as she does, she finds the answer may actually lie in Tekla’s suicide.
As a former nurse, Ms. Tursten creates a realistic private hospital and fills it with interesting
characters. She is deft at exploring the human heart within the tightly woven plot. This classic police
procedural is like the early work of P.D. James and Ed McBain, but with a Swedish accent.
Reviewed by David Ingram for Suspense Magazine 

Endangered
By Pamela Beason

If you’re looking for a novel with some bite, look no further. I’m talking cougars (and I don’t mean middle-aged
women after young studs), I’m talking coyotes and wilderness and mountains and scenery and don’t forget about
a missing child. With enough animals to fill a zoo, enough suspects to complete a line up, and enough suspense to
keep your nails short, “Endangered” is part of a great new series sure to please animal and mysteries lovers alike.
Freelance writer and wildlife biologist Summer ‘Sam’ Westin is checking on the progress of recently released
cougars at Heritage National Monument in Utah. Arriving at the park a day later than expected, she helps a lost threeyear-old boy return to his father. Later, she learns the child has gone missing and the man she saw may not have been
the infant’s parent. The situation becomes chaotic as search teams scour the park and Westin must contend with not
only a contingency of people out to destroy the cougars believed to have killed the boy, but a pesky FBI agent whose
suspects are of the two-legged variety.
Who might have taken the child? A weird man with children’s toys in his RV? A hunting fanatic? An unseen
mountain man who howls at the moon? Teenagers after ransom? The boy’s own father? Or was the child taken, as
feared, by roving cougars? Westin and her friends are fighting against time, nature, and wildlife in various forms to
save not only the child, but the furry beasts of the park.
I really enjoyed the many animals mentioned as well as the knowledge shown about nature, the Anasazis, and
rappelling. This is one of those books where the imagination soars and I found myself camping and climbing right
along with the characters. This has solid writing, excellent character development, little profanity, and very good
story. I’ll keep Pamela Beason on my ‘to read’ list.
Reviewed by Stephen L. Brayton, author of “Beta” for Suspense Magazine 
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Who Do VooDoo?
By Rochelle Staab

Liz Cooper is your typical, no nonsense clinical psychologist. Her mother though, is another matter,
for she is a tarot card reader and occultist and Liz has been trying to pull her head from the clouds for
years. Liz’s dear friend Robin is a successful associate with a PR company and deals with the idiosyncrasies
of the rich and famous every day.
After Mrs. Cooper did a tarot reading for Robin’s husband and he died the day after—Robin has
been very superstitious. The book starts off with the sudden appearance of the cards that were part of that fatal spread
are ending up on her porch…stuck to her door and Robin is living in fear.
Liz is smart and realistic. She is very curious and protective of her friend. So when more cards keep appearing
and the police are not overly enthusiastic about mysterious tarot cards, Mrs. Cooper suggests that Liz speak to Dr.
Nick Garfield, occult expert and professor at the local university. He is the consultant contacted when the police have
questions beyond the normal. Nick is also the old college roommate of Liz’s brother who is currently a police officer.
When the girlfriend of Robin’s boss ends up dead and everyone remembers hearing a huge public argument
between Robin and the girlfriend, the finger of justice ends up pointing at Robin. Liz’s protective nature and Nick’s
occult knowledge kick in to save the day.
This is a wonderful mystery and it keeps you guessing until the very end. The characters are developed nicely
and I definitely want to see them again. I would recommend this book to anyone looking for a great mystery with a
paranormal bent.
Reviewed by Kestrel T. Andersen for Suspense Magazine 

breakdown
By Sara Paretsky

It was in 1982 when the world was first introduced to the hot-headed, sarcastic, and extremely
independent private investigator from Chicago commonly called Vic by her friends, and known to the
rest of us as V. I. Warshawski. In this new release, V.I. is back, showing just as much humor and fire as she
always does.
At a party she doesn’t like, dressed in a red dress with her sarcasm meter set on high, V.I. is thrilled when she
receives a call from her best friend about a group of young pre-teen girls who’ve gone missing. The background on
these charming chicks is that they’re all part of a club that worships a series of novels based on a being by the name of
Carmilla, Queen of the Night. Not a vampire, Carmilla is a shape-shifting raven, and the girls believe that once you’re
initiated you’ll gain that elusive shape-shifting power.
The girls range from normal ‘tweens’ who love books, to the children of extremely famous and wealthy individuals
like the daughter of the Illinois democratic candidate for senate who is determined to bury this incident. Of course,
she doesn’t have much luck, since while the girls were doing their little ‘initiation’ in an abandoned cemetery, they
discovered the body of a newly murdered individual—a man who looks like he was taken out by a vampire.
V.I. becomes embroiled in slander campaigns against the senatorial candidate. Other murder ‘theories’ take V.I.
into the world of an old man and his history in Nazi-occupied Lithuania. Add in a favor that V.I. is doing for her friend
who has his own news show and is desperate for more ratings as a new boy seems to be taking the lead with viewers,
and V.I. finds herself in a mental hospital that will give readers the creeps.
The action never stops with this particular private investigator, and the real fun is always watching the other
characters try to ‘one-up’ her while V.I. turns on her charm and watches them squirm. Another ‘5-star’ novel for the
incredible Sara Paretsky.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense Magazine 

Jane and the Canterbury Tale: Being a Jane Austen Mystery
By Stephanie Barron

I’ve always loved Jane Austen’s books. I had read another of the books in this series, “Jane and the Ghosts of
Netley,” which I greatly enjoyed, so I looked forward to this newest book in the series. I was not disappointed.
Stephanie Barron has perfected the appropriate language and spelling to mimic Austen’s writing style and her
characters are well rounded and fully developed. I love Jane’s acerbic wit and determination not to be subjected
to male rule. Jane is introduced to the character of Adelaide MacAllister at Adelaide’s wedding. Adelaide’s former
husband’s body is found the next day, after having sent the bride an ambiguous message, involving a tamarind seed
the previous night, before her wedding.
Adelaide calmly receives the message and goes on to marry her fiancé, Andrew MacAllister, even though she
doesn’t know what the note means. When her former husband’s body is found later, she remarries MacAllister to
insure that her marriage is legal.
As Jane works through her detection of the situation, she discovers that there is an interesting and unusual story
behind the relationship of Adelaide and her former husband, and that Adelaide had been notified of her husband’s
death erroneously.
Jane keeps her eyes on the pertinent questions as she works through her discoveries and she manages to irritate
several possible perpetrators, almost beyond endurance. Jane’s brother, Edward, serves as the local Magistrate who
investigates all unnatural deaths, and his respect for Jane’s perspicacity is evident as he considers her contributions
to their knowledge.
This book is charming and a fun trip in investigation! I recommend the series to those who enjoy Jane Austen
and that particular period in history, as I do!
Thank you, Stephanie, for a great read, and I look forward to the next book in the series!
Reviewed by Holly Price, author of “At Death’s Door” for Suspense Magazine 
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Forget me Not:
A Plants Alive
Mystery
By Eileen Kay

Maggie Price is a
woman with a bit of a
problem. Her husband
left her and her son,
Brian, leaving behind
a large amount of debt
that Maggie is trying her
best to pay off. The upside is, her
business is growing rapidly. Plants
Alive! is raking in the dough as she
takes care of the ‘greenery’ installed
in many local businesses.
This particular morning
however, Maggie is summoned by
her Aunt Della to come out to the
farm at nine a.m. sharp. Apparently,
she needs to speak about something
that is very important regarding the
family. However, when Maggie
arrives, Aunt Della is dead on the
sidewalk and, apparently, the police
think it’s murder.
The
most
frightening
occurrence for Maggie is the fact
that she passed her seventeen-yearold son racing down her Aunt’s
driveway as she was pulling in, and
is scared to death that the police
will see him as the ultimate suspect.
Brian says he is absolutely innocent,
telling his mother that when he
left the property Aunt Della was
very much alive. She wanted to
talk about oil exploration, and a
large amount of money that would
come to the family. Even more of
a surprise comes when Maggie’s
brother shows up out of nowhere
from California, explaining that he
too, was summoned but got ‘lost’
heading to the farm.
Soon the family is embroiled
in a mystery that offers up suspects
from a preacher and his daughter to
a farmhand with a shady past, and
Maggie will do anything to figure
out this mystery in order to save
her son from a life in prison. But
as the clues add up, Maggie learns
very quickly that she had no real
knowledge of her Aunt’s dark past.
A fast-paced book with
characters that truly meet all the
‘fun’ and mysterious dialogue
requirements that a successful
new crime series needs. Readers
will hope that the Plants Alive!
mysteries continue for a good, long
time.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author
of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for
Suspense Magazine 
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The Space
Between

By Alexandra Sokoloff

Sixteen-year-old
Anna
Sullivan is a lot like most girls
her age. She never really fit in
and has always felt different from
others. At the tender age of five,
Anna’s mother abandoned the
family, leaving Anna to care for
her alcoholic father who suffers
from debilitating post traumatic
stress from war.
The night is the worst time
for Anna because once sleep
finds her, so do terrible, graphic
dreams of a serial killer’s spree on
her classmates and teachers. The
boy she secretly adores is always
in her dreams and in them, he
always dies.
Tyler, being troubled
by the same, twisted visions,
confronts Anna and tells her he
sees the same ‘visions.’ Together
the pair decide that the dreams
are premonitions and attempt
to stop the inevitable from
taking place. But things are
not what they seem and the
reality of the dreams is much
more complicated and unreal
than anything they could have
imagined.
“The Space Between” is six
kinds of awesome! Alexandra
Sokoloff has created an intricate
tapestry: a dark young adult
novel with threads of horror and
science fiction that make it a true
original and unlike any I have
read.
Loaded with graphic, vivid
images that place the reader in
the midst of the mystery and
danger, “The Space Between”
is a must read. Alexandra has
taken psychological elements,
quantum physics, and multiple
dimensions
with
parallel
universes and created a storyline
that has no equal. I cannot say
enough good things about this
book, but don’t take my word
for it…run out, RIGHT NOW
and pick up your copy. Perhaps
on another parallel, in a different
dimension of life…you already
have! 5-spiders without a doubt!
Reviewed by CK Webb, author
of “Cruelty to Innocents,”
published
by
Suspense Publishing,
an
imprint
of
Suspense Magazine
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In Her Sights
By Robin Perini

Jane Sanford had a brutal upbringing. Her mother was beaten to death when Jane was a child. The
killer came back to inflict the same agony on Jane, who ended up killing him with a baseball swing.
From that moment on, Jane went through hell. She went into the foster care system, but was soon on
the streets at fifteen. Taken in by a sheriff who tried to help erase her past, Jane began to trust again.
Jane becomes Jasmine Parker and her juvenile court records are erased in order to begin her new
existence as an officer. Using the nickname Jazz, she becomes the only female member of the local SWAT team and
their ‘dead-on’ sniper. Jazz is suddenly told by her superior that she is under investigation by Internal Affairs. The
investigation is being run by the son of the County Sheriff, the man who lost out on the sniper position. He is out to
ruin her career.
Luke Montgomery, an investigative reporter, enters the story. He and Jazz have a background, one that involved a
love affair. Jazz was afraid Luke would find out about her past and dump her so she walked away from him.
Luke begins investigating corruption in the police department and finds himself concentrating on the officer who’s
after Jazz’s sniper job. They find out they still have feelings for each other, and when Jazz hears from a person in her past
who wants revenge, the two investigations seem to come together. Luke and Jazz team up to solve the mysteries, clear
Jazz’s name, and find out who really is behind the vengeful chaos, and all while trying to stay away from the heat and
chemistry that seem to be overpowering them.
This is an excellent story for anyone who is interested in romantic suspense. The author has put mystery, heat, and
action together in the perfect blend to create this thriller that is truly a cut above the rest.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense Magazine 

the Lost Goddess
By Tom Knox

“The Lost Goddess” is a globetrotting adventure with shades of Dan Brown and Indiana Jones. Archaeologist Julia
Kerrigan makes a startling discovery in a cave in France which seems to lead to the horrible murder of her boss by a
seemingly supernatural killer. Meanwhile in Laos, photographer Jake Thurby is caught up in a mystery involving the
Khmer Rouge and the megalithic ruins of the Plain of Jars. Soon he and Chemda Tek, a well-connected Cambodian
woman, are on the run for their lives from authorities trying to stop their investigation. But what do trepanned skulls
of the Stone Age have to do with the Killing Fields of Pol Pot and Russian experiments to create a human/chimpanzee
hybrid in the 1920s?
Tom Knox takes these disparate events, separated by time and continents—but inspired by historical facts—and
weaves them together into an action-filled mystery with elements of horror, conspiracy, and science gone wrong. For
the most part, it’s a page-turner that, like a summer movie, is entertaining as long as you don’t think about it too much.
Although Knox’s over reliance on the use of repetition and italics to impart drama are a minor distraction, the foreign
locales provide engaging backdrops to well-paced chase scenes. From the chill countryside of south-central France to
the jungles of Cambodia, from the bleak poverty of Russian Georgia to Tibetan villages in the mountains of China,
Knox uses far-flung locations and exotic customs to enhance the story.
The conclusion suffers from a bit too much exposition and some preachiness—with the title “The Lost Goddess,”
it’s no surprise there’s a religious context to the resolution—but Knox resists tying everything up too neatly, and some
late twists keep the reader guessing. Fans of alternative historical theories will enjoy Knox’s use of archaeological
mysteries and the way he links them to more recent beliefs on the fringes of science. Those of a more skeptical nature
might roll their eyes here and there, but it is, after all, just a story, and generally a well-spun yarn, if a little frayed around
the edges.
Reviewed by Scott Pearson, author of “Star Trek: Honor in the Night” for Suspense Magazine 

Voyeur
By Daniel Judson

Daniel Judson brings us the third book in his Southampton Trilogy. Shamus award winner and threetime nominee, Daniel Judson draws us into the world of Southampton’s elite with a good dose of the
seedier side thrown in.
In the preface, we find lead character Reimer—a private investigator—in the middle of a case to prove
infidelity. Reimer finds himself in the hands of a group of thugs intent on beating him down to show how dangerous his
chosen profession can be to his life and inevitably forcing Reimer into retirement. Fast forward six years where we find
Reimer living a quiet life running a liquor store in downtown Southampton chasing the dragon to keep demons from
his every waking moment. Reimer keeps to himself and avoids trouble. The only relationship he gave himself to was
with a troubled woman named Mia who broke his heart and took off with his life savings.
Reimer is called by a friend and employee to take one last case to find a missing person who turns out to be no
other than Mia. Her mother is desperate to find the daughter she has not seen since she ran from Reimer. Reluctantly,
he takes the case, which is when his trouble begins. He tracks Mia to a bar called Pintauro’s where she allegedly works.
Turns out she jumped ship with her new boyfriend Dave Brazier, again stealing money from the cash register. Following
leads along the way Reimer finds himself in the middle of murder and a plot to scam hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Judson weaves a dark tale in this suspense novel, capturing the reader and keeping their attention until the thrilling
conclusion. Whether you are a long time reader of Daniel Judson or have just been introduced to his writing, you need
to run out and buy this book. It is noir at its very best.
Reviewed by Jodi Hanson for Suspense Magazine 
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Warlord
By Ted Bell

Britain’s royalty is threatened. American prisons are training grounds for the next wave of terrorists. A
madman continues his decades’ old vengeance. A Florida cop attempts to stop a planned attack on Americans.
What more do you want from a thriller? Well, Ted Bell delivers all this and more in the epic length “Warlord.”
Grab your favorite drink and snacks and get cozy in your favorite chair for a while. You’ll need it all for a whopper
of a novel continuing the adventures of Alex Hawke.
A year after the death of the woman he loved, former MI6 operative Alex Hawke is wasting away in
Bermuda. That is, until he gets a call from an old friend, none other than Prince Charles, who asks Hawke to
discover a threat to the royal family. The story spans back three decades to the death of Louis Mountbatten and
a shadowy individual known as Pawn. Hawke is rejuvenated and jumps into danger right away. The consensus
is the danger is coming from a new uprising of IRA soldiers. However, Hawke uncovers something even more
dangerous. Meanwhile, former Navy SEAL Stokely Jones, paired with a CIA agent, uncovers a plot to recruit and
train terrorists…from inside America’s prisons. What connections are shared between the two investigations
and how are they related to recent attacks by a radical Muslim group known as the Sword of Allah?
Bell fictionalizes factual events, from the bombing of Mountbatten’s boat to the fire at Windsor Castle to
the tragic death of Lady Diana. This intricate storyline spans the globe from India to Ireland to Florida. This is
not a quick read, but it is explosively action packed. I really enjoy Hawke and will definitely be reading more of
Bell’s novels.
Review written by Stephen L. Brayton, author of “Beta” for Suspense Magazine 

KBL: Kill Bin Laden
By John Weisman

Many books have titles that are confusing and sometimes you aren’t quite sure what the book
is about or if you’re going to understand the story. This book? Well, the title says it all. Weisman,
bestselling author of the Rogue Warrior series, presents a fictionalized version of actual events
surrounding the hunt for and operation to kill the world’s most wanted terrorist.
Charlie Becker, former Ranger and amputee is currently in Abbottabad, Pakistan, spying for the CIA. He’s
trying to keep tabs on any attention being given to the finding of a CIA secret safe house. Said safe house is, in
turn, spying on a compound where Usama Bin Laden’s two trusted cohorts are living with their families. It’s
suspected UBL is also on site. Back in Washington, the politicians play their games while the CIA Director,
Vince Mercaldi puts together an operation designed to infiltrate the compound. Troy Roberts, a Navy SEAL is
recovering, along with the rest of his team, from an operation gone bad. Back on the job, the team starts training
for a mission into a secure compound, and speculation is it might hold the number one target. The CIA executes
a plan to divert attention away from Abbottabad and everyone waits with anticipation for the United States
President to make a decision on whether an attack on the compound will commence.
Everybody regaled Seal Team 6 after the mission was completed, but this book shows there were so many
more parties involved. Weisman uses real training procedures, technology, weaponry, and intelligence to present
this story. The action is direct, precise, and on target. I also liked how references to actual personalities were
included. This is an excellent read and should make one proud to have the might of the American military
behind us.
Reviewed by Stephen L. Brayton, author of “Beta” for Suspense Magazine 

The Eden Prophecy
By Graham Brown

Have you ever read a movie? We don’t mean a screenplay, but a thriller action/adventure
that uncoils in your mind as you turn the pages? With the complex twists and deep underlying
revelations of a Dan Brown novel and the rollercoaster speed of a Michael Bay film, “The Eden
Prophecy” is one of the most satisfying, impossible-to-put down novels your reviewer has read in
a long time.
We have Hawker, the James Bond-ish agent who travels the world righting wrongs and doing good deeds,
but he is neither perfect nor superhuman, which is a nice touch. With Danielle—his co-operative with whom
he may or may not be in love—Hawker goes up against the newest breed of terrorist: the possessors of a new
virus that can wipe out humanity…or can it? Can it end life prematurely, or prolong it forever? In either case,
humanity would be doomed.
The author convincingly leads us to the present site of the Biblical Garden of Eden, where the virus is
found in the fruit of, yes, The Tree of Life. He takes us to the slums of Paris and the Iranian desert and the most
dangerous parts of Africa and the high-tech genetic labs of the world. He gives us antiques from the time of
Adam and clear explanations of the latest genetic engineering. More importantly, he give us characters who live
and breathe, especially a hero who does not take bullets with the impunity of a Fearless Fosdick, but endures
physical, emotional, and mental anguish as those he cares for and those he never met are faced with extinction.
While we thrill as he rides his motorcycle through Paris, chasing the boat with the bad guys, we never think to
utter the “bull” word, but can’t wait to turn the page to see how this scene plays out.
Mr. Graham is a very skilled writer, a master of bringing together action, pathos, thrills, excitement, science,
and philosophy. We cannot recommend this novel with any more enthusiasm. In a word, it is a TREAT.
Reviewed by Elliott Capon, author of “Prince of Horror,” published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine 
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The Nazi Seance
By Arthur J. Magida

The ancient Greeks
were right—hubris is deadly.
And hubris was the cause
of death of a gentleman
who called himself Erik Jan
Hanussen.
Mr.
Hanussen,
purportedly a descendant of Danish
nobility, was in fact an Austrian Jew. By
skill, and immeasurable control of the
art of B.S., chutzpah, arrogance, and selfconfidence bordering on megalomania,
Mr. Hanussen became the most
famous psychic, clairvoyant, mentalist,
astrologer, and mystic in Europe from
roughly after World War I until his
murder in 1933. He was the Jean Dixon,
the Amazing Kreskin, the John Edwards
of his day, acquiring enormous wealth
and fame by astonishing people in
crowded theatres and private séances
with his psychic abilities…a great many
of these accomplishments, which were
total and complete showbiz fraud.
But the real story of Hanussen, and
what makes this book a head-shaker, is
the fact that this famous Jew was in bed
with the Nazis from the very beginning.
He may or may not have actually coached
a young Hitler on how to win over a
crowd, but the author fully documents
Hanussen’s
close
footsie-playing
relationships with other prominent Nazi
figures. What the reader gleans out of
this was Hanussen’s complete and utter
hubris and belief that he was somehow,
because of his purported psychic
abilities, invulnerable to Nazi predation.
Unfortunately, his arrogance led him to
open his big mouth once too often, and
the SA decided he had to be put away for
good.
This is not a mystery or a thriller
per se, but a compelling and thoughtprovoking biography of someone
who was perfectly willing to dance
with the Devil as long as he believed he
was possessed of asbestos shoes. But
Hanussen found out, in the words of
Dear Abby, “time wounds all heels.” If
your reading runs to a steady stream of
mysteries, whodunits, and thrillers, this
book is a refreshing bit of a history most
of us have not been exposed to, as well as
a morality tale of universal timelessness.
Reviewed by Elliott Capon, author
of “Prince of Horror,” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine 
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The wolf Gift
By Anne Rice
This
was
such an intense
murder, werewolf,
redefining/finding
yourself, suspense
story filled with
philosophical arguments. It was
definitely an eye-opening, deep,
biting-your-nails type read,
mixing the best of many genres
into one tale.
The werewolf descriptions
of the transformation from man
to wolf and back again were some
of the best I’ve ever read. Very in
depth, her physical descriptions
of the bones and muscles and
hair growth sounded so accurate,
along with popular mythology.
The way Rice described every
part of the main character’s body
being electrified, I swear I could
feel it. I was just that caught
up in details. Not to mention
the psychological struggles
of the main character dealing
with this change in his life—to
being a werewolf—seemed so
believable.
The story line moved
quickly, but was very thorough
and full to the brim of suspense
with chapter after chapter of
fast paced events of situations,
attacks, etc.—a page turner for
sure. The language and pace of
the writing also changed, often
accenting or even exaggerating
what was going on in the main
character, Rueben’s life. For
example, Rice used the usual
short statements to build
suspense, but also to show
restlessness. There were more
descriptions of his surroundings
when he was thoughtful along
with his train of thought. I could
go on and on with examples of
the way Rice has mastered the
craft of writing.
This was actually my very
first Anne Rice novel. She
was always an author I had an
interest in but had never gotten
around to reading. Now I can see
why she is considered one of the
greats. I now believe that all of
the positive reviews I have read
of her novels must be true.
Reviewed by Kiki Howell, author
of “Irreconcilable Differences”
for Suspense Magazine 
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Success Secrets of Sherlock Holmes
By David Acord

When Sir Arthur Conan Doyle created Sherlock Holmes, he used the character to not only to breathe fresh life
into the mystery genre, but to have an outlet for his intellectual energy. Holmes is a combination of the real people
that shaped Doyle’s life and his character’s influence can be seen in every new generation of mystery authors. From
Columbo to House, Sherlock Holmes remains the standard to which every great investigative mind is measured.
David Acord harnesses this deductive well of information by exhaustively combing through the adventures of
Sherlock Holmes for the priceless nuggets of advice that would be lost otherwise. The “Success Secrets of Sherlock
Holmes” is broken into thirty-two quickly digested lessons that offer both the original context and their practical
applications. Need an example of why details matter? Looking for help handling pressure? Trying to break out of a
rut? It’s here for you, and while Acord never professes to know the secrets of the universe, it is refreshing to see how
Holmes handled the same situations that still affect us so long after his last adventure. Many books have been written
on the lessons learned and taught by presidents, generals, and captains of industry, and the “Success Secrets of Sherlock
Holmes” deserves a place in their company.
Reviewed by Brian Blocker for Suspense Magazine 

You Might as Well Die
By J.J. Murphy

Oh dear, Mrs. Parker. You and Mr. Benchley are at it again.
No, not that! The Algonquin Round Table gang is up to their necks in another mysterious death. But
this death is one that involves noted wit and writer Dorothy Parker before it even happens.
Second-rate artist and illustrator Ernie MacGuffin slips Dorothy Parker an envelope during one
of the famed Round Table lunches at New York’s Algonquin Hotel. Shortly after giving Mrs. Parker the
envelope, he jumps off the Brooklyn Bridge and is presumed dead. And the sharp-tongued Mrs. Parker discovers that
the envelope from Ernie contains his suicide note.
Ernie’s mediocre artwork skyrockets in value as a result of his supposed suicide, and Mrs. Parker’s best pal, and
fellow member of the Round Table, Robert Benchley, is assigned to write a story about the late artist for the fledgling
New Yorker Magazine. And the pay is just enough to pay off the bar bill he and Mrs. Parker have run up at a local
speakeasy.
Something doesn’t seem right to Mrs. Parker about this whole business, so she enlists the help of magician and
skeptic Harry Houdini (yes, that Harry Houdini) to accompany her to a séance being held by a clairvoyant who
supposedly channels Ernie from the great beyond. Ernie’s voice sounds surprisingly, well, life-like. Hmm. Is he dead?
Or not?
Leave it to Mrs. Parker to get the real story, with the help of her Round Table buddies and other legendary
celebrities like Harpo Marx and Alexander Woollcott—who criss-cross Manhattan in a madcap croquet game that
never ends. And Harpo talks!
“You Might as Well Die” is a great read. I can’t wait to see what mischief J.J. Murphy has planned for book three
in this series.
Reviewed by Susan Santangelo, author of “Moving Can Be Murder” for Suspense Magazine 

The Masters of Mystery: The Strange
Friendship of Arthur Conan Doyle &
Harry Houdini
By Christopher Sandford

Christopher Sandford has woven a tightly knit mosaic that will reach
out and grab you, much like his subject matter. In nineteen hundred and
twenty, shortly after the end of WWI, Mysticism and Spiritualism were
flourishing. So many lives were lost during the war and people were
searching for a way to reconnect with their loved ones. The spiritualists
and mystics convinced the masses that there was such a way.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was one such individual. He lost both his
son and younger brother in the terrible war and found spiritualism a way
to stay connected to his loved ones. At the same time, Harry Houdini was
mourning the loss of his mother and sought a way to reconnect with her
soul.
These seemingly two different lives become intertwined when they
meet during Houdini’s tour of England in the year 1920. Their ensuing
friendship centers around spiritualism, and is sometimes dark, sometimes
funny, but always gripping and riveting. Anyone with an interest in
mystery, mystics, Houdini, or Doyle will love “The Strange Friendship of
Arthur Conan Doyle and Harry Houdini.”
After finishing the book, you will have a much better
understanding of the phrase: “Truth is stranger than fiction.”
Reviewed by J. M. LeDuc, author of “Cursed Blessing,”
published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense
Magazine 

The Faces of Angels
By Lucretia Grindle

If you love romance
mysteries, you will enjoy
this tale of love and loss in
present day Italy. This debut
novel has the essentials
of descriptive language,
a realistic setting and the
insights into love and murder that one
would expect in this genre. Although
you do not actually discover the name of
the heroine for over a hundred pages, her
mental musings take you through her new
marriage, even newer lover, and the attack
that takes her husband’s life as he attempts
to save hers. Mary Murray returns to
America to cope and recover but is drawn
back to the lover in Italy. She becomes
obsessed with murdered women until she
begins to believe that the man arrested for
her assault was the wrong one. Was her
attack random, or was it a manipulation
to free her from a loveless union?
Reviewed by J.S. McCormick for Suspense
Magazine 
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Racing the Devil
By Jaden Terrell

Carve out a chunk of free time to read this novel, because you won’t be able to put it down until
you reach the end of this tale.
Set in Nashville, Tennessee, “Racing the Devil” is the first in the Jared McKean mystery series by
Jaden Terrell. McKean is an ex-cop turned private detective who is framed for murder, in what looks
like the perfect crime.
Someone has gone to a lot of trouble to create what looks like solid evidence of McKean’s guilt. But even as
he works to untangle the strands of evidence that he knows is false, he still can’t budge a legal system that wants to
believe in his guilt. McKean takes on himself as a client and sets out to investigate the connections to the murdered
woman and her family, and runs afoul of the pastor of the Church of the Reclamation, a decidedly chauvinistic
individual who just may have a criminal past.
Author Jaden Terrell has created a protagonist whose humanity emerges with each page. Besides clearing
his own name of murder, he has a network of family and friends who help him when they can, but they all need
Jared McKean, too. McKean’s roommate is dying of AIDS, his seven-year-old son has Down’s Syndrome, and his
teenage nephew has joined a Goth sub-culture and is breaking his father’s heart. Jared McKean does it all, but he
is no superman.
Author Terrell writes in a tight, concise style that maintains the suspenseful pace throughout the book.
Terrell—and main character McKean—are able to deal with issues such as prostitution and sexual abuse of children
without descending into ugliness. Jared McKean is still good, and there is hope for him, and hope in his world.
I look forward to reading the next book in the series, “A Cup Full of Midnight,” which is due to be published
later this year.
Reviewed by Kathleen Heady, author of “The Gate House” for Suspense Magazine 

The Walled Flower
By Lorraine Bartlett

Katie Bonner, the lead character in best-selling author Lorraine Bartlett’s newest mystery, “The
Walled Flower,” just can’t seem to catch a break. Without her knowledge, her husband sunk their
entire life savings into an indoor craft market. And then…he died. Leaving her in charge of making the
market—Artisans Alley—a financial success.
For most of her life, Katie has dreamed of renovating an old mansion on Victoria Square and
turning it into a bed and breakfast. But while she’s stuck running Artisans Alley, a young couple, Janice and Toby
Ryan, buy the building and—of all things—plan to renovate it themselves and open a bed and breakfast. Being a
good neighbor—and perhaps a little curious about their renovation plans—Katie arrives at the mansion bearing
food. When she confesses how she’s always wanted to renovate the house herself, Janice hands her a sledgehammer
and invites her to help take down a wall. Unfortunately, Katie’s turn at the sledgehammer reveals the skeleton of a
woman, entombed behind the wall for years.
When an elderly craftsperson from Artisans Alley identifies the remains as that of her long-missing niece, Katie
is drawn into the mystery of how, and why, the young woman died. And another friend corrals Katie into becoming
her matron of honor, with a wedding date only one week away. As if all this stress isn’t enough, the lease on Katie’s
apartment is up and she has to find another place to live—with her two cats—right away.
Lorraine Bartlett has delivered another satisfying tale, with a likeable heroine and a killer who turns out to be
a complete surprise—at least, to me!
Reviewed by Susan Santangelo, author of “Moving Can Be Murder” for Suspense Magazine 

The Burning Edge
By Rick Mofina

Lisa Palmer’s fragile world, a precarious life that revolves around caring for her two young children
a year after the death of her husband, explodes in violence when she witnesses a murderous holdup.
Four masked motorcyclists ambush an armored car and callously kill the three guards and an off-duty
FBI agent who tries to stop them. Lisa is a key witness to the killings, but can the FBI keep her and her
family safe from the killers?
For Frank Morrow, the FBI agent in charge of the investigation, catching the killers of a fellow agent is not
just a high priority, it’s the only priority…and it’s personal. Frank carries a secret, kept from his colleagues and his
family.
The press is onto the story as well. Every news organization in town wants to be first in breaking news about
the bold robbery and subsequent manhunt that has captured the nation’s attention. Veteran reporter Jack Gannon
knows his job is on the line in a new world of cost cutting and bottom line driven news. Gannon has to struggle
between honoring the ethics of his profession and doing what it takes to scoop the competition.
And what of the robbers? The military precision of the holdup and their getaway suggests they are not run of
the mill hoods. As the story progresses, we learn what is driving their desperate actions and follow them as they
make their escape and lay plans for another daring heist.
“The Burning Edge” careens like a getaway car squealing on all four wheels with guns blazing from New York
to Canada, across the US to the west coast and back again, taking the reader on a wild and exhilarating ride to a
satisfying conclusion.
Reviewed by Andrew MacRae for Suspense Magazine 
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The Dead of
Winter
By Chris Priestley

Angels and statues that
have been colored green by time
surround Michael when the reader
is introduced to this young man
who has lost his mother. Standing
at the funeral, Michael has no idea
what he’s going to do next. What he
doesn’t expect is a man to come out
of the mist to let Michael know that
he has now become the ward of a
stranger by the name of Sir Stephen
Clarendon.
Sir Stephen has been sending
money ever since Michael’s father
sacrificed himself so that Stephen
could live and Michael soon finds
himself traveling to a place called
Hawton Mere, a castle owned by this
stranger. Upon approach, Michael is
faced with the pale, ghostly figure of
a woman who begs him for help.
Inside the castle, he’s meets
people who have very strange issues.
They all seem rather nervous, and it
feels as if Michael is suddenly caught
up in some horror film. Sir Stephen
is a gangly man who looks as if he’s
about to fall into the first grave
he sees. Along with him comes a
rambunctious wolfhound and a
sister named Charlotte, who has an
air of evil. The only ones who seem
sane are the ‘help’ of the house who
whisper stories about happenings
that occurred in Hawton Mere
throughout history. Anger, cruelty,
and hatred enclosed in the mansion
have made Sir Stephen insane. He
sees things, hears things, and his wife
committed suicide.
Funny enough, it takes a boy
seeing and hearing these things to
get people to listen to the Lord of
the Manor, and Michael is soon
embroiled in not only a paranormal,
ghostly world, but in the discovery
of murder and solving this deadly
crime.
Stories aimed at the pre-teen
market have been missing for some
time, and readers are truly excited
about the fact that they have found
their niche once again and writers are
creating phenomenal stories, such as
this one, to invigorate young readers.
A chilly, spooky, goose bump thrill
ride, Chris Priestley is definitely a
young reader’s Stephen King.
Reviewed by Amy
Lignor,
author
of
“Tallent & Lowery - 13”
for Suspense Magazine
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The Ritual

The Third Coincidence

Four men have gotten
together for a reunion, celebrating
the time when they used to be a
big part of each other’s lives. As
with everything, each member
of the group has changed a
great deal. Hutch, although still
calm and level-headed, is now
married, and wants the quartet to
remain friends.
With a mouth that’s a neverending font of swear words, Dom
is not exactly the happiest person
to be around and Phil has gained
some serious weight and is having
major relationship issues. Luke is
the only one still free from the
confines of adulthood, but hiking
through the wilderness with
slightly angry men is not his idea
of a good time.
Coming upon a hideous
body hanging from the trees,
the men are astounded by what
looks like an animal that’s been
accosted, and left to scare others
along the path. Dom and Phil
are complaining nonstop, so
Hutch decides they should take a
“shortcut” in order to get to the
warm cabin that’s waiting out
there for them.
After getting completely
lost, the trail leads them to a
cabin that’s packed with animal
skulls, crucifixes, and a seriously
creepy stuffed figure living in a
casket upstairs. As the nightmare
begins, they stumble upon a town
from long ago. From cabins to a
cemetery to a frightening church,
the friends start to disappear one
by one. As Luke finds himself
alone, he must face a group of
seriously twisted characters
who believe in everything from
sacrifice to Goth ‘black’ metal
playing on their CDs. What
commences is a spine-tingling
tale of one man’s survival in a
truly horrific realm.
The author certainly does
a good job with the blooddripping horror, allowing readers
to experience a plot they will
not soon forget. Although the
dialogue is a bit weak, and the
magic of ‘King’ will be missed,
this author does a solid job of
putting together a book for
horror fans.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author
of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for
Suspense Magazine 

Just in time for the start of a presidential election year and the brouhaha that accompanies the quad annual political
turmoil, comes this fast-moving debut novel of murder and intrigue at the national level.
Someone is murdering the nation’s Supreme Court justices and the governors of the Federal Reserve Board. The
first such death is regarded as happenstance. The second is thought to be only coincidence. But at the third death, the
alarms go off at the highest level and a worried president turns to Jack McCall, a CIA master spy and the only person he
can trust to bring down the killer.
McCall quickly assembles a team of experienced investigators drawn from various agencies and departments and
each with their own expertise and quirks. Part of Jack’s challenge is to quickly meld this diverse team into an effective
force before the shadowy killer claims more lives and the nation descends into panic. Complicating things for Jack’s
strictly business approach is the presence on the team of Rachel Johnstone, a top FBI agent and the growing attraction
between them.
Who is LW, the initials by which the killer signs his manifesto? Is he a single, crazed individual possessing multiple
deadly skills? Or is he what he claims to be, the commander of an underground militia of skilled assassins taking up
arms against the government?
The cat and mouse game between McCall and the killer escalates with each new killing while the reader watches
the action from both sides, alternating between following McCall and his team as they trace one lead after another and
eavesdropping on the killer’s thoughts as he stalks his next victim.
Reviewed by Andrew MacRae for Suspense Magazine 
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By David Bishop

The Janson Command
By Paul Garrison

I don’t think I’ve read a book that covers the world quite like “The Janson Command.” Starting in Utah, you
soon zoom to a small island off the west coast of Africa. From Texas to London, Vienna to Sydney, and let’s not forget
Corsica. Handle the latest in weaponry and fly in super technological planes. Uncover conspiracies and track down a
deposed dictator. All this and more in Garrison’s latest novel, another adventure of one of Robert Ludlum’s created
characters.
Paul Janson: former covert operations agent and assassin. These days, he atones for past mistakes by helping former
agents and comrades. He also takes assignments in which he can utilize his skills for a better world. His partner, Jessica
Kincaid: one of the world’s best snipers who was once assigned to kill Janson. Their latest mission: rescue a doctor
employed by an oil company who was kidnapped off the coast of Africa. He’s being held on an island in the midst of a
civil war. The problem: the doctor, after being rescued, disappears, as well as the deposed dictator. The secrets: what
organization lurks in the background trying to kill the doctor, and what domination game is the oil company playing?
I’d love to see a Janson’s CV, because he seems to have contacts for every circumstance. Some of them are friends,
some of them knowingly or unknowingly owe their lives to Janson. He calls in markers from all over the world to
complete his mission. Janson rarely stays in one place for too long. I felt exhausted after reading this book because of all
the globe trotting this guy does. The action is intense, the technology is sophisticated, and I’ll gladly jump into another
Janson adventure.
Reviewed by Stephen L. Brayton, author of “Beta” for Suspense Magazine 

The Drop

File M for Murder

Harry Bosch is back for one more. Facing a
mandatory retirement from the L.A.P.D. and working
cold cases, Harry is also raising his teenaged daughter
and is trying to balance being both father and cop.
Suddenly he’s handed a case where DNA evidence
points to a killer in the system, except he would have
been eight-years-old when the murder was committed.
No sooner does this case land in his lap when he is hit
with another.
The second case is a politically charged nightmare
and one of Harry’s oldest foes, former boss Irvin
Irving, now a city councilman, has asked for Bosch to
investigate the death of his son at the same Hollywood
Hotel where John Belushi died. Tracking the cold case
and the political hot potato leads to tension between
Bosch and his partner and an unexpected betrayal that
leaves Bosch questioning his ability and if he should go
ahead and end his colorful police career…
Connelly has done it again and put together yet
another ‘can’t-put-it-down’ mystery that fans will enjoy.
Five of five stars for “The Drop!”
Reviewed by Bill Craig, author of “Hardluck Hannigan:
The Golden Scorpion” for Suspense Magazine 

This is the first book in the series that I have read and I
enjoyed it. It is not a thriller and won’t keep you “on the edge
of your seat,” but it is a cozy in the truest sense of the word
and is good for a beach read or curling up some afternoon
with a book.
The premise is cute. Charlie Harris and his cat, Diesel,
are likable protagonists, particularly Diesel. I would like to
see Charlie be a bit more proactive in the search for clues, but
that’s just my opinion. His housemates, which consist of two
of his children, and two boarders, fill out the group involved
with solving the murder of Connor Lawton, a playwright
will a severe attitude problem. One of the boarders, Sean, is
a scream with his caustic remarks. But Connor is so rude that
I rejoiced when someone ended his tirades permanently.
As for whodunit, I would have liked to see more
possible perpetrators. Plus, I’m afraid that the denouement
was rather obvious. However, don’t think that I am trashing
the book, or damning with faint praise. I’m not. It’s a cute
little mystery and certainly worth the time to read it.
I will read another in the series to see if this book is
similar to the others in the series and will let you know.
Reviewed by Holly Price, author of “At Death’s Door” for
Suspense Magazine 

By Michael Connelly

By Miranda James
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T.V. & MOVIES

The Secret World of
Arrietty
2012

Genre – Adventure/Animation (G)

The little people in my life, Master Critic Eleven and scathing Critic Nine and I saw Ponyo a
few years ago, and loved it. So, I expected they, and a tag-along friend would have a rollicking good
time with The Secret World of Arrietty, the latest offering from Ghibli studios (Spirited Away, Howl’s
Moving Castle and Ponyo).
For me, it was like watching artwork brought to life on screen. Magnificent colors and detail
worked skillfully to create an absorbing world. The story, based on Mary Norton’s 1952 book, is a
moving tale of a family of little people, who live under the floorboards. They exist by “borrowing”
from the human beings that live in the house. In this Japanese version, the house owners are two
elderly women, who are joined by a sick twelve-year-old nephew awaiting heart surgery.
It is a fascinating peek into the uses these little people make of items they find: a pin becomes a sword, a bay leaf lasts a year,
and a sugar cube will make tea for months. Each night, the father ventures out on expeditions as if it were his job. Then one fateful
night, when Arrietty, their young daughter, joins her father for the first time, they are seen by the sick boy. Now difficult choices
must be made and the drama really begins as Arrietty and the boy tentatively build a relationship.
It all sounds like the perfect family movie, right? But as I was marvelling at the masterful storytelling, I detected movement
from either side of me. I’ve attended enough previews with the young critics to sense the warning signs. Then it came, ‘When is it
over?’ Then another voice, ‘I’m hungry.’ The children thought it was boring and I suspect children who are so accustomed to 3D
in-your-face-action every second will struggle with this piece of art.
However, the magic of the story will not be lost on most adults. I recommend you take the children to the latest 3D, with
a sitter. Then slip off to watch The Secret World of Arrietty. These little people deserve your full attention. They are beautiful,
charming, and offer very valid reasons why you never again find those missing bobby pins.
Reviewed by Susan May (follow @susanmaywriter) for Suspense Magazine 
All aboard folks, it’s another journey film. Don those 3D glasses
and we are off and running from huge lizards, flying through
storms, falling through gigantic eggs, and diving into oceans to
The Mysterious Island
escape lava.
2012
This time around, after unlocking a secret code transmitted by
Genre – Adventure (PG)
his missing grandfather, Sean Anderson (Josh Hutcherson) of the
predecessor Journey to the Center of the Earth, and his step-father, Hank (Dwayne Johnson) decode a puzzle hidden within three
books—Jules Verne’s “Mysterious Island,” Jonathon Swift’s “Gulliver’s Travels,” and Robert Louis Stevenson’s “Robinson Crusoe.”
The code reveals the position of The Mysterious Island, and they set off for the Pacific to look for Sean’s adventuring Grandfather
(Michael Caine).
Along the way they gather Kailani (Vanessa Hudgens) and her Father, Gabato (Luis Guzmán) who fly them to the Island, only
accessed, they discover, through the eye of a storm.
Once on the island, they encounter the result of the ‘Island Rule,’ a genuine evolutionary theory which imagines that, over the
course of evolution in an isolated environment, large things can become small and small things become large.
Thus, we have on The Mysterious Island, dog-sized elephants and bees large enough to ride. How you steer a bee is not explained,
but the characters certainly seemed as adept as Star Wars Tie Fighter pilots.
This is one for the children and whilst the quite silly dialogue and behavior of the characters is redeemed somewhat by Michael
Caine and the comic talent of Guzmán, most adults will be thinking, sink the island and please take Dwayne Johnson with you.
But the kiddies will love it. My eleven-year-old critic commented, ‘It’s better than the first one by miles.’ The nine-year-old laughed
uproariously at Gabato’s antics.
It’s a bit of fun, with intriguing use of Verne’s imaginative literary creations, and special effects that will keep most children
between the ages of eight and fourteen very happy. Adults please note, whilst visiting the island, keep your brain switched to low
and just enjoy the ride. Don’t analyse the plot holes or you will certainly fall off. And before you see the film, do explain to your
children first, “No, you are not getting an elephant. Yes, they are cute, but they get big.”
Reviewed by Susan May (follow @susanmaywriter) for Suspense Magazine 

Journey 2
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T.V. & MOVIES

Chronicle
2012

Genre – SciFi/Fantasy (PG-13)
Teen angst is a commonly explored theme in film. Those tricky years are fraught with
sexual, emotional, and self-worth issues. Over the past year, films of this ilk spring to mind:
Restless, Submarine, and Never let me Go. In general, they remain flawed and tedious, suffering
from slow-pacing and long scenes of distance staring. Often I think, “The characters are brats
and need a good walloping”.
In Chronicle, first time feature film director, Josh Trank, and his co-writer, Max Landis (son
of Director Jon Landis) explore the teenage condition, but with a fun and visually exciting twist.
Using the hand-held camera point of view (think Cloverfield) via the main character
Andrew Detmer (Dane DeHaan), we follow him and his friends Matt Garetty (Alex Russell),
and Steve Montgomery’s (Michael B. Jordan) after they happen upon an alien object. Cutting
from the discovery scene, the next shot is of them developing telekinetic powers.
Their abilities grow the more they use them and pretty soon they move on from suspending
Lego blocks in the air to moving cars, eventually developing powers which would find them starring in any Superhero film.
The film works well for more reasons than the very cool special effects and nifty camcorder camera work. Andrew’s emotional
turmoil in dealing with his dying mother and alcoholic abusive father provide a depth to the characters these types of movies tend
to gloss over in favor of action.
A loner, he is the brunt of bullying and unacceptance by his peers. But Andrew’s emotional fragility is never far from the
surface. In other teenage angst films, this character would end up slamming doors and shouting. Throw super powers on super
hormones and let’s make that slamming buildings and creating storms.
Chronicle is clever, witty and the most fun you will have at the cinema watching teenagers discover themselves. Reportedly
budgeted at $15 million to make and with the tagline “What are you capable of?” it really begs the question, if these young
filmmakers can deliver such good entertainment as Chronicle, of what are they capable in the future? That’s almost as exciting as
discovering you can fly.
Reviewed by Susan May (follow @susanmaywriter) for Suspense Magazine 
A chilling and fresh approach to the investigation of cold
cases—the serial killer kind—is what you’ll find with the premier
of the newest show on the ID (Investigation Discovery) Channel,
2012
ID Channel (Premiered January 25 at 10 PM EST) Dark Minds. The use of unconventional tactics combined with tried
and true investigative steps, lead best-selling, true crime writer M.
– True Crime
William Phelps into newfound territory where most often, these
cases are not just cold...they’re frozen.
Episode one focuses on The Valley Killer. A monster, who over the span of his ‘career’ left the bodies of seven women in the
Connecticut River Valley in New Hampshire and Vermont. Then he stopped. An unnerving account of the history of these crimes
sets the stage for the present day investigation.
Dark Minds is not just another ordinary glimpse into cold case files and the team revisiting these crimes is intriguing. Phelps
has a very personal motive for focusing on serial killers; a reason he doesn’t sugarcoat
for the audience. Joining Phelps is criminal profiler John Kelly, who not only brings
his knowledge but a secret tool and unique point of view. The introduction of “13”—
Kelly’s anonymous source who sits behind bars serving multiple life sentences for
murder—gives the team and audience a window into the dark mind of a killer. The
cold observations from “13” as he explains possible motivations—that appear very
on the mark—are so shocking, they elicit a physical response. It’s as if he’s reading
his grocery list.
As the credits roll, the audience is left wondering just how close Phelps and the
team have gotten in their pursuit of justice. Simply put, Dark Minds is the best new
show of the season.
Reviewed by Shannon Raab with Suspense Magazine 
Press Photo Credit: ID/David Johnson

Dark Minds
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Jamie Freveletti
Positioned to go the
Distance

Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Leslie Schwartz Photography

J

amie Freveletti is a trial attorney, a martial artist, and a runner. She has
crewed for an elite ultra-marathon runner in fifty-mile, one-hundred-mile,
and twenty-four hour races across the country, and she holds a black belt in
aikido, a Japanese martial art.
After law school, she obtained a diploma in International Studies while living in
Geneva, Switzerland. She lives in Chicago with her family, and has represented clients in areas ranging
from class actions for mass salmonella poisoning to securities fraud.
She has three books to her credit so far: “Running From the Devil,” (first novel) “Running Dark,” and “The Ninth Day.”
Her debut thriller was chosen as a Notable Book by the Independent Booksellers of America, awarded “Best First Novel”
by the International Thriller Writers, honored with a Barry Award for “Best First Novel” by Deadly Pleasures Magazine,
nominated for a Macavity Award for “Best First Mystery” by the Mystery Readers International and recognized as “Favorite
First Novel of 2009” by Crimespree Magazine. It has been an international bestseller and been translated into three languages.
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Her second novel, “Running Dark,” released in June,
2010, hit both the Chicagoland and South Florida bestseller
lists and won a Lovey Award for “Best Novel 2010.”
In January 2011, she was tapped by the estate of Robert
Ludlum to write the next in the Covert One series. That
novel is scheduled to release in fall 2012.
The third novel in her series, “The Ninth Day” was released
in September 2011 and chosen as one of the “Best Thrillers of
2011” by the team here at Suspense Magazine. The fourth in
her series is scheduled for late fall 2012.
In her latest book, biochemist Emma Caldridge—whom
we’ve known since the first Freveletti novel—stumbles across
a group of human traffickers across the Arizona border while
she’s out looking for plants that could possibly help her in
her work. Eduardo La Valle is ruthless and his power runs
from Mexico to Chicago. Emma finding out what he’s doing
is the least of his problems: a flesh-eating toxin is covering
his prized marijuana plants, and once they’re touched or
inhaled, it kills the victim in nine days.
La Valle forces her to find a “cure” since his beloved
girlfriend is infected with the toxin. Emma searches feverishly
for any clue to help her stop the disease. Her quick thinking
and boldness shows the reader how Emma will not be bullied
by La Valle or his minions and neither will the “friends” she’s
made along the way. When she becomes infected, the race is
on now more than ever, and she must find an answer before
she herself reaches “The Ninth Day.”
Suspense Magazine is honored to have this opportunity
to speak with Jamie and share with our readers. Enjoy.

next in Robert Ludlum’s Covert One series, I have put my
lawyer’s license on “inactive status.” I can always turn it back
on, but for the moment have my hands full as a professional
writer.

Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): From attorney to author.
Why? Are you still practicing?

without it. I use it to

Jamie Freveletti (JF): I’ve always loved books. I devoured
them, and still do. My brothers tease me that growing up they
never saw me without a book in my hand. During law school
I read nonfiction and after returned to fiction to expand my
imagination.

unwind and to work

I remember the day I decided to attempt a novel. I was reading
one and the ending surprised me. I thought, I wouldn’t have
ended this book that way. Of course, on the heels of that thought
came, Okay, smart aleck, if you think you can do it, try it. Let’s
see how well you do. I signed up for a creative writing night
course at the University of Chicago and joined thirty-five other
aspiring writers twice a week for eight weeks.
I was working on a particularly stressful securities fraud trial
when I was finishing “Running From the Devil.” I’d work late at
night and used the quiet hours to settle down. It was wonderful
and cathartic.
Since that success and with the onset of the offer to write the
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S. MAG.: Emma Caldridge is in excellent physical condition,
being a marathon runner. You yourself are a martial artist
and a runner. Did those pieces of Emma come from Jamie’s
life?
JF: Emma came from my experience at an ultra-marathon
race that almost ended in disaster. I was crewing for a runner
at a one hundred mile race-walk called “The Centurion.” The
participants had to race-walk one hundred miles in twentyfour hours. It was in Colorado in the early fall. The day started
out at sixty degrees, but the temperature plummeted and a
freak snowstorm hit. It was that heavy, wet snow that you
see in early fall or late spring. One of the competitors passed
out on the trail and never came back around. When the crew
found him he was nearly unconscious and suffering from
hypothermia. I sat with him in the ER and thought, Now there’s
a great story. You’re a runner, downed in the jungle, unable to
determine what direction safety lies. What would you do? I
started writing “Running From the Devil” on the plane ride
home and made my protagonist an ultra runner.

I love running and
can't imagine life

out plot points when
i get stuck.
I see it as a way to get through stressful events and I guess
Emma does too. Those pieces of her character definitely come
from my life!
S. MAG.: When “Running From the Devil” was picked up,
what was that like for you? Do you remember what that
moment was like? Can you share a little of it with us?
JF: What a moment! I was skiing in Aspen (I just noticed that
everything surrounding the first book started in Colorado) and
my agent called me on the phone to inform me of the deal. I
was in line to shuffle up to the first chair lift and was so excited
and immersed in the conversation that I forgot to put on my
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skis! My children were with me and I guess I never heard their
repeated nudges. Once on the lift, my twelve-year-old said,
“Don’t worry, Mom, we’ll help you run off at the top.” They
were laughing and hugging me on the chair when I told them
why I was so brainless.
S. MAG.: You’ve got a notable start with an impressive
character in Emma Caldridge. Do you see her having the
staying power and following of, say, Alex Cross?
JF: Yes, I do think she can carry me all the way to the top.
I’ve launched this career in the biggest economic downturn
in history and her character has continued forward despite it
all. I would love to continue
with her. I also have two
other novels in various states
and would enjoy seeing those
protagonists in print as well.
S. MAG.: Aikido is a martial
art originating in Japan
that is similar to judo, but
incorporates blows made
with the hands and feet. How
did you become interested
in this as opposed to others
such as karate or jujitsu?
JF: Aikido is one of the most
fascinating things I’ve ever
done. It uses the attacker’s
momentum against them. As
their punch comes forward
you step off the line of attack—
usually to the side, grab the
arm at its weakest point
(usually the wrist) and then
twist it while you continue in
that direction. The attacker’s
forward
momentum
continues, but now they have
no choice but to fly in the direction that you determine. It looks
like dancing in practice and flows so easily that many people
think that the attacker is just faking their falls.
I chose aikido because it’s a martial art that doesn’t require
pure strength to prevail. Women can throw much stronger men,
because all that is required is a committed attacker. It’s counter
intuitive, but as an aikido practitioner you need a really bad
guy who is devoting it all to killing you. A bit crazy, but fun!
I’ve attached photos where I’m being thrown in two of my
favorite moves. The white blur is me being thrown in a move
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called Kote Gaeshi and the one where I’m upside down is called
Mae-Otoshi. I think the photos give an idea of the power of the
moves as well of the danger of the art. Not only does one need
to learn how to throw someone with this speed, one also needs
to learn to take a fall without getting injured. As you can see
from the photo, taking a fall in aikido is not for the faint of
heart!
S. MAG.: If we were to take a peek at your bookshelf, who
would we see there? Is there someone you read over and
over?
JF: I read most of the thriller writers out there today, but
I also keep an eye on the
earlier authors. I’ve read
every book by the late Donald
Westlake, Dick Francis and
most of Robert Ludlum. I
love Bernard Cornwell and
the Dumas novels. I had “The
Eight” in a first edition and
lost it during a purge when it
ended up in a charity box by
mistake…still mourning that
one. When I’m in the mood to
laugh I read Janet Evanovich
or Jennifer Crusie. I have
a special edition of “Pride
and Prejudice” and will read
romance authors like Loretta
Chase, Lisa Kleypas and Mary
Balogh. They do fantastic jobs
with characters.
The rest of my bookshelf
is non-fiction. Books like
“Spark: The Revolutionary
new Science of Exercise and
the Brain,” “The Tipping Point
and Guns,” “Germs and Steel.”
I love to learn and there’s no
better way to do that than to read.
As you can tell, I read everything.
S. MAG.: When you were a child, did you know you would
write a book or did other dreams invade your psyche?
JF: Books were so special that I don’t recall having an idea
that I could write one. As a child I wanted to be either Nancy
Drew or Mrs. Peel from “The Avengers.” I thought they were the
coolest women on the planet!
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S. MAG.: Where do you find inspiration?
JF: The news and history. I love science and read everything I can find about the world around us. I also read a lot of reports
from the Government Accountability Office. They analyze subjects from money laundering to drug enforcement and their reports
are in depth and amazing. I don’t censor much of what I read and I find just as much valuable information in the New York
Times and Wall Street Journal as I do in the conspiracy theories in anarchist blogs on the internet. (The anarchists sometimes get
surprisingly close to the truth). I’m pretty good at filtering through the web, because a lot of what is posted looks and sounds true,
but is often backed by skewed perspective or just wrong facts. I’ll dig deeper if I find something fascinating to be sure that it’s true.
S. MAG.: Among the others, your character Oswald “Oz” Kroger is the perfect example of how secondary characters are a
very important piece of every literary puzzle. He’s an MIT dropout with nothing but the clothes on his back, a motorcycle,
and a genius IQ who agrees to move some marijuana from Mexico to Phoenix for La Valle. Where did you ever find him and
will we see more of him?
JF: Oz is great, isn’t he? He came from a dinner conversation where a group of us discussed people who followed The Grateful
Dead on tour. I was fascinated by the fact that so many would wrap their lives around a band and learned that many are highly
intelligent people, not slackers at all, just really different. I thought about some of the geniuses that I’ve met over the years.
Most have excelled in everything they do, but some have lost their way. I decided to create a character that has the brains to do
anything, but not the emotional intelligence to put all the pieces together. I wanted to show how adversity challenges him to grow.
I just put it all together and came up with Oz!
S. MAG.: How has your writing changed from “Running From the Devil” to “The Ninth Day?” Do you see Emma growing
and what about her would surprise us to know, if
anything?
JF: In “Running From the Devil,” Emma couldn’t shoot
a gun and was as surprised as everyone else when
the plane is downed in the jungle. In “Running Dark,”
she runs toward trouble willingly and not only can
shoot a gun, but also learns to shoot rocket-propelled
grenades.

Jodie Renner Editing

In “The Ninth Day,” I think I’ve really hit on Emma’s
persona. She’s grown into the role of scientist and
adventurer. Her brains make her curious and she’s
gotten a bit hooked on the danger that accompanies
the more interesting aspects of the world. She trusts
herself and her abilities more and more. She’s really
getting interesting.

www.JodieRennerEditing.com

In the fourth she becomes entangled with a character
that is as far to the creative side of things as she is
to the scientific. It’s making for an interesting insight
into her!
Suspense Magazine has truly enjoyed speaking
with Jamie. We predict some great work coming
from this author. She has a talent we feel quite
certain she hasn’t tapped into yet. You can check out
Jamie and her work at http://www.jamiefreveletti.
com. 
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Fiction Editing and
Critiquing Services
Specializing in thrillers,
romantic suspense,
& other crime �iction
Look for Jodie’s craft of �iction articles on these blogs:
Crime Fiction Collective, Blood-Red Pencil, The Thrill
Begins, Writer’s Forensics, and Suspense Magazine.
“Jodie Renner worked with me to transform my thriller,
The Lonely Mile, from an exciting book to a tight,
suspenseful, heart-pounding thrill ride.” - Allan Leverone
“Jodie edited my last three novels and did a
terri�ic job. … Highly recommended!” - LJ Sellers

“I rate Jodie 6 stars out of 5!” - Ian Walkley, No Remorse

Free sample edit for new clients
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Special Preview from New York Times Bestselling Author

Lisa Gardner

PROLOGUE
The little girl woke up the way she’d been trained: quickly
and quietly. She inhaled once, a hushed gasp in the still
night, then her eyes fixed on her mother’s drawn face.
“Shhh,” her mother whispered, finger to her lips.
“They’re coming. It’s time, child. Move.”
The girl threw back her covers and sat up. The
winter night was cold; she could see her breath as a
frosty mist in the glowing moonlight. The little girl was
prepared, however. She and her older sister always slept
fully dressed, layering T-shirts, sweatshirts, and coats
regardless of season. You never knew when They might
come, flushing their prey from warm sanctuary into
the treacherous wild. Unprepared children would fail
quickly, succumbing to exposure, dehydration, fear.
Not the little girl and her sister. They’d planned for
such events. Their mother, from the time they could
walk, had trained them to survive.
Now the little girl grabbed her backpack from the
foot of her bed. She slipped the wide straps over her
shoulders while sliding her small feet into her loosely
laced sneakers. Then she followed her mother onto the
darkened second-story landing. Her mother paused
at the top of the stairs, finger on her lips, as she peered
down into the gloom.
The little girl halted a step behind her mother. She
glanced toward the back of the hall, where her sister usually slept. The tiny rental didn’t allow for her older sister to
have her own room, or even her own bed. Instead, her sister slept on the floor, with her coat as a mattress and her
backpack as a pillow. As a good soldier should, their mother said.
But the spot against the far wall was empty—no sister, no coat, no frayed red pack. Fully awake now, the little girl
felt the first tingle of fear and had to resist the urge to call out her older sister’s name.
Her mother’s instructions on this subject were firm: They were not to worry about each other, they were not
to wait for one another. Instead, they were to get out of the house and into the woods. Immediately. Once they’d
managed to safely evac and evade, then they would meet up at the predetermined rendezvous points. But first priority,
get out of the house, elude capture.
And if they did not . . .
As their mother had told them many times, thin features pinched, face too old for her years: Be brave. Everyone
has to die sometime.
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The little girl’s mother descended the first step, staying to the far right, where the riser was less likely to groan. Her
oversized wool coat swirled around her legs as she moved, like a black cat weaving around her ankles.
The little girl followed in her mother’s wake, placing each foot with similar care while she strained her ears for sounds
from the darkness below. Their tiny two-story rental used to be a farmhouse. It was located away from town, down a long dirt
road on a dusty brown patch of land at the edge of the woods. They had no roots in the community, no ties to their neighbors.
Everything the girl owned, she wore on her back. From clothing to water bottle to dried fruit and almonds to one
battered Nancy Drew novel she’d bought for ten cents at a garage sale to a quartz rock she’d found two years ago along another
road in another town where her mother had also woken her and her sister in the middle of the night and they’d never seen
that house again.
Maybe other children had toys. Pets. TVs. Computers. School. Friends.
The little girl had her backpack, her older sister, her mother, and this.
Her mother had reached the first floor. She held up her hand, and wordlessly, the little girl halted. She still heard
nothing, but watched silvery dust motes swirl around her mother’s boot-clad feet.
Now the little girl could hear a noise. A rattle, followed by two thumps. The old furnace, finally registering the chill and
kicking to life. After another moment, the distant thumping ceased and the midnight hush returned. The little girl looked.
The little girl listened. Then, unable to determine any sign of danger, she peered up solemnly at her mother’s pale face.
Sometimes, the little girl knew, they didn’t flee in the middle of the night because of the infamous evildoers, the nameless
threat lurking in the shadows.
Sometimes, they fled because training didn’t allow time for working, which didn’t allow for money to pay for rent, or
heat, or food. “They” had a lot of strategies, and keeping the little girl’s family hungry, cold, and tired was the most effective
of all.
At this stage of her life, the little girl could drift as soundlessly as a shadow and see as keenly as a cat in the dark. But
maybe her stomach would growl, or her body would shiver. Maybe, in the end, being too hungry, too cold, and too tired was
all it would take for her to give her family away.
Her mother seemed to register her thoughts. She half turned, taking the little girl’s hand.
“Be brave,” her mother whispered. “Child . . .”
Her mother’s voice broke. The rare and unexpected show of emotion scared the little girl far more than the dark, the
cold, the too quiet house. Now she clutched her mother’s hand as tightly as her mother held hers, realizing this wasn’t a drill.
They were not practicing. They were not planning.
Something had happened.
They had found them. This was the real deal.
Her mother moved. Pulled the little girl toward the small kitchen, where the bank of windows allowed the moon to pool
on the floor and cast rows of finger-thin shadows around the edges.
The girl didn’t want to go anymore. She wanted to dig in her heels. Stop the madness. Rush upstairs and bury herself
beneath the blankets on her bed.
Or bolt out the door. Flee from her home, the tension, her mother’s harshly lined face. She could race to the old white
house on the other side of the woods. A young boy lived there. She watched him sometimes, spied on him from the sprawling
oak tree. Twice, she caught him watching her back, expression thoughtful. She never said a word, though. Good girls didn’t
speak to boys. Soldiers did not consort with the enemy.
SisSis. She needed her older sister. Where was SisSis?
“Everyone must die sometime,” her mother was muttering. She’d reached the middle of the kitchen, stopping abruptly.
She seemed to be studying the moonlight, maybe listening for sounds of further danger.
The little girl spoke for the first time. “Mommy . . .”
“Hush, child! They could be right outside the kitchen. Did you think of that? Right there. Outside that window. Backs
resting against that wall, listening to our every footstep. Already getting hard and hungry with the thought of what they’ll do
to us.”
“Mommy . . .”
“We should light it on fire. Torch the wall. Listen to them yowl in fury, watch them dance in pain.”
The girl’s mother turned abruptly toward the windows. The moonlight caught her fully in the face, revealing eyes that
were huge, dark pools. Then her mother smiled.
The girl shrank back, letting go of her mother’s hand, but it was too late. Her mother still clutched the little girl’s wrist.
She wasn’t letting go. She was going to do something. Something horrible. Something terrible.
Something that was supposed to get Them, but that the little girl already knew, from past experience, would hurt her or
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her big sister instead.
The little girl whimpered. “Mommy,” she tried again, searching those too dark eyes, trying to find a flicker of familiarity.
“Matches!” her mother cried now. Voice no longer hushed, but booming, nearly gay. They could be at a birthday party,
lighting candles on a cake. What a grand time! What a great adventure!
The little girl whimpered again. She tugged on her arm, trying to pull her wrist out of her mother’s grasp, struggling
more forcibly.
But it was no use. At times like these, her mother’s fingers were talons, her entire body radiating a taut, wiry strength
that was impossible to break. She would have her way.
Her mother yanked open the first kitchen drawer. Her left hand still clutched the little girl’s wrist, while her right hand
raked through miscellaneous contents. A glossy white shower of plastic silverware rained down on the peeling linoleum
floor. Sprays of ketchup packets, mustard pouches, bags of free croutons the little girl sometimes crept out of bed to eat,
because her mother believed hunger would make them stronger, but mostly it made the little girl’s stomach ache, so she
would pop croutons and suck on ketchup, before stuffing her coat pockets with mustard for her older sister, whom she knew
was also starving but couldn’t move nearly as quietly through the house.
Soy sauce. Chopsticks. Paper napkins. Wet wipes. Her mother pawing her way furiously through drawer after drawer,
dragging the little girl in her wake.
“Mommy. Please, Mommy.”
“Aha!”
“Mommy!”
“This will teach the fuckers!” Her mother held up a matchbook. Shiny silver cover, fresh black strike stripe.
“Mommy!” the girl tried again, desperate. “The front door. We can go through the front door. Into the woods. We’re fast,
we can make it.”
“No!” her mother declared, voice righteous. “They’ll be expecting that. No doubt have three, six, a dozen men already
waiting. This is it. We’ll torch the curtains. Minute the wall’s fully engulfed, they’ll flee the property. Fucking cowards.”
“Christine!” The little girl cracked her voice, changing tactics. She planted her feet, drew herself up as tall as her six-yearold frame would allow. “Christine! Stop it! This is no time to play with matches!”
For a moment, the little girl thought it might work. Her mother blinked, her face losing some of its overbright luster. She
stared at her daughter, right arm falling lax to her side.
“The furnace shut off,” the little girl declared boldly. “But I fixed it. Now go to bed. Everything’s all right. Go to bed.”
Her mother stared at her. Seemed confused, which was better than crazy. The little girl held her breath, chin up, shoulders
back.
She did not know about Them. But she and her older sister had been preparing, planning, and strategizing to survive
their mother for their entire young lives. Sometimes, you had to play along. But other times, you had to seize control. Before
their mother went too far. Before they really were running for their lives, their mother having done the unspeakable in order
to combat the unseeable in her mind.
Years ago, the little girl had suffered from bad dreams. She would hear a baby crying, and the sound haunted her. Her
mother, calmer then, softer, rounder, would come into her room to comfort her. She would brush back the little girl’s hair and
sing, in a sad, pretty voice, of green grass and sunny skies and faraway places where little girls slept through the night in big
soft beds with warm, full tummies.
The little girl had loved her mother during those moments. Sometimes, she wished she would have bad dreams just to
hear her mother sing, feel the gentleness of her mother’s fingertips tracing across her cheek.
But the little girl and her older sister didn’t have nightmares anymore. They lived them instead.
The boy, in the woods. Maybe, if she jerked from her mother’s grasp hard enough, ran fast enough . . .
The little girl drew herself up. She didn’t really believe a boy could save her. Never had. Never would.
“Christine, go to bed,” the little girl ordered.
Her mother didn’t move. She let go of the little girl’s wrist, but her right hand still clutched the matches. “I’m sorry,
Abby,” she said.
The little girl’s voice softened. “Go to bed. It’s okay. I’ll help you.”
“Too late.” Her mother didn’t move. Her voice was quiet, sad. “You don’t know what I did.”
“Mommy—”
“I had to. You’ll understand someday, child. I had to.”
“Mommy . . .”
The little girl reached out a hand. But it was too late. Her mother was already moving. Dashing to the yellowed lace
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curtains. Match cover popping open, flipping back. First match ripped from the cardboard prison.
“No, no, no!” The little girl gave chase, clutching at her mother’s oversized coat, trying to grab the thick wool fabric and
yank her mother back.
They were dancing, whirling around in beams of moonlight, twirling around long, quivering shadows, except her
mother was bigger, faster, stronger. Her mother was powered by madness, and the little girl had only desperation on her side.
The first match flared to life, a beautiful lick of orange in the dark.
Her mother paused as if to admire her accomplishment.
“Isn’t it gorgeous,” she whispered.
Then she tossed the match at the dangling curtain. Just as the little girl’s older sister stepped out of the shadows of the
family room and swung a brass candlestick lamp into the back of their mother’s head.
Their mother stumbled. Looked up. SisSis struck her again, this time across the left temple. Their mother dropped like
a rock.
The ancient candlestick lamp fell to the floor beside her, while with a faint whoosh, the hem of the lace curtain burst
into flame.
The little girl got the curtain first. She beat it out with her bare hands, flattening the flames against the dirty wall,
smacking it until, with a charred sputter, the fire was extinguished and only the palms of her hands burned.
Breathing hard, the little girl turned at last to her sister, the two of them on either side of their mother’s fallen form. The
little girl looked up at her older sister. Her older sister looked down at the little girl.
“Where were you?” the little girl spoke first.
Her sister didn’t answer, and for the first time, the little girl noticed something else. The way her sister studied her left
side. The way the gray nylon of her winter coat bloomed with a dark flowering stain.
“SisSis?”
The little girl’s sister clutched her side. She splayed the fingers of her hand, and the dark rushed out, racing across the
gray of the jacket, stealing the moonlight from the room.
The little girl realized now why her sister hadn’t met her on the upstairs landing. Because their mother had woken her
first. Brought her downstairs first. Listened to the voices telling her what to do to her older daughter, first.
The little girl didn’t speak anymore. She held out her hand. Her older sister took it, swaying, falling to her knees. The
little girl went with her, down onto the grimy kitchen floor. They held hands, across their mother’s still form. How many times
they had crept into this kitchen together, scrounging for food, hiding from their mother, just meeting, just being together,
because everyone needed an ally in war.
The little girl was not dumb. She knew their mother hurt SisSis worse and more often. She knew that SisSis accepted the
punishment, because when her mother was in one of her moods, someone had to pay. So SisSis was the good soldier, who
kept her little sister safe.
“Sorry,” SisSis whispered now, a single world of apology, a single sigh of regret.
“Please, SisSis, please,” the little girl begged. “Don’t leave me . . . I’ll call nine-one-one. Help will come. Just wait. Wait
for me.”
It response, her older sister tightened her grip. “It’s okay.” Her breath left her in a soft, hiccuping rush. “Everyone has to
die sometime, right? Be brave. I love you. Be brave . . .”
Her older sister’s grip weakened. Her hand fell to the floor and the little girl sprang for the phone, dialing 911 just as
SisSis had taught her, because they’d known it might someday come to this. They just hadn’t thought it would be so soon.
The little girl gave her mother’s name and address. She requested an ambulance. She spoke clearly and without emotion,
because she had practiced for this, too. Together, she and her older sister had prepared, planned, and strategized.
Their mother wasn’t crazy about everything: Everyone did have to die sometime, and you always had to be brave.
Task completed, the little girl released the phone and raced back to her sister. But by the time she returned, SisSis didn’t
need her anymore. Her eyes were closed, and nothing the little girl did made them open again.
Her mother stirred on the floor.
The little girl looked at her, then at the old brass lamp.
She lifted up the heavy lamp, thin arms straining, eyes watching how the silvery beams of moonlight gleamed across its
dull surface.
Her mother moaned again, regaining consciousness.
The little girl thought of lullabies and matches; she recalled soft hugs and hungry nights. She remembered her older
sister, who had genuinely loved her. Then the little girl clutched the top part of the shadeless lamp, stood above her mother’s
body, and one final time, hefted its weight into the air. 
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Lisa Gardner

The
Writer
With a
Dark Side
Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Philbrick Photography

B

estselling author Lisa Gardner is
back with her sixth full-length
detective D.D. Warren book
“Catch Me.” While we have been
reading Lisa’s books for years, as she has written over twentyfive novels, we first met her in person at ThrillerFest 2011 in
New York City.
It is true that the first question you think of when you
meet her is, “How does someone so nice end up writing such
dark books?” Lisa is one of those authors who loves to take
her readers on a thrill ride without brakes,
leaving you grabbing the
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side of the car wondering if it will stop, but secretly
hoping it never does. “Catch Me” is sure to be another
bestseller, adding to her long list already, as she takes
D.D. Warren to another level of anxiety.
Every great author is able to create not only the
story, but the perfect characters to fit inside. Lisa is a
master of this, which is why all readers need to have
her books on their rotation. If you have not seen it yet,
Lisa’s book “Hide” was one of the inaugural movies
on TNT Mystery Movie Night. Another surprise that
Lisa has created for her fans is an e-novella called “The 7th
Month.” She fills a gap in the life of D.D. Warren, that of her
seventh month of pregnancy.
The real pleasure is being able to get a little insight and
behind-the-scenes action with Lisa, so we asked her ten
hard-hitting questions in this interview. We didn’t hold back
anything and neither did she. Read the interview first and
then make sure you run out or click
through to get her latest books
“Catch Me” and “The 7th
Month.”
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Suspense Magazine
(S. MAG.): “Catch
Me” is the sixth book featuring D.D. Warren. What
havoc did you put her through in
this book?
Lisa Gardner (LG): In “Catch Me,” we
meet the “new and improved” Detective D.D. Warren, who has just returned
from maternity leave and is determined
to give lifestyle a chance. First day back,
however, she’s approached by a young
woman, Charlie Grant, whose two best
friends have been murdered on the same
day at the same time two years apart.
Charlie knows the killer is coming for her
next and has been preparing herself for
the showdown. Now, with four days left,
she asks D.D. to investigate her upcoming murder.
As if that isn’t enough,
there’s a gunman on the
loose in Boston and he’s
killing pedophiles. So, not
only is D.D. investigating
a string of shootings, she’s
trying to stop a murder before it happens, while still
hoping to pick up the baby
from daycare. Obviously,
something’s gotta give!

LG: I never wonder because I know my
editor would kill me if I did put everything in! As Hemingway once said, “You
learn the iceberg, to write the tip.” The
best part of writing, however, is finding
new and interesting things to share with
my readers. For “Catch Me,” I learned
about the extremely important role that
police dispatch operators play in law
enforcement. They are audio-first responders, the solo officer’s main backup,
and crisis managers all rolled into one.

S. MAG.: What scares Lisa Gardner?
LG: Before becoming a mother, my answer would have been “not much.” But
life changes when you become a parent
and find out just how much there is to be
afraid of. My research for “Catch Me” led
me to a woman who gives seminars on internet safety. My eyes were opened when
I learned that boys aged five to nine are
the most common target, and pedophiles
know how to get around the safety measures built-in to the kid-friendly, parentapproved websites. It’s terrifying, but it’s
much better to know and
prepare than to bury your
head in the sand and hope
nothing happens.

“I like to draw a

clear line between

The havoc I put D.D.
through is every working parent’s challenge: balancing work and family without going completely insane!
S. MAG.: “Hide” was one of the first
adaptations picked up by TNT Mystery Movie Night. Have you come down
from cloud nine yet?
LG: I’m on cloud eight right now, but
that’s only because I have to start work
on my next novel. It was really exciting
for me to be included in TNT Mystery
Movie Night with a group of authors
that I admire. I also loved, loved, loved
Carla Gugino as D.D. Warren. Yes, she
played D.D. as a brunette instead of a
blonde, but boy, did she get the attitude
just right!
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S. MAG.: After you finish writing a
book like “Catch Me,” do you find yourself wondering, “Did put everything I
wanted to inside the book?”

my bed so I can jot down
any ideas and sleep on them before getting back to my writing. My best
inspiration, however, comes from abusive runs on the treadmill, during daylight hours.

fiction and
reality.”
As Charlie Grant will tell you, they also
work extremely long hours for very little
pay, but they stay on the job out of a
sense of duty and loyalty to their officers.
Someone’s gotta have a patrolman’s back,
and in this day and age of budget cuts
and reduced manpower, the dispatch operator is it.

S. MAG.: What is on your
DVR and what TV show
do you have to watch?

LG: I’m more of a reader
than a TV viewer, but two
shows I try not to miss are
Rizzoli and Isles, based
on characters written by
my good friend Tess Gerrtisen, and Glee
because when you write about such serious subject matter, you need something
light before bed. Plus, I think Jane Lynch
makes a wonderful antagonist on Glee.
You love her and hate her in turns. That
kind of complexity speaks to me.

S. MAG.: After a long day of writing
you finally lie down to sleep and then,
BAM, another idea jumps in your head.
Do you find yourself jumping back on
the computer to write?

S. MAG.: Some of your villains are inspired by real-life villains (Ted Bundy
and Ted Kaczynski). Have you thought
of having D.D. Warren actually go up
against one of them, using their real
name?

LG: I don’t. I can’t. It’s that working mom
balancing act that I explore with D.D. in
“Catch Me.” If I stay up all night writing,
what kind of wife and mother would I be
in the morning? I do keep a notebook by

LG: I like to draw a clear line between
fiction and reality. Sometimes I’m completely surprised by the turn a particular
character takes. If I were to deal with real
villains, my characters wouldn’t be able
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to lead me in the direction that they need
to go. I’d be constrained by limits of reality. On the other hand, I think D.D. could
take on just about anyone. She’s tough,
but she’s also really stubborn, which is a
very important trait in law enforcement.

S. MAG.: Your books go from zero to
one hundred in about .8 seconds. Do
you write with an oxygen tank next to
your computer? Do your fans e-mail
you saying they didn’t catch their breath
‘til the last page?

S. MAG.: In “Catch Me,” how has D.D
Warren progressed as a character since
her last book “Love You More?”

LG: My family is full of adrenaline
junkies. My husband races cars and for
“Catch Me,” all of us took up boxing,
even my young daughter! Turns out,
there’s nothing we’d rather do on weekends than whack at each other in a boxing ring. I’m not sure what that says
about us as a family, but we have a great
time and I can’t believe how much I’ve
learned about hitting and being hit. Really interesting!

LG: D.D. is a mother now and she’s looking at crime from a different perspective.
Technically speaking, a Boston cop has no
jurisdiction to investigate a murder that
hasn’t happened yet. But young Charlene
Grant, with her bruised eyes and scraped
up knuckles, speaks to her. She sees the
girl’s quiet courage, but also ingrained fatalism, and she just can’t walk away. As a
mother, as a detective, she wants to catch
Charlie’s would-be murderer before January 21st. Which gives D.D. four days to
catch a killer other cops have been chasing for two years.

And for the record, given that my fans
usually e-mail to tell me they devour
my books in a day, I’m guessing they’re
adrenaline junkies, too!
S. MAG.: What does the future hold for

Lisa Gardner?
LG: Another year, another novel, right?
I’ll be touring during the first couple of
weeks of February and then diving into
writing my next book. This time around,
I’m kidnapping an entire family. Just got
to spend quality time learning how to use
a Taser so I could get the opening scene
right. Boxing, tasering … can I just say,
I love my job.
We want to thank Lisa for
taking time away from her writing her
next bestselling book to spend some
time with us. To find out everything
you want to know about Lisa, visit her
website www.lisagardner.com. She is
an author that loves to connect with
fans, so make sure you “like” her on
Facebook. Again her books “Catch Me”
and “The 7th Month” are available now,
with “The 7th Month” being an e-book
only. 
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Lisa Unger was born in New Haven, Connecticut, but grew up in The Netherlands, England, New Jersey, and New York,
where she graduated from the New School for Social Research. She now divides her time—along with her husband and
daughter—between Florida and New York City.
As an award-winning New York Times and international bestselling author, her writing has been hailed as “masterful”
by the St. Petersburg Times, “sensational” by Publishers Weekly, and “sophisticated” by New York Daily News. The Associated
Press says her work has “gripping narrative and evocative, muscular prose.” She’s sold over one million copies in the United
States and has been translated into twenty-six languages.
Lisa says she naturally expresses herself with a pen and paper, and her imagination has always been more comfortable
than reality. She finds excitement in a good story that she feels couldn’t be copied in the real world, attributing this to all her
years of travel as a youngster.
At first, Lisa made writing a hobby because she never really believed she could make writing a “real” job. Back
then, she listened to other people and because they told her she couldn’t make it her job, she believed it. But
through high school she won awards and even a partial scholarship because of her writing. While in
college, her professors recommended that she pursue her talent, get an agent, and to reach for the
stars! However, that nagging voice was consistent and continued to tell her, “you can’t.”
She graduated from the New School for Social Research after transferring from NYU for more
dynamic classes. She wanted a job that delivered a paycheck and found something that brought her
as close to her dream of being published as she could possibly be.
Long story short, after a detour to Key West during a company sales conference, Lisa met
her husband at Sloppy Joe’s on Duval Street and was blown away instantly. After an exciting
romance, they sold their houses, quit their corporate jobs, left their family and friends,
waved goodbye to New York City and made a beeline to Florida. Still loving New York
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however—she came to that realization only after leaving—things about the city with which she had a love/hate relationship
became the setting for “Beautiful Lies.”
Lisa has come to realize that you truly cannot go home again, but she is perfectly happy with her family in Florida, where
she now is a full-time author. To finish off our opening to her interview in Lisa’s own words, she profoundly tells us, speaking
of Florida as well as New York: “There’s a lot of beauty and texture and darkness to be mined in this strange place, as well. I’m
sure I’d miss it as much in different ways if I returned to New York. I guess that’s my thing…no matter where I am I wonder
if I belong somewhere else. I’m always outside, observing. It’s only when I’m writing that I know I’m truly home.”
Perfect words spoken from a truly gifted writer. Enjoy Suspense Magazine’s exclusive interview with Lisa Unger.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): From “Beautiful Lies” to “Darkness My Old Friend,” how has your writing changed?
Lisa Unger (LU): On a personal level, I have grown and changed quite a bit since I wrote “Beautiful Lies.” For one, thing I became
a mother. If we’re writing authentically, the changes in our lives, our perspectives, our attitudes are reflected pretty clearly in the
work. I’d say I have more compassion, a deeper understanding of human nature. I dedicate a lot of effort to sitting down every
day and being a better writer than I was the day before. So I hope that I am a better writer in 2012 than I was in 2005 when I
wrote “Beautiful Lies.”
S. MAG.: Have you ever figured out why you and your husband decided on Florida after quitting your corporate jobs?
LU: My husband and I met in Key West. He was living in Detroit at the time, and I was living in New York City. We wanted to
pick a third place, a place where we could start our life together, rather than one of us moving into the other’s world. And Florida
was the place where he got the best job. I had just sent my first book off to agents, intending to work as a freelance publicist while
working to get published and writing another book. So I felt like I could go anywhere, and I was ready for a fresh start. That was
thirteen years ago and we are still here, though part time in New York, as well. So I guess it was the right choice for us.
S. MAG.: You said on your website that with all the moving around you did as a child it kept you from having a sense of
belonging. You also said, “Writers are first and foremost observers…and one can’t truly observe unless she stands apart.”
Keeping all that in mind, did you ever find that feeling of belonging? If so, do
you recall when it was or what brought it to you? And finally, did it change
your perspective on your work or how you do it?
LU: What I’m describing above is not a feeling of alienation, though I can see
how it would be interpreted that way. Of course, in my life with my husband
and our daughter, I am most at home. But also at the keyboard, bringing
those many observations to life through my characters and their stories is
another place I have a real sense of purpose and belonging. Being an observer,
a watcher, is the natural condition of the writer. It’s not something that I can
change, or that I would necessarily want to change.
S. MAG.: Do you have a favorite book you’ve written? What makes it your
favorite?
LU: Each book represents the pinnacle of my abilities at the time of its
writing. Each one comes from a very personal place, and I feel deeply
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connected to each of my characters. So, it’s impossible for me to choose a favorite. There’s some favorite
elements to each book, though. I loved listening to the voice of Ridley Jones in “Beautiful Lies.” I loved
the relationship between Ridley and Dylan Grace in “Sliver of Truth.” I loved Annie Power’s total
unpredictability in “Black Out.” In “Die for You,” I really enjoyed having a fiction writer as a
protagonist. Isabel Raine’s brain works just like mine, and that was cool. I loved the grounded
realism of “Fragile,” and the fact that it succeeded in telling a story I had been trying to tell for
more than twenty years. It’s also where I met Jones Cooper, who I think I’ll be spending a lot more
time with. In “Darkness, My Old Friend,” I was (and still am) fascinated by Eloise Montgomery
and her gifts. I love how real she feels, and how in her life the ordinary and extraordinary dwell
side-by-side.
S. MAG.: You brought back Eloise Montgomery from “Fragile” into “Darkness My Old Friend.” Do
you have plans to bring others back in future books? And do you have plans to take maybe two separate protagonists and put
them in a book together, like Anne Powers and Isabel Raine or Ridley Jones and Maggie?
LU: Jones and Eloise are definitely not done with me. I know they have a lot more to say. I think about Ridley quite a bit so I
expect to be hearing from her again soon. I never have any plans for my characters. They often have plans for me and I do try to
accommodate them all. It’s a question of whose voice is loudest, who has the greatest need.
S. MAG.: With all of your traveling and having that feeling of not belonging, do any of your childhood feelings come in and
become part of Willow Graves in “Darkness My Old Friend?”
LU: Oh, definitely. Willow is a character very close to my heart. I really felt her loneliness, her exile, her confusion about life and
herself and who she was supposed to be. She was more of a rebel than I was. I was always a fairly good girl, even if I was a bit
goth and angsty and too creative for my own good. She has a more angry spirit than I had as a teenager. But I think there’s a little
bit of Willow in all creative types.
S. MAG.: Your family lives in a warm, tropical state. Where do you go for vacations? Or is time at home without working a
vacation in and of itself?
LU: We are big travelers in my family. We try to go somewhere new every year. And we’re definitely not looking for beach locales,
since that’s essentially our lifestyle. Top five destinations of the last few years: Paris, Prague, Australia, Costa Rica, and Alaska.
We love big, vibrant places, whether it’s a big city or a totally remote natural setting. But there’s a part of me that’s always working.
You don’t get a vacation (nor do you want one) from being a writer, any more than you get one from being a mother. It’s just who
I am.
S. MAG.: Every author has a work they’ve penned, maybe early on in their career that they swear will never see the light of
day. Do you have one? If so, would you consider dusting it off and “fixing” what you didn’t like?
LU: I don’t really. My first novel, “Angel Fire,” was published by St. Martin’s Minotaur in 2002 under my
maiden name Lisa Miscione. I began writing it when I was nineteen-years-old. Recently, Random House has
started reissuing these early titles. I have a special place in my heart of those early books, and the characters
that live in them.
S. MAG.: What’s next for Lisa Unger? Care to share?
LU: In June 2012, my next hardcover “Heartbroken” will hit the shelves. And I am happily at work
on the one that will follow in 2013. So I am busy working, and well published. I am not sure a writer
can ask for more.
Well, we hope you enjoyed reading about Lisa as much as we loved bringing you this interview.
Suspense Magazine thanks Lisa for her time and encourages you to learn more about this amazing
author and her books at http://lisaunger.com/index.htm. 
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A Southern
Haunting
True Hauntings of the South
By CK Webb

Tuscaloosa, Alabama

With the college football world, and of course my state, still buzzing over Alabama’s win in the
BCS National Championship game, I couldn’t think of a more suiting place to explore for ghosts than
Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

The University Of Alabama

Situated in the heart of Tuscaloosa is the beautiful campus for the
University of Alabama.
Established in 1831, the university catered to around one hundred
students at its inception. With the strain of the civil conflict looming
and the inevitable coming of the Civil War, the university saw its share
of conflict. Discipline and student behavior was a major issue at the
university almost from the day it opened. Early presidents attempted
to enforce very strict rules of conduct. Students were prohibited from
drinking, swearing, making unauthorized visits off-campus, or playing
musical instruments outside of a one-hour time frame.
Even with all the rules, riots and gunfights were not an uncommon occurrence.
To combat the severe discipline problem, President Landon Garland lobbied and
received approval from the legislature in 1860 to transform the university into a military school. As such, many
of the cadets who graduated from the school went on to serve as officers in the Confederate Army during the
Civil War. As a result of that particular role, Union soldiers burned the college to the ground on April 4, 1865.
Only four buildings survived the burning: the President’s Mansion, Gorgas House, Little Round House, and Old
Observatory. Though the campus was eventually restored to its former glory, ghostly happenings began to take
shape, and the history of the university became rife with ghostly spirits as well as school spirit.
One of the more common ghost stories is that of a Union soldier who was murdered while in the cadet
guardhouse. The guardhouse, now known as Jason’s Shrine or The Little Round House, has been the focus of
numerous reports from students and faculty who claim to have heard the young cadet wandering around in the
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room, only to have the sounds disappear upon their inspection.
Other ghostly reports include the feeling of being watched in the basement and a shadowy figure on the
thirteenth floor of Tutwiler Hall. This ghost is said to be that of a female student
who committed suicide by lighting herself on fire.
There are also claims of other mysterious sensations: the sound of a horse
and buggy, of footsteps following behind, and even reports of people being
touched by a hand that they cannot see. There have been voices heard and
even desks scattered all around in the classrooms where a boiler exploded
many years ago, killing several students.
The quad is also a hotbed of activity and many reports have noted seeing
four confederate soldiers marching about, the sounds of cannon and gun
fire and even voices shouting military style orders.
I have seen these places firsthand, and though I have never had any
ghostly experiences of my own while on campus, the long and rich history
of the place makes it a prime area for residual and intelligent hauntings.

Old Bryce Mental Institute

Commonly called “Old Bryce,” the institution was used for over
one hundred years and is now in terrible decay. In the 1960s, it was
shut down and almost everything was left behind. Today you can still
locate old patient records, chairs, mattresses, wheelchairs and other old
medical equipment in the dilapidated building. Late at night, strange sounds can be heard such
as footsteps when no one is there, and banging on the walls and metal structures. There are also several cemeteries
that belonged to the hospital where many patients were laid to rest.
If you plan on going for a visit, it would be a good idea to get permission.
The grounds and cemeteries are patrolled by security and Bryce is still
considered private property.

The Drish Mansion 17th Avenue

Completed in the late 1830s and transformed between 1860 and
1862 into a hybrid, bracketed Greek Revival Italianate Villa, the Drish
Mansion is one the most unusual antebellum mansions around. After
the Drish family sold the property, the mansion became a suburban
focal point and was remodeled in 1887 and then surrounded by a
traffic circle with wondrous views down each of the newly laid streets
and avenues.
Dr. John Drish originally constructed the home for his wife
Sarah. When Dr. Drish died, Sarah burned candles in the upper
room as he lay in state before his burial. After the funeral, Sarah
put the candles away and requested that the same ones be used at
her funeral. As Sarah grew older, it is said that she became obsessed
with the candles being burned at her funeral and made friends swear to
grant her last wish. But after her death, friends and family were unable to locate the candles
and Sarah’s last wish was never granted.
Shortly after her passing, the tower where Sarah burned the candles for her husband spontaneously caught fire.
But when fire crews arrived, they were shocked to find no flames and no evidence of smoke or fire. The “ghost fire,”
as it has come to be known, was reported several more times and many people wondered who or what could be
causing the strange happenings. One night, after one of the fires was reported and then mysteriously vanished, the
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Defense ministers in Arab nations are systematically assassinated. All eyes stare
suspiciously at Israel. The Middle East is a powder keg ready to explode. Only a
handful of covert U.S. government officials are aware that the heads of Russia and
China are targeted next and that the elderly and senile American ex-President is
responsible.
“Brought back memories of Robert Ludlum at his best. It’s all here:
the shadowy conspiracy, the all-powerful villian, and the maverick
hero.”
~Jon Land, bestselling author of “Strong at the Break”

WR. PARK

A prophesy 2,000 years ago is catalyst for a 21st century threat. Dacian She-Wolf
descendants are responsible for deaths of powerful men worldwide. Rance
Colby must find a friend, a retired Russian General. Rance Colby enlists his
former covert team to assist. No one could have foreseen that the long dead
Dacian King Decebalus and the Angel of Death Josef Mengele are the keys to
the Dacian Resurgence.
“Part Clancy…part Cussler…all Park.
Pull up a chair by the fire and enjoy the journey.”
~James Rollins, International Bestselling Author

AVAILABLE WHERE DIGITAL BOOKS ARE SOLD
first ever sighting of the Sarah Drish ghost was documented.
Today the Drish Mansion is again in a serious state of disrepair and in need of a caretaker, but that has not
stopped the reports of the ghostly figures and unexplainable fires. If you get close enough and look to the highest
room in the tower, you can see the faint glowing reds and oranges of the ghostly flames flickering in the night.
With its long and vibrant history, the city of Tuscaloosa has some wonderful stories to tell. Though I have
highlighted a few haunts from Tuscaloosa, by no means have I told about all this college town has to offer. If you
ever find yourself in Tuscaloosa, indulge yourself with some of the finest food in the South, visit the beautiful
campus of The University of Alabama, stop into the Bryant Museum for a look at history and venture out into the
lights, music, and wine bars of the night scene. And take a detour to one of the fabulous places that I have told you
about and test out your nerve.
That feeling of being watched or of that cold, unexplained breeze on the back of your neck may be just the thing
you need to push Tuscaloosa, Alabama to the top of your favorite haunts list!
*Though I have highlighted several documented haunted sights from the city of Tuscaloosa, it is by no means
all of them. Below is a list of a few more places that deserve recognition for their ghostly inhabitants and for the
things there that go bump in the night.*
• The Jemison-Van De Graff Mansion, Tuscaloosa
• The Jemison Center, Northport
• Battle-Friedman House, Tuscaloosa
• The University Club, Tuscaloosa
• Maxwell Crossing, Tuscaloosa
• The Amelia Gorgas Library and guard shack, Tuscaloosa 
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ROBIN COOK
Thirty-Four Years
of
Thrills & Chills

Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: John Earle

A

uthor and doctor Robin Cook has been
credited with establishing the word “medical” in the thriller
genre. Like no one else, he continues to stand out in the category
thirty-four years after his first novel, “Coma.” Successfully mixing
fantasy with medical facts, he has authored a line of twenty-eight
New York Times bestsellers that have been printed into forty-plus
languages. They include “Outbreak,” “Harmful Intent,” “Fatal Cure,”
“Chromosome 6,” “Seizure,” “Intervention” and “Cure.” The latest,
“Death Benefit,” arrived in December.
If you’ve ever read a Cook novel, you’d see he tries to bring
different types of medical/biotech ethical issues—a perfect mix, in our
opinion—to light for his readers. Dr. Cook says he chose to write his
books as a way to expose people to public policy mysteries
like genetic engineering, in vitro fertilization, research
funding, organ transplant and countless other issues,
all while entertaining his fans.
Numerous movies, television movies, and miniseries have been created from Dr. Cook’s work. In addition
to the film “Coma,” CBS showcased Robin Cook’s Harmful
Intent in 1993. NBC aired Robin Cook’s Virus in 1995, which was
based on his novel “Outbreak” and Robin Cook’s Invasion in 1997,
among others. TNT hitched their wagon to the Cook star with Robin
Cook’s Acceptable Risk.
Cook was born in Brooklyn, New York and spent his early
years in Woodside, Queens before moving to Leonia, New Jersey.
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He graduated as valedictorian of his high school. His interests shifted after that from archaeology to medicine. It was only
then he realized, as he so perfectly put it, that “all the major buried cities had been discovered.”
He graduated from Wesleyan University summa cum laude with his major in chemistry and a distinction in government,
two very different ends of the spectrum. He ended up entering Columbia University Medical School and spent the summer
setting up a blood/gas lab for the Jacques Cousteau Oceanographic Institute in Monaco.
Not long after his residency training in general surgery, Dr. Cook was drafted into the Navy and toured the South
Pacific on the submarine USS Kamehameha. Following his discharge as a lieutenant commander, he undertook a second
residency in ophthalmology at Harvard. After that, he opened a small private practice of medicine and became a student at
Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government in public policy. He even took a clinical position at Harvard Medical School to
teach residents and see patients at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary.
Dr. Cook won the Author of Vision award in 2002. He’s also received a 2004 appointment by President George W. Bush
to the Woodrow Wilson Board of Trustees.
He now lives in Florida and has many real estate and
other business holdings. He has owned a restaurant as well as
a construction company. His hobbies vastly revolve around
interior and architectural design, athletics, and even a little
surfing when the waves cooperate.
It’s quite a plethora of things to choose from to use in
his novels. How lucky are his fans that he has such a huge
variety of subjects to choose from? Suspense Magazine is
proud to share our exclusive interview with doctor and
author Robin Cook.

Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.):
With the background you have, do you have
a favorite subject—other than medicine—that you especially enjoy bringing into
your novels?
Robin Cook (RC): I love to do descriptive passages when my story takes my readers to someplace they have never been like an
operating room or an autopsy room. I like to describe the sights, the smells, and the sounds so that the reader can have a sense of
having been there. The best descriptive writing I think I’ve done was in “Chromosome 6” when I described the characters’ visit to
the island where the bonobos were being isolated. It required my going to West Africa, not the nicest part of Africa.
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S. MAG.: When writing your novels, such as “Death Benefit,” do
you become concerned or even scared with your subjects such as an
“unforeseen calamity in the hospital’s supposedly secure bio-safety lab?”
RC: My novels never stop scaring me. Medicine and hospitals, although
meant to help us, are also dangerous. I did not like my own experience
having surgery (too bad all doctors in training don’t have to undergo an
operation). I have dealt a number of times with the problem of contagion,
even called one of my books “Contagion,” and the current situation with
influenza keeps me awake at night, worrying that bird flu and swine flu
might exchange genetic information in some duck’s gut or pig’s gut (a
place they love) and produce a strain that is as deadly as bird flu and as
transmissible as swine flu.
S. MAG.: As a doctor, what are your feelings about how the insurance
companies seem to have more say in a patient’s care and time in the
hospital than a physician? How can patients go about trying to change
that?
RC: I hate medical insurance companies. They never want to pay and
spend a lot of money figuring out how best not to pay. It has been bad
for both doctors and patients. The fact that private insurance companies
have so effectively lobbied to keep any kind of public plan from coming
into being is one of the saddest aspects of our supposed healthcare
reform legislation.
S. MAG.: Going back to your very first New York Times bestseller: can
you tell us what it was like? Did you know you had a gift or did that first
bestseller become the beginning of something you hadn’t recognized
up to that point?
RC: My first bestseller was my second book, “Coma,” and I had made
a large attempt to try to write a book that could become a bestseller by
studying books the public voted they liked by making them bestsellers.
Up until my interest in writing a bestseller, I never read one because I
never had time to read entertainment fiction. After my first book was
not a bestseller, I read many previous bestsellers and realized there were
techniques that made books fun to read. My goal was to write books
about medical issues so people could learn about medicine and medical
issues. It was clear to me I wouldn’t be much of a communicator of such
issues unless people read the books, and they weren’t going to read them
unless it was entertaining to do so. There is a big difference from my
first book to my second book and hopefully all subsequent books.
S. MAG.: Do you ever see yourself retiring from medicine early to
devote yourself full-time to writing? Maybe vice-versa?
RC: Strangely enough after writing thirty-one books, I still think of
myself more as a doctor than a writer. I’m a doctor who is trying
to rectify the fact that the medical profession—working under the
informed-consent paradigm—has been obtaining a lot more consent
than informing. It was that situation which prompted me to start
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writing books, that and the fact that before “Coma” most novels and movies presented an image of medicine that was far more
romantic and hopeful than reality, something I’d come to realize early in my medical training.
S. MAG.: Is there a lot of pressure to continue delivering great thrillers?
RC: There is a lot of pressure to continue, but it comes mostly from myself. I feel that medical technology and medical-social
issues are emerging so fast that I can’t keep up.
S. MAG.: If there was a time where you could go back, either in your own life or even further back, where would you go?
Why?
RC: I’d love to go back to medical school again and even have toyed with the idea of doing so. It is such a fabulous experience and
information has so multiplied. Thinking about it reminds me of the doctor’s joke: half of what I learned in medical school I have
forgotten and half was wrong. I just hope it was the same half!!
S. MAG.: How has your writing changed from “Coma” to “Death Benefit?”
RC: My hope is that it has gotten better. “Coma” was a strong story and unique in its treatment of medicine. Looking back on it,
however, I think the characters were rather simplistic, and it was the story that pulled them along like they had little to say about
what ended up happening. In “Death Benefit” it is different. The characters are the unique ones, and as such, they make the story
happen. I think that is closer to real life and ultimately more memorable.
S. MAG.: Of all the categories of medicine you’ve been involved in, which is your favorite?
RC: Surgery without doubt! One of the disappointments of going into medicine is how seldom one gets to cure someone. Of
course, reading “Coma” and “Death Benefit,” the reader realizes that is soon going to change once regenerative medicine comes
into its own. I can still remember those episodes, unfortunately few and far between, when I got to cure someone, really cure
them. An example was confronting an acutely sick person in the emergency room with localized abdominal pain, terrible malaise,
and fever. When the cause turned out to be acute appendicitis an operation actually cured them. It happened to me on several
occasions, and I still remember the incidents as clear as a bell.
S. MAG.: Has your time in the Navy helped you with your writing or your medical career in any way?
RC: Without my experience in the Navy I probably would never have tried writing a book. Before the Navy, I had always been so
busy studying and trying to earn enough money to keep studying. I had to pay for my education and, to most people’s surprise, I
had to work at night even while I was in medical school. It was the Navy that provided me with free time for the first time in my
adult life. I was on a nuclear submarine, submerged for over two months. Each day during the patrol I had Navy work to do, but
when it was over I had six to eight hours to write the book I told myself in medical school I would some day write.
S. MAG.: Can you give us an idea of what’s next for Robin Cook?
RC: There will be more “Cook” books, God willing, since there are so many burning medical issues for me to deal with. But also
I have recently taken the time to write the screenplay for my 2010 novel, “Cure.” Most people would say that at this stage in my
writing career I shouldn’t have taken the time to write a screenplay on “spec,” and they are probably right. Nonetheless, I fully
believe that my novels are natural movie material because I see them played on a screen inside my head when I dream up the plot
lines. Realizing that movies are a powerful influence on public opinion—maybe even more than books—I’d like to be able to say
that “Cure” will soon be on the silver screen. But, alas, especially in these economic times, I know it is a long shot. At the same time
it was a long shot that my first book got published. At least I’ll always be able to look myself in the mirror and say, “at least I tried.”
Suspense Magazine is privileged to have gotten this time with Robin Cook. There’s so much more to learn about him and
his work. Take some time and check out his website at http://www.robincookmd.com/index.php. 
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Contributor's Corner

Amy Lignor
Helping Other Writers on
Their Journey

Interview by Suspense Magazine

As the daughter of a career librarian, Amy Lignor grew
up loving books, with ‘Patience & Fortitude’ as her heroes.
As an author, Amy has been very lucky to publish titles in
the area of historical fiction, “The Heart of a Legend”, fantasy
“Mind Made,” and “13”—her newest release—the first in
Amy’s Tallent & Lowery adventure series. In February 2012,
the first book in her new YA series, The Angel Chronicles, will
be released by Tribute Books. It’s called “Until Next Time.”
Working as an editor in the publishing industry
for decades, she is now the Owner/Operator of The Write
Companion (www.thewritecompanion.com), which offers
full editing, ghostwriting, and proofreading services to
authors. Amy is one of the newer contributors here at
Suspense Magazine. She’s also busy with various other
literary newspapers, as well as a reviewer for many periodicals
and websites including: Authorlink, The Feathered Quill,
The Romantic Times (RT) Magazine, Random House YA,
Bookpleasures.com, and Once Upon a Romance.
Above and beyond all her accolades, Amy’s true
passion is creating. She loves to write, but she also loves to
read. Books are one of the treasured things that remain in
the world today and she really enjoys working with other
authors to make their dreams a reality.
Amy’s own words say it best on her site:
I have been dreaming on paper for so many
years now, it’s hard to count. I have had the sheer luck
of being able to cross the mountains and rivers of this
country and meet the most intriguing people along the
way. This experience has allowed me to write stories
steeped in history that are filled with heart, soul and
pure adventure.
After my daughter, my novels are the greatest creations of my life—and all of the above make that life
worth living. My goal is to be the scribe of stories that make you think, feel, and have fun; and I want nothing
more than to help other writers on their journey.
Being as busy as she is has not kept Amy from giving still another few moments of her time for Suspense Magazine’s
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interview with our featured contributor for this month’s Contributor’s Corner.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): It stands to reason that having a career librarian as a mom meant getting countless bedtime
stories told to you each evening. That being said, did you…or do you, have a favorite that you might perhaps still recall?
Amy Lignor (AL): Oh, yes. Margaret Wise Brown was the author of “Goodnight Moon,” which is a book that’s been around
forever. I loved it so much as a kid that I made sure to read it to my daughter when she came along. Hopefully the family tradition
continues.
S. MAG.: With your love of books being so prevalent, what do you do with the books you’ve read? Do you pass them on to
friends or do they go to secondhand bookstores?
AL: My shelves are packed full of the ones I have fallen in love with over the years and know I’ll read again. It’s an odd mix of
everything from Rowling to King to unknowns that haven’t gotten their ‘big break’ yet. Others I pass along to friends who have a
specific interest so I know they’ll love them, and the rest I give to the local hospital.
S. MAG.: In your spare time—if you have spare time—what do you do to enjoy life?
AL: I think spare time ended around 1988, but I always make sure to spend free time with my daughter. I LOVE to read,
and I spend a lot of time writing. It’s not just a job…writing, to me, is a whole lot of fun!
S. MAG.: What does your family think about your success?
AL: My mom is so unbelievably supportive. She has stood by me during all my temper tantrums when I’ve wanted to fling
the computer out the window and forget the whole thing. My daughter is absolutely amazing. She’s always there to tell me that it
WILL happen and that I’m the best. She picks me up, that’s for sure. My Christmas gift from her was stunning: a work of art that
shows the “future” of my book at the New York Public Library (which is my biggest dream. I LOVE that building). And, according
to her, that day is just around the corner.
S. MAG.: Watching the Tallent & Lowery clip was great. It gives the reader a really good idea about the series. Has writing
something so dark and mysterious always been what you wanted to do or did you begin with another genre?
AL: I actually began with a book of humor titled, “A Yankee State of Mind.” I’m very dry and a bit sarcastic, so everybody
got a laugh from that. I wrote a YA (before it was a hit genre), historical romance, and then got the idea for Tallent
& Lowery literally out of the blue. But I love adventure, I love libraries, and I love history, so it was the perfect book
to write. The puzzles and mysteries are a huge thrill ride, and after the first was completed the other six stories just
‘appeared.’ I love Leah (Tallent)—she’s like my personal Harry Potter—and it will really hurt when the day comes to let her
go. And now that YA has become so big, my first series—The Angel Chronicles—is coming out in February. With that and the
Tallent & Lowery series, I get to offer readers heaven and hell at the same time.
S. MAG.: One person dead or alive. One hour to ask whatever you wanted to, perhaps even to use in a book, who would it
be and what one question would you be sure to ask?
AL: Although my favorite writer is Dean Koontz, I’d have to say Edgar Allan Poe. I’ve mentioned him in many of my books, even
using “The Masque of the Red Death” as one of the puzzles in Tallent & Lowery. I would love to sit with him and ask where on
earth he got his ideas from, and whether or not “The Raven” was his favorite work? I have a feeling if he came back now he’d be
surprised that that’s the one which has become the ‘most talked about.’
Every month we like to showcase one of our team members who help make up the extraordinary group of dedicated
people who believe in this endeavor. We thank Amy Lignor for her continuous assistance month after month to Suspense
Magazine. Find her on Facebook and Twitter as well as http://www.thewritecompanion.com, http://ww.facebook.com/pages/
The-Write-Companion/137325842996847, and http://www.wix.com/amyligno5/amylignor. 
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Did We Really Land
on the Moon?

By Donald Allen Kirch

On July 20, 1969, mankind witnessed one of its greatest achievements: man had walked upon the surface of the moon.
Within the chaos of a political “Cold War,” which neither the United States nor Soviet Union seemed to know how to stop,
an unpopular conflict escalating in Southeast Asia, and social unrest within our own society at the time, America fulfilled a
promise and successfully placed a man on the moon by the end of the 1960s. At first, it seemed as if the Apollo Space Program
had been doomed to failure. While performing a training program upon their launching platform, Astronauts Virgil I. “Gus”
Grissom, (the second American astronaut to fly into space) astronaut Edward H. White II, (the first American astronaut to
“walk” in space) and astronaut Roger B. Chaffee, (a “rookie” astronaut on his first space mission) were all tragically killed
when their spacecraft caught on fire on January 27, 1967. The program was almost terminated.
Still, with all of this sacrifice and glory, one “shadow” seems to still be around that tarnishes this monumental
accomplishment. According to “some,” the moon landings never occurred. They were faked by the government, they say.
There exist within the dark halls of conspiracy theories, a group of individuals who claim that every Apollo flight was
nothing more than “Hollywood” movies created by both NASA and the Federal Government. Most of these claims came to
light after the space program had ended in 1975. Others, more conservative in their claims, only cite the six manned space
flights from 1969 to 1972 as fake—all the others, they say, were legit.
Recent opinion polls state that between six and twenty percent of Americans
believe that the moon landings were faked. The number is twenty-eight percent in
Russia.
In 1974, a self-published book written by Bill Kaysing, entitled “We Never
Went to the Moon: America’s Thirty Billion Dollar Swindle,” started it all. In his
book, he flat-out stated that the Apollo Space Program was nothing more than
political “smoke and mirrors” program meant to outdo the Soviets.
Standing beside him was The Flat Earth Society, which stated that the Apollo
11 landing was based upon a script written by Arthur C. Clarke, and had been
directed by Stanley Kubrick. In 1978, a motion picture entitled Capricorn One
was released, showing a desperate NASA faking a manned Mars landing in order
to keep from being axed. The movie was popular and could have helped fire the
“myth” of fakery.
Mass media, with all its collective mythos, has a rather convincing grasp upon
a public in the absence of moral guidance. With each of these claims, the glory of
the space program has been slowly eroded away by less caring individuals who
seem to hate or feel negatively towards those who have accomplished it.
There are cultures around the world which actively teach that the American
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moon landings were in fact faked. Cuban teachers make it a point to inform their students that Apollo 11 was nothing
more than a “capitalistic lie and propaganda mission.” Recently, the 2001 Fox TV special Conspiracy Theory: Did We Land
on the Moon? helped fan the flames of doubt. A CNN/Time poll suggested that over twenty percent of the North American
population believed that Neil Armstrong never walked on the moon.
In 2000, a Russian organization called the Russian Public Opinion Fund discovered that over twenty-eight percent of
that nation’s population believed that the U.S. government faked the landings. In the United Kingdom, the Engineering &
Technology magazine found that twenty-five percent of British readers felt the same way!
One could just chalk up all of this disbelief as a sign of the times, or “sour grapes” by rivaling governments. However, the
“moon conspirators” do have some rather argumentative reasons behind the fakery. Some of these reasons are:

The Space Race. Both the United States and the Soviet Union placed their national honor and political might
upon these three little words. The moon and getting there was “The Holy Grail” of the 1960s.
Kennedy’s Promise. The President stated publicly that it was within the national character of America to
send a man to the moon and return him safely because “...it would be hard to do.” Such was his message to the Soviets at the
time, and Americans embraced the idea.
The Cold War. This fact can be held against the conspiracy theorists as well as stand by them. It would have

served the Soviets quite well to have discovered that both NASA and the U.S. Government had been involved in a fraud. Both
were rigorously trying to break the other, and were under incredible pressure.
It should be noted that by the time of the Apollo 11 moon landing, the Soviets already established a complicated series of
satellites and communications systems that eagerly followed the Apollo missions. If the slightest chance of fakery had been
detected, the Soviets would have “officially” cried WOLF! They never did.

Funding. NASA raised almost thirty billion dollars to get to the moon. If they failed, the humiliation, possibly,
would still be felt and the institution would have been destroyed in the process. Most conspiracy believers pointed out that
the space program could not have afforded the tragic possibility of astronauts crashing to their deaths on the lunar surface
on live TV.
The Vietnam War. Most conspiracy fans state that the Apollo missions were a “bread and circuses” away
from the unpopular fighting in Southeast Asia. It is incredible that the moon landings ended at about the same time that the
United States ended its role in Vietnam.
Most theorists argue that the moon landings did not happen in the way that NASA stated they did, and that most of
the employees have lied about the missions. Most point out the incredible gaps and inconsistencies in the official NASA
records. Some even claimed that the needed technology to send a human being to the moon and back, safely, frankly, did not
exist. Supporters point out that the curiosities in the time are nothing more than the mislabeling of pictures and imperfect
recollection of personal experiences.
Realistically, it would be next to impossible for all to keep quiet about this. To this day, not one former employee,
engineer, or astronaut has confessed to taking part in such a venture. More than four hundred thousand individuals worked
on the American Space Program. Someone would have talked by now. One could argue, “The government silenced them.
Threatened them with their lives.” But there haven’t even been any deathbed confessions.
The largest proof, backed by the moon conspirators, is the oddities discovered within the many photos taken between
Apollo 11 and Apollo 17.
In this article, only a few will be listed:
1. On the original NASA cameras, there was placed over each lens a special plate—a clear glass piece etched with
crosshairs. This last was to make it possible for a later study of measurements and distance. The very appearance of the
lens made it impossible for the crosshairs to become overexposed or moved in anyway. However, in some photos, there
appear to be objects that either stand out or hide the prearranged markers. This can suggest that things were “pasted”
over them.
2. Some crosshairs appear rotated or cropped. NASA has explained this could simply be a result of popular
photography adjusting the image for an aesthetic effect.
3. The photos are just too damn good. The astronauts on each mission were trained for several hours on how to use
their cameras. Each Apollo spaceflight had a special Hasselblad 500 EL/M Data camera with Carl Zeiss optics equipped
with a 70mm film magazine. NASA simply released only the best photos of each mission. Most were simply “dumped.”
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And keep in mind, the astronauts were astronauts, not photographers.
4. There were no stars visible. There had been a reference to this claim
made personally by the crew of Apollo 11, that they saw no stars during
their landing. They, of course, were only referring to the stars during
a lunar day. When, however, using their space navigation optics while
aligning their stellar references, they saw plenty of stars. Fact: all Apollo
landings took place during the lunar daytime. The stars were simply
outshone by the sun. Still, if fakery were involved, the point has merit.
5. The case of the “soda pop bottle.” A native of Perth, Australia
stated, for the record, that she spotted a “soda pop bottle” on a nearby
moon rock while the astronauts were seen doing their work. There has
been no recorded media or record questioning the truism of this source,
and it has never been substantiated. In point of fact, the original claim
stated the Australian said she had to “stay up late” to watch the program,
thereby spotting the telltale bottle. This alone proves the question of the
claim. In Australia, everyone watched the moon landings during their There is no blast crater under the Apollo 11 Lunar
midday.
Module
6. Who filmed Neil Armstrong as he left the lunar module to become
Credit: NASA/Neil Armstrong
the first human upon the moon? The lunar module did, of course. Before
he had exited the vehicle, Armstrong deployed the modularized equipment stowage assembly which contained—among
other things—a TV camera. This allowed over six hundred million people to share in the historical moment of “man
upon the moon.”
7. There was no dust scatter or blast craters spotted at the landing sites. One would not be expected. In comparison,
the main engines of the Saturn V F-1 engines created a force of about 459 PSI at the mouth of its nozzle at the point
of launching. Landing on the moon, which has a low gravity, the pressure used by the descent engine bell was only 1.5
PSI. The descent throttle system of the Lunar Lander had been throttled down during the final landing, only having to
support the weight of the vehicle.
In fact, Apollo 11 almost “ran out of gas” the moment it made contact upon the moon’s surface. When the famous words,
“Tranquility Base here…the Eagle has landed” were being said, one can quickly hear a “Roger Eagle, we can all now start
to breathe” as the response, NASA was terrified that the Lunar Lander was about to crash. Later, upon investigation, there
had been a blast crater created which was measured around the landing site by means of shadow lengths within the highresolution photos. It was estimated that about four to six inches of moon dust had been softly scattered around “Tranquility
Base.” Dust scatterings of the landing are plainly seen on the 16mm films.
Conspiracy theorists state that if these claims were not true, if NASA and the U.S. government did not fake the moon
landings, how can they explain the mysterious deaths which occurred before the manned missions. Like the witnesses of
the Kennedy Assassination, there are several “unfortunate” accidents involving engineers, employees, and NASA personnel.
1. NASA worker Thomas Ronald Baron’s automobile was struck by a
train in April 1967. Mr. Baron was an outspoken critic of the failed Apollo 1
tragedy, and just testified before a congressional hearing upon the matter. Mr.
Baron’s family was also killed in the crash. The crash was ruled an accident.
2. Virgil Ivan “Gus” Grissom, Edward Higgins “Ed” White, and Roger B.
Chaffee died in the Apollo 1 fire in January 1967. Most believe that Grissom
would never have allowed fraudulent activity, however. The man was known
for his outstanding character and sense of duty.
3. Theodore Freeman was killed while ejecting from a T-38 in October
1964.
4. Robert Henry Lawrence, Jr. died in an F-104 crash. Mr. Lawrence
had just been selected as a pilot for the Air Force’s “Manned Orbiting
Laboratory” program. The program was later cancelled.
Apollo 11 Landing Site
5. Elliot See and Charlie Bassett died in a T-38 crash in bad weather,
Credit: NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University
in February 1966.
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6. Edward “Ed” Givens died in a car accident in June 1967.
7. Michael J. “Mike” Adams perished in an X-15 crash, in November 1967. He was the only pilot to be killed during
the X-15 flight program.
8. Clifton “C.C.” Williams was killed while ejecting from a T-38 in October 1967.
9. Brian D. Welch, official NASA Public Affairs Officer and Director of Media Services succumbed to a heart attack
at the age of forty-two. Most conspiracy supporters believe that Mr. Welch had been “silenced” and stated that his death
at such a young age from a heart attack was suspect. It was Mr. Welch’s duty to debunk the moon landing conspiracies.
With the sole exception of Mr. Welch, all the other deaths occurred before the 1969 moon landing.
Theories and curiosities still abound. Conspirators have insisted that if they were given new photographs of the Apollo
landing sites, they may cool their jets a little. Alas, the government, NASA, and other agencies have stated they have little
time or interest in the matter. In fact, those operating the Hubble telescope have stated that the famous device has resolution
problems, limiting viewing to objects no smaller than sixty to seventy-five yards (fifty-five to sixty-nine meters). This would,
undoubtedly be insufficient to record any detail.
Did we land on the moon?
One of the great things about living in a free republic is the fact that we all have the right to question. To seek out answers
to life’s curiosities, mysteries, and conundrums.
In an age where even presidents belittle our history, it is sometimes impossible for us to visualize a time in our nation’s
history when we were faced with the impossible, rose to the challenge, defied political opposition and ridicule, and achieved
a goal. 
To learn more about this author and his works go to, www.donaldallenkirch.com. Comments about Stranger Than Fiction: True Stories of the
Paranormal can be sent to, Storywriter1967@yahoo.com.
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